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Introduction to the Portfolio
This portfolio consists o f a selection o f work carried out as course requirements for the 
PsychD in Psychotherapeutic and Counselling Psychology at the University o f Surrey in 
the period between September 1997 and September 2001. It comprises o f three sections 
that correspond to the three main areas o f training: academic study, therapeutic practice 
and research. A selection o f essays has been included with an emphasis on integration 
between theory, research and therapeutic practice. The portfolio is, therefore, 
representative o f the three main components o f the course.
The academic dossier contains three essays and one report. The therapeutic practice 
dossier is concerned with the author’s client work and placement experiences throughout 
the training. The research dossier contains one literature review and two research projects.
Due to the confidential nature o f the therapeutic work, confidentiality o f the clients has 
been protected throughout the portfolio. Names o f the clients have been changed and any 
other identifying information has been altered or omitted in order to preserve 
confidentiality.
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Academic Dossier
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Introduction to the Academic Dossier
This dossier contains a selection o f academic essays and one report that were submitted 
during the course. The first essay is concerned with ‘Lifespan Development’. This essay 
examines the role o f counselling psychology with lesbian and gay young people. The 
other two essays are from ‘Advanced Theory and Therapy’. One essay discusses frame 
management issues and the other explores the means o f change in cognitive behavioural 
therapy. In each case theoretical concepts are addressed with case examples used for 
illustration.
Finally, one report from the ‘Context o f Counselling Psychology’ explores the role o f  
personal therapy in therapist training.
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How can the literature on lesbian and gay identity developm ent inform  
counselling psychology practice with lesbian and gay young people?
In order for an individual to lead a productive, psychologically healthy life, certain 
developmental tasks must be mastered during adolescence. These tasks include 
establishment o f interpersonal relationships, achievement of autonomy and identity 
formation. Identity development includes the sense of who one is as a sexual being, that 
is, a sexual identity. According to Erikson (1946), identity development is a complex 
interactive process between the individual and society. Several processes by which an 
adolescent clarifies and consolidates their sexual identity are cohort comparisons, societal 
confirmation and peer affirmation. Environmental systems such as school, family and the 
work setting assist in the process. However, the development o f a lesbian or gay identity 
differs significantly from that o f a heterosexual identity. For the young person struggling 
with undefined ‘differentness’ regarding the focus o f her or his sexual attractions, these 
typical avenues and resources are frequently unavailable. Unlike the heterosexual young 
person, lesbian and gay youth have to deal with developing an identity within the context 
o f social stigmatisation, often without the support o f family, peer, schools and service 
providers (Fontaine and Hammond, 1996; Zera, 1992). Lesbian and gay young people are 
confronted with a unique set o f concerns and situations, namely that o f homophobia and 
discrimination and with the reality that most people do not approve o f their sexual 
orientation. Given these additional sources of stress in their lives, lesbian and gay 
adolescents are at a greater risk o f developing certain kinds o f emotional and 
psychological problems such as depression, substance abuse and suicide ( Radowsky and 
Siegel, 1997; Savin-Williams, 1994). Thus, growing up lesbian or gay is an enormous 
challenge in the face of pervasive social stigma. The unique task for lesbian and gay 
young people is to achieve a positive sexual identity while adjusting to what is currently a 
socially stigmatised role. According to Strommen (1989), the developmental task o f a 
lesbian or gay person is to reject negative societal values in order to create a self-identity 
that includes as a component a positive affirmation of lesbian and gay sexuality. In this
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essay, the literature on how lesbian and gay young people develop a sexual identity and 
‘come out’ as lesbian or gay will be explored. Models o f identity development and their 
implications for counselling psychologists working with lesbian and gay young people 
will also be presented.
Lesbian and gay identity development
The process of self-identification as lesbian or gay and the disclosure o f that identity to 
significant others is commonly known as ‘coming out’. According to Cohen and Stein 
(1986, p .32), it is ‘a complicated developmental process which involves, at a 
psychological level, a person’s awareness and acknowledgement o f homosexual thoughts 
and feelings’. For some persons, coming out ultimately leads to public identification as a 
gay man or lesbian. Various factors will affect the relative positive or negative meaning 
the individual places on the identity which emerges as a result of the coming out process. 
Brown (1989) notes that coming out also means the ongoing negotiation o f three elements 
common to all lesbian or gay experience: (a) biculturalism, the experience of 
simultaneous participation in two cultural realities; (b) marginality, the experience of 
being an outsider; and ( c), normative creativity, the need to invent boundaries and rules 
where none exist.
Numerous models of coming out have been cited in the literature (e.g. Cass, 1979, 1984; 
Coleman, 1981/1982; Troiden, 1988). These models share a number o f features, such as 
increasing acceptance o f the label ‘homosexual’ as applied to the self, the development o f 
‘increasingly personalised and frequent’ social contacts with other homosexuals (Cass, 
1984) and the increased desire to disclose this identity to at least some non-homosexual 
audiences. Thus, these models all share the commonality that each stage moves toward an 
increasing level o f acceptance o f a lesbian and gay identity. Models o f lesbian and gay 
sexual identity development view it as taking place against a backdrop o f stigma, which 
influences identity development and personal adjustment.
In the most widely cited of these models, Cass (1979) described six stages o f identity 
development. In the first stage, identity confusion, one questions previously held
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assumptions about one’s sexual orientation. At this stage, feelings o f turmoil and 
confusion prevail, and the young person may seek information on homosexuality, a 
difficult task given the inaccessibility o f such information. Identity comparison, is 
characterised by feelings o f alienation as one accepts the possibility o f being homosexual 
and becomes isolated from non-homosexual others. Identity tolerance is characterised by 
feelings o f ambivalence, where one may seek out other homosexuals but still maintain 
separate public and private images. Identity acceptance involves selective disclosure in 
which one begins to legitimise publicly as well as privately one’s sexual orientation. 
Identity pride where one becomes immersed in the homosexual subculture; and identity 
synthesis where sexual orientation is incorporated as one aspect o f a more integrated 
identity.
Troiden (1988) developed a similar model of homosexual identity development, based on 
asking lesbians and gay men to ‘recall having developed perceptions o f themselves as 
homo sexual ’ (p. 10 5 ). The model consists o f four stages. The first stage, sensitisation, 
occurs prior to puberty and is characterised by perceptions o f being different from same- 
sex peers. This is supported by Bell, Weinberg and Hammersmith’s (1981) finding that 
over 70% o f homosexuals in their sample reported feeling ‘somewhat’ or ‘very m uch’ 
different from same-sex peers during childhood. In this study, homosexual males were 
twice more likely than heterosexual controls to report feeling different from other boys. 
This was the same for lesbians. Both lesbians and gay men attributed their feelings o f 
difference to gender -inappropriate or gender-neutral interests or behaviours. Bell et al. 
(1981) found that only a minority of lesbians and gay men started to see themselves as 
sexually different before age 12. Fewer still labelled this difference as ‘hom osexual’ 
while children. The second stage is identity confusion, which occurs in adolescence. 
Here, the individual may begin to personalise homosexuality, when reflecting upon the 
idea that their or behaviour could be regarded as homosexual. The individual feels inner 
turmoil and anxiety related to the possibility o f being homosexual. Sources o f identity 
confusion include social condemnation o f homosexuality and ignorance and m is­
information about homosexuality. Third is identity assumption, which generally occurs in 
late adolescence and early adulthood. The person begins to accept his or her own sexual
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preference and to explore both his or her sexuality and the gay subculture. The 
homosexual identity becomes both a self- identity and a presented identity. The quality of 
initial contacts with other homosexuals is extremely important in this stage (Cass, 1979; 
Coyle, 1998). If initial contacts are negative, identity confusion will persist and be 
maintained through the use of denial and other coping strategies. The fourth stage is 
commitment, in which homosexuality is adopted as a way o f life and is characterised by 
internal (e.g. feeling that homosexuality is a valid self-identity) and external (e.g. 
disclosure to parents and heterosexual audiences) changes.
Researchers have also delineated various strategies adopted by lesbian and gay 
individuals to cope with this stigmatised role on the road to coming out. Hetrick and 
Martin (1987) outlined several coping styles such as “learning to hide” where behaviour 
is monitored in situations where it is dangerous or disadvantageous for one’s sexual 
orientation to be known; “denial o f membership” where rationalisation and denial o f 
sexual orientation occurs and attempts to identify oneself as heterosexual are made; and 
some individuals may engage in “gender deviance” where they exaggerate stereotypical 
homosexual characteristics out of a belief that this is how homosexual people must dress 
or behave. Further coping strategies have been outlined by Troiden (1989). These include 
“repair”, which is the attempt to eradicate homosexual feelings, and “redefinition” by 
relegating homosexual feelings or behaviours to special circumstances such as saying 
they are passing through a phase.
Although these stage models offer a useful theoretical construct to help the client and 
therapist make sense o f what has been observed or experienced, they have attracted 
criticism for manifesting a linear and prescriptive flavour, and for being insensitive to 
diversity in terms of race/ethnicity, gender and socialisation experiences (McCarn and 
Fassinger, 1990). The main weaknesses o f these models is that they are based on adult 
male subjects and are retrospective in nature (Zera, 1992). By being based on male 
behavioural norms, they have been criticised for ignoring differences between men and 
women on issues o f intimacy, autonomy and sexual expression (McCarn and Fassinger, 
1990). For instance, gay male identity is different from the development o f a lesbian
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identity. The development o f gay male identity tends to be more abrupt while the 
development o f a lesbian identity is more ambiguous, perhaps because there is a greater 
leeway for interpreting strong emotional relationships between women in non-sexual 
terms than in the case o f strong emotional relationships between men (Coyle, 1998). Due 
to socialisation experiences, gay men tend to engage in sexual activity earlier, and be 
more competitive and autonomous within their relationships while lesbians tend to have 
greater emotional attachment within their relationships (Coyle, 1998; Davies, 1996). For 
women who come out in the context o f a relationship, identity and intimacy as 
developmental tasks may become interwoven, whereas m en’s socialisation toward 
autonomy and sexual freedom may lead to the resolution o f identity tasks prior to the 
negotiation o f intimacy. Also, it has been suggested that differences in socialisation for 
men and women within our society mean that lesbians are first socialised into female 
roles and their responses to coming out are shaped by their role training (Groves and 
Ventura, 1983).
Until recently, writing and research on lesbian and gay identity assumed that a lesbian or 
gay identity takes precedence over other aspects of identity. However, for some people, 
across different social groups, other identity elements may be more important than a 
lesbian or gay identity (Coyle, 1998). For example, Deverell and Front (1995) found 
some black gay men preferred to organise their identity around being black rather than 
being gay. Rafalin and Coyle (1996) highlighted how Jewish lesbian and gay men 
experience conflict between their sexual identity and cultural/religious identity. Thus, 
appropriate models must allow for gender and socialisation differences.
Another criticism o f stage models is that people do not pass sequentially from one stage 
to another (McDonald, 1982) and a client may be working on the developmental tasks o f 
several stages simultaneously. Although some young people may experience all the stages 
in a model in the specified order, others may experience only some o f the stages and 
others may experience stages of development that have not yet been included within the 
model (Coyle, 1998).
Thus, while accounts o f coming out are informative, they are based on retrospective 
studies, on experiences as they are remembered rather than experiences as they are living 
them (Boxer and Cohler, 1989; Goggin, 1994). Given the difficulties associated with 
stage models, perhaps the development o f lesbian and gay identity can be more flexibly 
considered as a set o f tasks/issues that young people encounter and address (Coyle, 1998).
Lesbian and gay young people and mental health
The discussion so far suggests that when lesbian and gay young people are developing 
their sexual identities, they have to negotiate tasks that can potentially have adverse 
effects on their psychological well-being. The experience o f living with a stigmatised 
identity has contributed to lower levels of psychological well-being than the general 
population (Coyle, 1993). The cost o f this stigmatisation is apparent in statistics which 
reflect disproportionate frequencies o f psychological disturbance among gay and lesbian 
teenagers such as substance abuse, depression and suicide than in non lesbian and gay 
youth (e.g. Coyle, 1993; Hetrick and Martin, 1987; Savin-Williams and Cohen, 1996).
Gibson (1989) found in his U.S. study that 30% of completed teenage suicides were 
committed by youth dealing with sexual identity issues. In the U.K., Trenchard and 
Warren (1984) reported that one in five lesbian and gay youths attempted suicide, and 
Bridget (1995) found that 14 out of 20 young lesbians attempted suicide and concluded 
that lesbian and gay people are two to six times more likely to attempt suicide than 
heterosexual youth.
Hetrick and Martin (1987) in a study on types o f problems presented by self-identified 
lesbian and gay youth, found the primary reason for seeking professional help was a sense 
o f extensive isolation from family, social networks and peers. These individuals said they 
felt separated and emotionally isolated from their peers because o f their feelings o f 
differentness. This isolation was magnified by the lack o f access to accurate information 
about homosexuality. Family problems were the second most frequent area o f concern, 
particularly those involving ‘coming out’ to parents.
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Implications for counselling psychology practice
The developmental task o f exploring and accepting one’s sexual orientation, as well as 
the ongoing pressure o f confronting and negotiating social and legal barriers to the 
maintenance o f a homosexual lifestyle creates an acute need for informed and sensitive 
interventions. The following section explores roles and responsibilities o f counselling 
psychologists and other mental health practitioners, and suggest ways in which they may 
be appropriate to assume these roles. The critical factor o f any intervention is that it is 
proactive and affirmative in order to counteract the destructive influence o f societal 
oppression (Coyle, 1998; Fassinger, 1991; Radowsky and Siegel, 1997).
If those working with lesbian and gay young people are mindful o f the diversity of 
possible pathways through the process of development o f a lesbian and gay identity, 
models o f lesbian and gay identity can be a valuable tool for understanding the 
experiences o f young people who are coming to terms with their sexual identity and for 
planning interventions to promote their well-being. These models such as the ones 
presented earlier are important because they aid both clients and professionals in 
understanding, predicting and normalising experiences, as well as identifying difficulties 
that stem from developmental processes and tasks. However, although they offer clinical 
usefulness, their limitations suggest careful application. Therapeutic interventions at each 
stage of the Cass (1979) model have been suggested by Fontaine and Hammond (1996). 
For instance, in the first stage, therapists could assist the young person to redefine 
differentness, discourage premature labelling and attempt to normalise feelings. Denial is 
a primary defence at this stage. According to Cass (1979), the task o f identity comparison 
is dealing with social alienation as the young person becomes aware o f his or her 
difference from the larger society and experiences a sense o f not belonging and the 
isolation o f perceiving him self or herself as an isolated case. At this stage, therapists can 
explore their fears and anxieties, attempt to identify role models and locate appropriate 
support systems such as peer support groups. Therapeutic interventions at the stage o f 
identity tolerance can assist in interpreting negative experiences, developing interpersonal 
skills, addressing fears o f exposure, facilitating decision-making on coming out and
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offering insight on the identity formation process as well as resource information. In 
identity acceptance, interventions could consist of exploration of coming out issues, 
affirming basic self-worth and building self-esteem. In identity pride, support for self­
acceptance and pride is required as well as encouragement of bridging with supportive 
heterosexuals. In identity synthesis, therapists can support efforts to bridge the 
homosexual self with aspects of identity.
The findings by Troiden (1988) suggest that because children and early adolescents rarely 
structure their experience using labels as homosexual or heterosexual, it may be 
therapeutically more useful to focus on the meanings the feelings hold for young people 
and to assist them in integrating these feelings psychologically. Therapists should try and 
avoid imposing their own sexual categories (e.g. ‘You’re only passing through a phase’) 
as they may invalidate the client’s experience to the detriment of his or her personal 
adjustment.
Given the unique stressors o f lesbian and gay development in a dominant heterosexual 
culture, the need for effective therapeutic interventions with such individuals is required. 
Several researchers (e.g. Clark, 1987; Davies, 1996) have outlined a number o f guidelines 
for implementing gay affirmative therapy o f lesbians and gay men. A variety of 
theoretical approaches and techniques may be effective with such clients. For example, 
cognitive approaches may be useful in overcoming negative thinking and self-talk about 
gayness whereas client-centred approaches may have greater utility in encouraging 
expression of repressed affect. Gestalt ‘empty chair’ techniques may be effective in 
bringing into awareness all sides of ambivalence and confusion about gay and non-gay 
affiliation, as well as helping individuals vicariously confront family and friends about 
their identity. Other approaches include bibliotherapy, family and systems approaches 
and group therapy (Fassinger, 1991).
In recent years, youth groups have been established to provide lesbian and gay young 
people with a nurturing, supportive peer environment. Such groups give young people 
the opportunity to make friends without hiding their sexual orientation, thereby 
developing social skills and building self-esteem and allowing them to experiment with
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intimate relationships (Coyle, 1998). Thus, support groups for lesbian and gay youth 
allow them to complete the developmental tasks o f adolescence. Regardless o f their 
presenting concerns, most lesbian and gay adolescents would benefit from participation in 
peer support groups as they can help reduce the sense o f isolation, provide an opportunity 
for developing social skills, discuss the meaning o f sexual identity, share information and 
socialise (Gonsiorek,1988). In addition, they can find in these groups role models to help 
manage the challenges they may face in the process o f coming out.
When working therapeutically with lesbian and gay young people, an awareness o f the 
typical stresses o f  lesbian and gay identity development is vital. Without such awareness, 
behaviours that are normal within the ‘coming out’ context can be viewed inaccurately as 
indicators o f more serious problems or psychopathology. Most suicide attempts by 
homosexual people occur during their youth, at the time they are struggling with their 
sexual identities. Alcohol and drugs are used by many homosexual adolescents to numb 
anxiety and depression. Many young people internalise at least some homophobic 
stereotypes and some experience self-hatred resulting from their beliefs and fears about 
their homosexual feelings. Thus, the elimination o f internalised homophobia is an 
important therapeutic goal. According to Gonsiorek and Rudolph (1991, p. 166), ‘negative 
feelings about one’s sexual orientation may be over generalised to encompass the entire 
self. Effects o f this may range from a mild tendency toward self-doubt in the face o f  
prejudice to overt self-hatred and self-destructive behaviour.’ It is the therapist’s task to 
uncover these self-oppressive beliefs and behaviours.
It is imperative that a therapist examine his or her own biases and prejudices toward 
lesbian and gay clients. The initial goal o f the therapist is to establish a trusting 
relationship with the young person. A second goal is to provide a non-judgemental 
environment for the young person in which he or she can discuss feelings, experiences 
and ideas pertaining to issues o f sexual identity in a free and open manner. As Sabocinski 
(1990, p.246) has noted, ‘the therapist must provide an accepting, caring and safe 
environment in which these young people or those uncertain o f their sexual orientation, 
can explore the often confusing and painful experiences that accompany the emergence
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of a gay or lesbian identity.’ As Malyon (1982, p.325) states, the ultimate goal in working 
with this group o f adolescents is to help them ‘develop a positive self-concept and a 
genuine capacity for intimacy, irrespective o f sexual orientation’. Gonsiorek (1988) notes 
that most lesbians and gay adolescents will need preventive mental health approaches 
such as providing education, bibliotherapy, participation in peer support groups, to 
decrease the sense o f isolation and to develop social skills. It is also important that 
therapists can discriminate when a client’s sexual orientation should be the focus o f  
therapy and when it should be left alone. Once the adolescent has shared his or her sexual 
identity with the therapist, it is essential to evaluate the nature o f the adolescent’s 
experience o f his or her homosexuality. Some may regard their homosexual feelings with 
distress while others may accept their sexual orientation without any difficulty while 
experiencing problems in areas not associated with their homosexuality. Therefore the 
therapist should not automatically assume that an adolescent who self-identifies as gay or 
lesbian will require therapy that primarily addresses his or her sexual orientation. 
According to Cowie and Rivers (2000), the heterosexual practitioner should always 
acknowledge the client’s ‘expertise’ on his or her situation and try to obtain a sense o f  
how the world might view the client, and how the client views the world.
DeMonteflores and Schultz (1978) state that feminism and the women’s movement 
facilitated the coming out process for many lesbians by providing a sense o f solidarity, 
community and positive role models. Thus, working with lesbian clients requires that the 
therapist acknowledges the influence that heterosexism and sexism have on lesbian 
women and the concerns that they bring to therapy. As women, lesbians are often 
relationship-oriented, as a result, coming out to others may be especially stressful 
(Browning, Reynolds and Dworkin, 1991; Sophie, 1988).
Conclusions
In summary, the stigmatisation o f homosexuality makes it difficult for lesbian and gay 
young people to achieve the tasks o f adolescence. Identity development becomes difficult 
because the stigma associated with homosexuality creates problems o f guilt and secrecy, 
discourages lesbian and gay young people from discussing their emerging sexual
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orientation with either peers or family, and makes it difficult for these adolescents to gain 
access to other homosexual youth who could serve as a peer group. Lesbian and gay 
young people are unique in that they are unable to develop the sense o f group identity that 
is important for coping with this discrimination. Therefore, ‘the most powerful treatment 
for the emotional concerns o f gay and lesbian youth is to normalise their experiences as 
adolescents’ (Gonsiorek, 1988, p. 121), as well as providing them with a peer group of 
other lesbian or gay young people.
Clinicians and researchers should support the well-being o f lesbian and gay young people 
by conducting research and encouraging behaviours that will help minimise the 
internalised homophobia, self-destructive behaviours and suicide o f young people (Savin- 
Williams, 1994). The task o f therapy should involve working through feelings of 
difference and dealing with the loss of familiar structures.
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Discuss the im pact o f frame management in psychoanalytical therapy 
using examples from your own practice.
A consideration o f the boundaries and ground rules o f the therapeutic setting and the 
therapeutic relationship is integral to the process o f psychotherapy. W ithin the 
psychodynamic literature, this is commonly referred to as the therapeutic frame (e.g. 
Gray, 1994; Smith, 1991). The purpose o f this essay is to briefly outline what is meant by 
the term ‘frame’ and to discuss through clinical material, how frame issues can have an 
impact on the therapeutic process. In particular, emphasis will be given to the 
communicative psychoanalytic approach which places great theoretical and technical 
importance to the frame and makes it central in their work. Finally, implications for frame 
management in NHS settings will be discussed. For the purpose of this essay, no 
distinction will be made of the terms therapist/analyst and client/patient and these terms 
will be used interchangeably throughout the text of this paper.
The ‘fram e’ refers to the physical boundaries o f the therapeutic relationship which are 
established through the provision of a space where therapist and client can meet and the 
structure o f therapy including practical issues such as procedure, time and duration 
factors, confidentiality and taping of sessions (Spinelli, 1994). The term ‘fram e’ was first 
used by Marion Milner (1952) who first compared the function of the analytic frame to 
the part that is played by the frame o f a picture in art:
‘The frame marks off the different kind o f reality that is within it from that which 
is outside it; but a temporal spatial frame also marks off the special kind o f reality 
o f a psychoanalytic session. And in psychoanalysis, it is the existence o f this 
frame that makes possible the full development of that creative illusion that 
analysts call transference.’ (Milner, 1952:183).
She used the term to point out how adherence to the basic ground rules sets the analytic 
relationship apart from other segments o f the patient’s life, creating the opportunity for 
the development of the transference (Hoag, 1992).
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Although Milner (1952) introduced the metaphor o f the frame, it was Freud (1911-1913) 
who originally delineated the basic ground rules o f the analytic situation. They included 
the fundamental rule o f free association, evenly suspended attitude o f the analyst, 
neutrality, confidentiality, set time and length o f session and set fee. He also stressed 
there would be consequences in the analysis following violation o f these ground rules. 
After Freud, others such as Winnicott (1954), Bleger (1967) and Schafer (1983) have 
contributed to the literature on the therapeutic frame. However, it is the communicative 
approach to psychoanalytic therapy pioneered by Robert Langs (1975) and later 
elaborated by Smith (1991) which postulates a powerful relationship between frame 
issues and the conscious and unconscious communication between the client and the 
therapist.
Langs (1976; 1978; 1988) has written extensively about the therapeutic frame, its 
importance for containment and how breaks in the frame are accurately perceived by the 
client, although often ignored by the therapist (Gray, 1994). Langs (1979) defines the 
frame as “a metaphor for the implicit and explicit ground rules o f psychotherapy or 
psychoanalysis” (p.540). According to Langs, the patient is part o f a system involving a 
therapist and the ‘boundary conditions’ which are the factors structuring the therapeutic 
interaction. Both are sensitive to the variation in behaviour in the other or in the boundary 
conditions o f the therapy. Certain features o f the therapeutic environment or ‘fram e’ will 
therefore elicit either unconscious approval or disapproval. In this way, patients’ 
responses may not be transference but initiated by external triggers in the session from the 
therapist or from breaks in the frame.
The communicative approach asserts there is an ideal set o f ground rules, referred to as 
the secure fram e. These include the following components:
1. A secure and reliable setting in which there is a fixed place, time and duration 
for each meeting.
2. An appropriate fee to insure that the therapist is employed by and accountable 
to the patient.
3. Privacy and confidentiality, with no third-party intrusions.
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4. A patient-centred therapist who does not permit his or her personal concerns 
to intrude into the psychotherapeutic work.
5. A therapist who refrains from any form o f coercion.
6. A therapist who refrains from physical contact.
7. A therapist who will confine his or her contact with the patient to the 
psychotherapeutic hour and who has had no extra-therapeutic relationship with 
the patient either before, during or after the therapy. (Smith, 1996: 105)
A therapeutic situation in which each o f these ground rules have been clearly established 
is termed a secure fram e  psychotherapeutic situation. Any violations o f basic ground 
rules is termed deviant fram e  psychotherapeutic situation. The theory proposes the frame 
as the single most important and powerful factor within analysis and therefore pays close 
attention to the management o f the frame.
In communicative psychotherapy, ‘frame management’ refers to the therapeutic 
structuring and maintenance o f the frame and is considered a form of psychoanalytic 
intervention (Smith, 1991). According to Langs (1984c), frame management has a
“significant influence on every dimension o f the therapeutic relationship and 
experience. It is in this area that the therapist establishes the basic rules o f 
relatedness, the nature o f the therapeutic interpersonal boundaries, the nature o f 
the curative work, the roles and functions o f both participants to treatment, the 
self-enhancing hold o f the patient, and the unconscious implications o f the 
therapist’s active efforts. Management o f the frame is at the heart o f the mode o f 
relatedness in psychotherapy and psychoanalysis. It is also the means by which a 
therapist expresses the most significant inputs regarding the nature o f the adaptive 
capacities within him self as they pertain to his own self-state and madness or 
sanity” (p.6).
This means that the manner in which a therapist manages the frame conveys to the patient 
the therapist’s management of his or her own intrapsychic conflicts and inner needs 
which in turn influences what the patient says or does in therapy (Langs, 1975). Once the 
secure frame is in place, a therapeutic atmosphere is created in which patients can 
disclose their deepest fears. The secure frame can offer the patient a sense o f basic trust, 
clear boundaries between patient and therapist resulting in a safe and secure relationship 
and a sense o f being held and of containment (Smith, 1991). According to W innicott
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(1954), the frame served a ‘m aternal’ function as it ‘ reproduces the early and earliest 
mothering techniques’ (p.286). Similar to a maternal figure, the therapist holds the patient 
so he or she can continue to grow. This involves containing the person’s deepest fears and 
anxieties. Thus, the frame seeks to promote and enhance the client’s experience of being 
‘held’ by and within the psychotherapeutic process. In doing so, an exploratory space is 
created for self-challenge and discovery (Spinelli, 1994). This hold or “holding 
environment” (Modell, 1976) creates a secure and somewhat predictable therapeutic 
milieu for the client. If the hold is not developed, feelings of confusion, anxiety and 
distrust can emerge (Watkins, 1985). Thus, the secure frame situation, in terms of 
positive holding and containing,
“offers the patient a sense o f basic trust o f the therapist, who is able to establish 
clear boundaries, a cohesive sense o f self, and a strong hold for the patient. The 
secure frame also provides an image of the therapist as capable o f managing his 
madness and self-state, as reliable, as providing the patient with a strong and clear 
sense o f reality, clear and precise interpersonal boundaries, and offering an ego- 
and self-enhancing experience and image o f the therapist.” (Langs, 1984c: p.7).
According to Cherry and Gold (1989), the therapist requires the structure o f the frame at 
least as much as the client. The frame assists the therapist in placing the client’s interest 
above all other considerations by minimising the likelihood o f making self-serving, 
defensive and extra-therapeutic responses. However, the secure frame also generates 
‘secure frame anxiety’ or ‘death anxiety’ where patients may unconsciously feel 
entrapped by the conditions of the frame and develop existential fears o f annihilation. It is 
thought that the secure frame may universally symbolise the limitations o f human 
existence which may evoke existential anxiety in some patients (Smith, 1991). Advocates 
o f the communicative approach argue that it is the positive components o f the secure 
frame situation that enable the patient to continue in treatment and to deal with the 
simultaneous anxieties and dangers created by the conditions of treatment. Secure frame 
anxiety is not restricted to the patient, it also applies to the therapist. Thus, the secure 
frame situation creates anxiety and danger as well as providing a measure o f safety for 
both patient and therapist . Although the deviant -frame therapist is viewed as 
untrustworthy, confused as to interpersonal boundaries and unable to offer the patient a
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sense o f containment, Langs (1984c) acknowledged that deviant frame therapy may 
provide “measure o f relief from symptoms to patients, though it will do so in general 
without basic insight or self and ego integration” (p.8) especially if  patients are unable to 
tolerate existential anxieties evoked by the secure frame. Both therapist and client may 
unconsciously deviate from the frame for fear o f the intense atmosphere that accompanies 
a secure frame (Smith, 1991).
Situations that lead to deviant frame therapy can come about by the mis-management o f  
the ground rules by a therapist or they may be inherent in the environmental constraints 
that surround the practice o f  a particular therapy. According to communicative 
psychoanalysts, patients offer unconscious cues to therapists to draw attention to when 
things go wrong in order for analytic holding to be re-established and the analytic process 
be resumed. When a therapist deviates from frame issues, patients will offer disguised 
criticisms o f the therapeutic setting by the stories they tell. When patients alter the frame 
by requesting a change o f schedule or other requests that modify the secure frame, 
therapists should listen for the patients’ unconscious guidance as to how they should 
proceed. They usually unconsciously recommend that the secure frame be maintained. An 
example from Smith (1991) will illustrate how there is often a disparity between 
conscious and unconscious communication. Smith (1991) described a patient who 
requested her therapist to reschedule their session. The therapist complied with her 
request. In the subsequent session, the patient thanked the therapist for complying with 
her request and then complained about her college lecturer who messed her about wanting 
to swap the time around. She continued by saying that the lecturer ‘...doesn’t know what 
he’s doing...He should set something up and stick to it’. Although the patient is 
consciously grateful, the patient’s unconscious communication reveals that she believes 
the therapist should stick to her agreed time.
Although frame issues are an essential component o f the psychotherapeutic situation in 
psychoanalytic psychotherapy, not all psychoanalytic psychotherapists adhere to frame 
issues as rigidly as communicative psychotherapists. Within the classical
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psychoanalytical framework, variations in technique are seen as inevitable as they reflect 
the therapist’s personality, style o f work and their appropriate flexible responses to the 
clinical situation (Greenson, 1958; Stone, 1961). Reasons offered to justify deviations in 
the ground rules include enhancing the therapeutic alliance, expression o f ‘real’ 
relationship between patient and demonstration o f flexibility (Langs, 1975). Gill (1985) 
disagrees with Langs’ argument that the secure frame is the correct and only way to 
organise the setting so that it is mutative. According to Gill (1985), the secure frame is 
individually determined not universally determined. He criticises Langs’ view that 
patients universally experience the secure frame in two ways: wanting it as it provides a 
secure “hold” and fearing it as it means a claustrum to them, where there will be no 
escape from their terrifying wishes If they are to remain in therapy their wish for the hold 
has to be stronger that their fear. An appropriate interpretation o f that fear aids their wish 
but if  the fear is so great an appropriate interpretation cannot overcome it. Gill points out 
the danger o f circular reasoning: If the patient discontinues despite an appropriate 
interpretation, it means the fear was too great; the possibility that the interpretation was 
inappropriate is excluded. This leads Gill to disagree with the way clinical material is 
evaluated, contending that Langs accepts conscious communications only when they are 
consistent with its predetermined beliefs. Gill advocates instead attention to conscious 
data and encoded derivatives. In general the disagreement is about Langs’ primary 
priority to frame issues while Gill adopts a more flexible approach believing that frame 
issues may not be the important issues in particular situations.
In the following section, I will present an example illustrating frame-management issues 
and how the patient conveyed to me her dissatisfaction with deviations from the secure 
frame. In order to illustrate the concept o f frame management, I will first identify ways in 
which my setting deviates from the ideal. Being a NHS service, therapy is free. My room 
is situated opposite to an open kitchen and the waiting room. In addition it is an office 
room with filing cabinet, computer and desk usually piled high with papers. To obtain 
therapy, the patient is referred by a GP or psychiatrist to the psychotherapy department. 
They then receive an assessment appointment. Before the appointment, they have to
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complete a questionnaire . Once the patient is assessed, he or she is placed on the waiting 
list until a therapist is available. The therapist is not necessarily the person who assessed 
the patient. The practice is to offer therapy for an initial 12 weeks and to review the 
situation later.
The most obvious deviation o f the secure frame is the involvement o f other parties such 
as the referrer, the assessor and my supervisor. Based on this information, themes of 
exposure, exploitation and third-party intrusions will be evident. Other frame-related 
issues include the lack o f privacy as there is a shared waiting room, and the receptionists’ 
office and open kitchen which are situated nearby and forced termination.
TTzg par/gMf a J7 year o/af üfzvorcW woAMa/? wa# rg/er/W 6;/ a# owfpafzgMf
j o v y c M a f n T /  / h r  ^ /z g  m x g x W  zzzy j z z p g r v z T o r  a W p & z g g r /  ozz f /z g  w a zY zzzg
/z jA  . S g v g r a /  zM o /z f/z j W g r ,  ^ /zg  w a j  z z z /b r f z W  p o j r  r /z a r  j / z g  w o w / d f  r g g g z v g  
p j y g / z o r / z g r r z p y  y ro z z z  zzzg. STzg q ^ g r g ^  rzzz zzzzfzfz/ 7 2  j g ^ z o w  wzY/z r /zg  o ^ p o rr z z z z z Y y  y b r  
zzzorg j"/zow/<7 j/zg wzj/z.
Pkzf/z r/zzx jo a r r z c z z /a z -  przZz'gzzf /  A W  g% p/azzzg<7 r o  /z g r  r/zrzr /  w r z j  zzz y h r / / z g r  r m zzzzzzg  a W  w r z j  
j-zzp g z-v zT gd  T o w a r d  r/zg g W  p f ^ g  / z ^ Y  .s g ^ z o z z ,  6 g / b r g  j / z g  /g zz v z zz g  ^ /zg  j%zzW.
M r s .  P :  . . . / ^ g g / p g o p / g  a r g  W h ' z z g  6 g / z z W  zzz^ /  z/ozz V / g g / y z z ^ g z /  fry  y o z z  a /r /z o z z g /z  
w /zg zz  /'zzz  g o z z g  y o z z  T g  ^ r o 6 r z 6 / y  W A :zzzg  6 g / z z W  zzz;; 6rzc /:. T /zg  r g g g p r z o z z z ^  rzzzr/ 
pjyc/zzrzZ'z'Zj'f rzz-g /zzzvzzzg a  g o W  g z g g / g  Z zg /zzW  zzzy
In the second session, Mrs. P opened with non-derivative discourse while I remained 
silent. Then:
M r s .  P :  /  & zzz V w rzzzf f o  6 g  w o z z z z z /  j ^ g o p /g .  /zz  zzz); z zg z g /z6 o zzz" /zo o z / w /zg z -g  /  / z \ W  zzz zz 
gozzzzczY /z o z z jg , g v gz^ zo zzg  A ?zgw  w /z a r  wzzj" g o z z z g  ozz a z zz / zzz^gzygrzzzg w /zg zz  z /z g y  j/z o z z /( /z z  Y.
At the time I asked the patient if she thought that I was ‘interfering’ and she denied it. She 
then recalled a dream:
M r s  P :  /  & g g p  /zrzvzzzg z/zzT z/rgazzz w /z g r g  /  rzzzz zzz / /z g  zzzzW(//g ^zzrz-ozzzzz/gz/ Jrzp rzzzg xg  
Z zzzjzzzg^  zzzgzz -  < / r g v W  zzz 6 z z ^ z z z g ^  ^zzz'A. T T zg /z r^ r  o z zg  w / z z ^ g z - j  / o  r/zg o z zg  6 g jz W g  /zzzzz WzW 
y o z z  j g g  w /zz z t 6"/zg ( /z W  zzzzr/ z/zg j g g o z z z /  ozzg  j p y j  r o  r/zg  r / z W  ozzg  WzW y o z z  Æ zzow x /z g  w a x  /z'A:g 
r /z a r ?  ' azz</ zY g a g x  azz Zz'Æg r /zar  wzY/z a / /  a /  z/zgzzz ra/A:zzzg a 6 a a r  zzzg. /  & zzz Y A z za w  w / z a r  r/zg  
</z"gazzz zx a 6 a a r  6 g g a a x g  /  z/azz Y A:zzaw a z r y  ^ a p a z z g x g  j 9 g a p / g .
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The theme o f third party involvement, third parties ‘interfering’ and a dream about 
strangers talking about the patient represent violations o f the rules o f privacy and 
confidentiality. According to the communicative therapist, I have to find a way to convey 
to the patient that violations of privacy and confidentiality are unconsciously causing 
distress. Although establishing a secure frame is difficult in the NHS setting, there are 
still moments when ground rules can be established or upheld. I discussed confidentiality 
with her stating that it was maintained within the team and that she was free to access any 
o f her notes. Although she would have preferred to know that there would be total 
confidentiality, given my trainee status in this NHS setting, this was the best I could do.
Mrs. P  a/woyj coMfmzW fo WA f/ze f/zgrapgwfzc /zowr. /  Mo/zcW f/zA, /
ybzzW A mvbva/W aW  to z/zfg/Twpf Aer. Ht t/ze 6ggzzzzzzfzg q /  t/ze ybwrt/z ve^zozz,
P  6gg#fz t/zg ^g^zozz 6)/ üfg^ crz'Azzzg /zgr yrzgzz  ^w/zo vAztg f^ /zgr zzz /zgr zzgw /zozzzg. S'/zg 
fAjgzVZW /zmv /^zg wozztgüf t/zA yrz'gzzdl to /govg 6zzt t/zg yrzgzzof o/wqyj corz-zgrf ozz to/A:zzzg. 
67zg g^j-gz-zZzgûf /zow j/zg t/zozzg/zt zt wozz/z/ 6g z-zz^ g z/"j/zg to/r/ /zgz- to Zgovg.
Mrs P: /  /zo^ f o yHgzzc/ w/zo cozzzg Zo^ t wggA;. S7zg ^tqygüf/br zzzorg t/zozz ozz Zzozzr ozz^ Z t/zA 
z-zzzzzgcZ zzzy wtzo/g üfqy. S"/zg z-ozzg /o^t zzzg/zt jqyzzzg j/zg wos cozzzzzzg ogozzz tor/qy bzzt /  6/ozz V 
wozzt Zzgz" to. /  cozz V j-qy zzo. STzg j-Zzozz/^  z^zow zzzg by zzow ozzr/ ggt t/zg /zzzzt.
Here, the patient is unconsciously telling me that I should not have allowed her to stay 
beyond the therapeutic hour. At the time, I interpreted this as her ambivalence about 
therapy and her difficulty in coming to the sessions and suggested this to her. On 
hindsight, I think she was referring to the frame deviation. After my comment, she said:
Mrs. P: .. .My /zzz^ bozz^  oWzz Y zzzzz/gz-jTozzzY zzzg. Po^r wggp /  woj zzz Tkygo A ozzzY f/zgrg wgrg 
o// zYzgjg crowrA. PPTzgzz /  rgoc/zgr/ zYzg co /^zzgr, / yzzvt bzzr^ r zzz^ o Zgo^. P/zg yozzzzg gov/zzgr 
HzWzz Y A?zow w/zoZ To zYo. /^zg zYog^ zz Y zzzzc/gz-^ rozzzY. 7yYzjY wozztg<Y ro ggt ozz/ ozz<Y go /zozzzg.
The patient is commenting on my ‘intervention’ telling me that she thinks I don’t 
understand her and don’t know what to do. She may be telling me that she would be 
better off without therapy. In subsequent sessions, I did manage to end on time and even 
interrupted her on occasions in order to preserve the boundaries.
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As the above examples illustrate, the patient’s narratives are closely related to the frame 
issues impinging on her and she unconsciously conveys her dissatisfaction and offers 
ways to rectify the situation. As a therapist in training I was aware how frame issues 
could affect how the patient and I related to each other. This has been most salient in 
placements within the NHS setting and GP surgeries. Still, even in such deviant 
environments, Smith (1991) asserts there can be "secure fram e m om ents’ where there is 
room for upholding or establishing ground rules. For instance, although the NHS setting 
is usually plagued by a deviant frame environment such as the presence o f receptionists, 
time-limited therapy or third party involvement meaningful work is still possible under 
those conditions if  for instance I maintain confidentiality by not writing to the GP or 
referrer and listen to the unconscious communications o f the patient.
In recognition of the importance of the frame in NHS settings, there has been a growing 
literature highlighting the difficulties for therapists who work within these settings (e.g. 
Hoag, 1992; Jones, Murphy, Neaman, Tollemache and Vasserman, 1994; Lees, 1997). 
Hoag (1992) has argued that if  deviations in the therapeutic frame occur, the therapist 
must try to correct the deviations or if  this is not possible, to acknowledge the deviation 
in order to provide the patient with the secure frame moment. She reported a positive 
effect on patients in therapy following maintenance o f secure frame moments in the GP 
surgery where she worked. She noted a reduction in failed appointments, premature 
termination and an increase in attendance. Others (e.g. Lees, 1997) expressed an 
alternative view by advocating a more flexible approach to the therapeutic frame than 
Hoag. While accepting that the culture o f the organisation such as the GP surgery can 
intrude on the clinical work, Lees (1997) views it as a positive force for change and 
ensuring its influence is creative rather than destructive while Hoag (1992) is driven by 
the belief that therapeutic possibilities are reduced if  the culture o f the setting is allowed 
to infringe on the clinical work.
In summary, this essay has attempted to illustrate the importance and relevance o f frame 
management in therapeutic practice. Contributions from the literature, especially the
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communicative approach suggest the extent to which the deviant frame may interfere with 
therapeutic progress. The client knows this and informs their therapist o f it through their 
unconscious communication. These responses are usually in reaction to frame deviations.
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In cognitive therapy, therapeutic change is not dependent upon the 
therapeutic system of delivery but on the active components which  
directly challenge the client’s faulty appraisals. Discuss.
Cognitive therapy is a model o f emotional disorder and associated treatment paradigm 
originally defined by Aaron Beck and his colleagues (Beck, 1964; Beck, 1976; Beck, 
Rush, Shaw and Emery, 1979). The model suggests that on the basis o f early experience, 
we form beliefs or assumptions about ourselves, other people and the world. These then 
shape how we perceive, interpret and respond to subsequent experience. Assumptions are 
‘dysfunctional’ in that they are extreme, rigid and resistant to change. Once activated, 
dysfunctional assumptions give rise to what Beck has termed ‘negative automatic 
thoughts’, negative in that they are associated with unpleasant emotions, and automatic in 
that they ‘pop into people’s heads’. In cognitive therapy, these are the initial target for 
change followed later by dysfunctional assumptions on which they are based (Fennell, 
1997). According to the model, emotional disturbance occurs when the cognitive 
processes of interpreting and evaluating experience is biased (usually negatively) which 
in turn tends to negatively influence our feelings and thoughts. Furthermore, it is 
proposed that an improvement in mood and behaviour can be achieved through realistic 
evaluation and modification of thinking (Beck et al, 1979; J. Beck, 1995).
The development and application of a wide range o f tools and techniques aimed at 
targeting and modifying the client’s belief systems is what distinguishes cognitive therapy 
from other forms of psychotherapy. Traditionally, these have been viewed as the “active 
components” which directly challenge clients’ faulty appraisals. There are numerous 
strategies or techniques employed to do this including the process of guided discovery 
using Socratic questions where the therapist and client collaboratively work together to 
find alternative adaptive ways of thinking, often through the Socratic method o f using 
systematic questions and inductive reasoning (Overholser, 1993a; 1993b); thought diaries
by getting the client to record their thoughts, and behavioural experiments aimed at 
helping client to directly test the validity o f their thoughts and beliefs.
Integral to cognitive therapy is homework tasks (Beck et al, 1979) as they provide further 
opportunities for clients to identify, modify and evaluate their thoughts, beliefs and 
behaviours. In general, there is empirical support that adherence to homework is related 
to positive outcome in cognitive therapy clients (e.g. Bryant, Simmons and Thase, 1999; 
Burns and Nolen-Hoeksema, 1991; Fennell and Teasdale, 1987; Neimeyer and Feixas, 
1990; Persons, Burns and Perloff, 1988). For instance, Neimeyer and Feixas (1990) found 
that cognitive therapy with homework was related to better outcome than cognitive 
therapy without homework. Interventions aimed at challenging distorted cognitions has 
also been shown to have an immediate effect on mood (e.g. Teasdale and Fennell, 1982).
However, the link between techniques and treatment outcome is not that straightforward. 
While some researchers (e.g. DeRubeis and Feeley, 1990; Luborsky, McLellan, Woody, 
O ’Brien and Auerbach, 1985) found the degree o f purity o f treatment correlated 
positively with outcome, others (e.g. Jones and Pulos, 1993) did not. Jones and Pulos 
(1993) found that outcome in cognitive therapy was not predicted by cognitive techniques 
but was significantly associated with psychodynamic exploratory interventions. The 
possibility that an interpersonal focus in cognitive therapy would be beneficial is 
suggested by Hayes, Castonguay and Weinberger (1996, cited in Bateman, 1999) who 
found that interventions that addressed the interpersonal and developmental domains 
were associated with improvement in cognitive therapy. These findings support research 
by Safran and Wallner (1991) and Castonguay, Goldfried, Wiser, Raue and Hayes (1996) 
who found that a variant of cognitive therapy that emphasised the exploration of the 
therapeutic relationship was related to improvement. These findings suggest that the 
application o f cognitive techniques is not independent o f what is taking place in the 
therapeutic relationship, and furthermore seems to suggest that CBT practitioners might 
be moving towards an interpersonal model especially for more complex problems.
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Common and specific factors in cognitive therapy
An important distinction in psychotherapy efficacy research is between common and 
specific factors o f treatment. Common factors refer to dimensions o f treatment shared 
across most psychotherapies while specific or unique factors refer to techniques or 
interventions that characterise particular therapies. O f the common factors associated with 
most psychotherapies, the therapeutic alliance (quality of the therapeutic relationship) has 
emerged as a consistent and robust predictor of positive outcome across psychotherapies 
o f different types and with diverse clinical samples (e.g. Arnkoff, 1995; Castonguay, 
Goldfried, Wiser, Raue and Hayes 1996; Gaston, Thompson and Gallagher, 1998; 
Horvath, 1995; Horvath and Symonds, 1991; Krupnick, Sotsky, Simmons, Moyer, Elkin 
et al, 1996; Marmar, Gaston, Gallagher and Thompson, 1989). This has led the therapeutic 
alliance to be described as “the quintessential integrative variable” (Wolfe and Goldfried, 
1988) as its importance does not lie within one school o f thought. Even in cognitive 
behavioural therapy, studies have found the therapeutic alliance to be predicted with 
positive outcome of cognitive therapy (e.g. Burns and Nolen-Hoeksema, 1992; DeRubeis 
and Feeley, 1990; Horvath, 1995; Persons, 1989; Persons and Burns, 1985; Raue and 
Goldfried, 1994; Wright and Davis, 1994). The evidence suggests that to an extent, the 
quality o f the therapeutic alliance is more important than the treatment techniques that are 
employed. Indeed, even though Luborsky et al (1985) found a strong correlation between 
purity of treatment and outcome, alliance ratings had an even stronger correlation with 
outcome.
Given the growing evidence that non-specific factors such as the therapeutic alliance is 
the common factor among successful therapeutic outcomes regardless o f the theoretical 
framework suggests that it is not the active components alone that determine positive 
outcome but the delivery o f it - that is the way it is delivered. In cognitive therapy, the 
system o f delivery is the collaborative relationship. “Collaborative empiricism” is the 
term used to describe the therapeutic relationship in cognitive therapy where the client 
and therapist are engaged together as a team, first in exploring immediate thinking and
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underlying assumptions and then in actively working to change them. Cognitive therapy 
can be viewed as an experiment in which therapist and client are conducting together - 
this is the ‘empiricism’ o f collaborative empiricism. According to Judith Beck (1995), the 
therapeutic alliance is fostered by collaboration, and feedback rather than the relationship 
per se.
Recent developments : the therapeutic relationship and interpersonal aspects in 
cognitive therapy
Traditionally and in contrast to other therapeutic approaches, the task o f cognitive therapy 
was seen to be to resolve the clients problems using the tools of cognitive therapy rather 
than using the therapeutic relationship per se (Wills and Sanders, 1997). The technical 
aspects o f therapy were felt to be the active ingredients. It was seen that a good 
relationship was necessary but not sufficient for therapeutic change (Beck et al, 1979). It 
is the concept o f collaboration which distinguishes cognitive therapy from other modes o f 
therapy as the therapeutic relationship within cognitive therapy stresses an active working 
relationship where the therapist and client work as a team. In this way, the therapeutic 
alliance is seen as important and necessary to facilitate collaboration and socialise the 
client to the cognitive model. The therapeutic alliance creates an environment o f safety 
and trust, conditions that are necessary to learn, implement, and practice the techniques 
that are ultimately responsible for therapeutic change (Horvath, 1995). Indeed, it is the 
techniques that have been considered to be the agents of change rather than the 
therapeutic relationship per se. Thus, in cognitive therapy writings, the importance o f the 
therapeutic relationship has been implicit rather than explicit, achieved by developing a 
collaborative relationship and collaborative empiricism (Raue and Goldfried, 1994; Wills 
and Sanders, 1997).
However, there is growing recognition among cognitive practitioners o f the need to adapt 
cognitive therapy for work with deeper issues, arising from the finding that standard 
cognitive therapy is less effective with clients with long term difficulties, more complex
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problems, personality disorders or interpersonal difficulties (e.g. Van Nelzen and 
Emmelkamp, 1996). This has resulted in the development of a fuller understanding of 
therapeutic relationship in cognitive therapy (e.g. Beck, 1991; Beck et al, 1990; Safran, 
1990; Safran and Segal, 1990; Wills and Sanders, 1997; Sanders and Wills, 1999). For 
clients whose core conflicts are often interpersonal in nature, it is likely that the 
therapeutic relationship will be used to understand their difficulties and used as “an active 
ingredient in therapy” (Sanders and Wills, 1999; p. 120) where the relationship with the 
therapist can act as a testing ground for challenging beliefs (Jacobson, 1989).
Cognitive therapists such as Safran and Segal (1990) have built upon the traditional 
model o f cognitive therapy by emphasising the interpersonal aspects o f the therapeutic 
relationship. According to Safran and Segal (1990), clients often bring different types of 
interpersonal difficulties into therapy and they are replayed within the therapeutic 
relationship in the session. Therapists therefore need to be aware o f “interpersonal 
markers” as they provide clues into clients’ “cognitive-interpersonal style” as well as 
allowing the therapist to facilitate the therapeutic process (Wills and Sanders, 1997). 
Concepts o f transference and countertransference are also being integrated into cognitive 
therapy in that what happens in the therapeutic relationship may activate dysfunctional 
interpersonal schemata. Similarly, it has been suggested that clients engage in a variety of 
‘schema-driven’ behaviours within therapy such as schema-maintenance, schema- 
avoidance and schema-compensation (Young, 1994). Young (1994) asserts that the 
therapeutic relationship can offer the client a form o f re-parenting, where their schemata 
can be directly challenged in the relationship with the therapist, and it can be a corrective 
experience in itse lf , particularly for clients with long term difficulties.
These recent developments in cognitive therapy can be seen to be integrating concepts 
similar to those usually found in psychoanalytic work (e.g. issues o f transference and 
countertransference). Indeed Persons et al (1996) contends that this allows cognitive 
therapists greater flexibility especially with clients with more complex problems. As 
mentioned earlier, there is empirical support (e.g. Castonguay et al 1996; Safran and
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Wallner, 1991) between the use o f the therapeutic relationship as an ‘active ‘ ingredient 
and improvement in cognitive therapy.
Case illustration
In this section, a clinical vignette will be used to illustrate the argument that therapeutic 
change is a complex process involving both the therapeutic relationship and the technical 
tools.
T #  w a v  a  4 2  y e a r  a  A4 /w afA er a /  fw a  W za Z fiW  wzYA A er jaar/M gr a /y â a rrg g M  y g a r v  w A a zv 
a /v a  r/zg y a f /z e r  a/" /zgr P v a  c/zz/<4rgM. Y/zg w a v  rg /grrg<4 y a r  z4gprgvvzaM  Ay /zgr C f .  I f  
r g v g a W  f/zaf v/zg y g /r  rra^r?g(4 zzz /zgr rg/afzazzv/zzp wzY/z /zgr ^aarrzzgr a W  v/arg^Z r/zar /zgr 
/zarrzzgr w a v  gzzzafzazza//y aA avzvg rawar<4v /zgr azzz4 vazzzgrzzzzgv Ag w a v  ^ A y v zg a //y  vza/gzzf. 
S'Ag <4gvgrzAgz4 a  zzzazz w A a w a v  cazz/ra/Zzzzg, grzYzca/ azz<4 gfzzafzazza//y azzvzzp^arrzvg. Z f  v 
rg/arzarzvAz)? wzYA A gr p a r /z z g r  a^p g a rg < 4  / a  A avg zzzzrrarg<4 A gr rg/arzazzvAzp wzYA A g ry â /A g r  
w A a vAg 6/gvcrzAg<4 a v  crzYzca/ a W  gazz^ra/Zzzzg. A /gr zzzarAgr y g a m rg g f  a v  a  vzzAzzzzvvzvg 
wazzzazz w A a a //aw g z4  A gr AavAazzzA ra  p a r  A gr <Aawzz. A f  z4gvgrzAgz4 A gr gAzAAAaaaf a v  "/zvzzzg 
a  A'g " av  vAg <4zvgavgrg<4 a r  a g g  ^  Ay acczWgzzr rA ar vAg w a v  azAap/gzA. A /aw gvgr, vAg zAz'zA zzat 
gazz/razzr A gr p argzzrv  wzfA rAzv A zzaw /gz^g a z z f /  a g g  2 J  a r  rAg gzzcaaraggzzzgzzr (9/  a  
fAgrzTpzvf. f  gggzzr/y, vAg rraggzA azzzA cazzraargzA A gr AzrrA zzzarAgr A ar A gr AzrrA zzzarAgr zAzzA 
zzar wazzr ra  p a r v a g  rAg rg/arzazzvAzp. A f  vaz'zA rA ar vAg yzzzzA? z'r zAzÿzca/r ra  v a y  'zza ' azzzA avA 
y a r  w A ar vAg wazzrv. AzzzAggzA avA zagy â r  A g/p zv g%rrgzzzg/y zAzÿzca/ry a r  A gr a v  vAg gxpggrv  ra  
Ag /g r zAawa aazA rg/ggrgzA. AzvrgazA vAg zv g a a v ra a r /y  p /gavzzzg  arA grv  aazA raA zag  g a r g  <7/  
arA grv  ' aggzAv rA ar vAg a/Tga ygg/v  gxAaavrgzA aag f rgvgzzr/à/. C a a v g ^ a g a r /y ,  vAg zv p r a a g  ra  
a a g z y  a a rA a rv rv  a r  rrzvza / zagzzAgarv.
zazYza/ zazprgvvzaa a/" A f  w av  a /  v a a z g a a g  w A a zAz'zA a a r  w a a r  azg ra  g g r  a g a r  A gr 
va/agraA z/zY y a v  rA aagA  rAzv y g /r  vA aazg^z/ ra  Agr. Afgr gagrgz 'gv  z^ppgargzA ra  Ag 
gaaggarrargzA  a a  p rg v g a rz a g  a a  z % p g a ra a g g  a / g a p z a g  ra  rAg g x rg ra a /  war/zA. S'Ag prgvgargzA  
A gr v razy  za a  az a rrg r  a / y â g r  w ay . STzg zv p /g a v a a r  aazA arrz'gw /arg a /rA a ag A  vAg zAzgrgvvgv a
lot and ‘fills  ’ the space with talk and not enough reflection. Being aware o f  her fear o f  
/  was carg/W r/zar mzg/z/ as
/M r/ze mz'W  jg^zozz^ /  yô//owg^ r/ze 's k W a n f  yb/Trzaf q /  ^ocWz^mg r/ze 
c/zezzr fo r/zg /MOüfg/, Jgrrzzzg ageW a ^emVzg revzewmg jg^zo»^ azz^ f as&zrzg ybr
gxp/zczr //omeworA: as.szgfz/zzgfzAs wez-g a^zgzzg^ azz6/ zzzzfzaZ/y A# was vg/y
cozzzp/zazir azz<^  gygfz 6fzW gx/ra ' warA .swc/z aj /z^rmg a/z^ caas a/" r^ayzzzg m /zgr 
rg/afzaas/zzp wzY/z /zgr ^ar^gr. /r /g /f a  ^ z/' aarwarûf/y j/zg a6gyg6/ mg /z'A:g j/zg a/zgygd 
/zgr yâr/zgr a/zaf j^armgr W  /  jgMjgüf zawar^/y /^zg waj /zZ/g /^ wzYA rgjgarmgzzA 77zg 
gamp/gfg a6^g/zgg a /  aay /zajrz/zYy ar c/zjagrggmgaf aa Agr parr a/gr/g^Z mg ra rAg 
pa^zAz/z'ry rAar jAg may Aa/^ Z aagr^ /gg/zags rawarzis mg ra. Ovgr rAg caar^g a /  rAgrapg 
A^g Aggamg zacrga^zag/y Zarg /a r  aqpazarmgar^ aa^ Z ^amgrzmg  ^ gaaggZZgüf ar rAg Za^ r 
mzaarg. ^Ag Aggaa/arggrrzag ra Arzag Agr AamgwarA ^rarzag jAg AaüZ Zg/T rAgm ar Aamg. 
TAZj Za^ ZZcarg^ Z ra mg rAar rAgrg waj aa "aZZZaacg raprarg " (S'a/raa aaûZ^ggaZ, 7990/ aa^ Z 
ar rAz\s j-ragg, 7 aAaa(7aag(7 rgcAaz'qag  ^ Za /avaar a /  ajz'ag aar rAgrapgarZg rgZarZaa^ Azp ra 
rg^ r rAg rgaZZry a/Agr AgZz'g/^ . 7 gacaaraggd Agr ra gxprg^ Agr aaggr aaz7 Zr wa^ Zazparraar 
yar Agr ra jgg rAar 7 (ZZfZ aar rgraZZarg ar Zgr Agr <7awa Aar pravZz7g zwrgaüZ a agw aaz7 
alternate experience that was more healthy than her previous experiences o f  criticism  
aa<7 rg/ggrZaa. Gra^ ZaaZZy, jAg wa^ aAZg ra a^grr AgrjgZ/" Za rAg ^g^Zaaj aagZ rgj'amgùZ 
arrgacZZag Agr appaZarmgar  ^ aa rZmg. Far rAg /zr^r rZmg, jAg Aggaa ra acrZvgZy caZZaAararg 
Za rAg rg^ârmaZarZaa a /  Agr üZZ^ zcaZrZgj Za^gagf a /  pa^ZvgZy waz'rZag yar mg ra (Za 
jamgrAZag ra Agr. 7?y rAg ga(Z a /  rAg rAgrap;;, ^Ag rgparrg(Z a marAg(Z (Zggrgajg Za Agr 
(Zgprgj^Zvg .sympraais aa(Z waj ZmpZgmgarZag Agr a&sgrZZvg jAZZZ^  ar Aamg.
The clinical vignette hopes to illustrate that the process of developing a collaborative 
relationship involved working with the client to set goals, determine priorities, maintain a 
therapeutic focus and structure within sessions. The development o f a good alliance with 
the client allowed for the collaborative relationship to occur in which the client saw 
herself as an active participant. However, the techniques alone were not sufficient for 
therapeutic change. In order for movement to occur, the therapeutic relationship had to be 
addressed and used actively in the service o f therapy. The collaborative nature of
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cognitive therapy though provided the foundation for this to occur and once an alliance 
had been established, the therapeutic relationship itself could be used to promote 
therapeutic change. However, as Castonguay et al (1996) point out, it is difficult to 
determine whether a client’s progress is caused by technique, the quality o f the 
therapeutic bond, affective exploration or an interaction of these components. Despite the 
complexity o f the therapeutic change process, what is clear in LB’s case is that without an 
adequate therapeutic relationship whether it is in the shape o f collaborative empiricism or 
the therapeutic alliance, the effectiveness of technical interventions might have been 
compromised. It is clear that how the active components are delivered is o f central 
importance in predicting therapeutic outcome.
Conclusion
The discussion in this essay suggests that the therapeutic relationship is a crucial factor in 
therapy and can be actively used to promote change. Recent developments within 
cognitive therapy suggest that this is being increasingly recognised and incorporated in 
the development and practice o f cognitive therapy. While the original model o f cognitive 
therapy views cognitive techniques and strategies as “active com ponents’ with the 
alliance as necessary to carry out the technique-driven work, recent developments have 
provided a framework within which the therapeutic relationship can be actively used in 
the service o f therapy. Therefore, it seems that the therapeutic system o f delivery and the 
active components which directly challenge faulty appraisals are necessary for therapeutic 
change within cognitive therapy. It is important to emphasise that although traditional 
cognitive strategies are central to cognitive therapy, it is only by integrating them into the 
context o f the therapeutic relationship that can best provide the process o f change.
As a result, there is a growing cognitive model o f the interpersonal process o f the 
therapeutic relationship as well as substantial focus on how to use the relationship as an 
active ingredient in therapy (Wills and Sanders, 1997). This has been particularly 
developed in the therapy o f ‘schema-driven problem s’ where the client’s transference,
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therapist’s countertransference and the experience o f impasse in the therapeutic process 
all provide invaluable information for the facilitation o f therapeutic movement.
In conclusion, the therapeutic relationship in cognitive therapy is used in a collaborative 
way and whilst not necessarily the focus o f therapy, it can be actively used in the service 
o f therapy such as identifying and modifying beliefs and assumptions. Therefore, both the 
therapeutic relationship (whether it is collaborative empiricism or using the relationship 
itself) and the technical tools of cognitive therapy promote therapeutic change.
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The role o f personal therapy during therapist training
Personal psychotherapy is considered a critical component in the training o f competent 
practitioners (Clark, 1986). It is widely believed that such an experience will enhance the 
trainee’s therapeutic ability by improving empathy and self-awareness, resolving personal 
conflicts and providing a useful learning experience by means of observation o f a more 
experienced therapist (Dryden, 1991; Guy, Stark and Poelstra, 1989). Problems related to 
the hazards o f the profession such as burn out as well as those related to a therapist’s 
personal life can be addressed in personal therapy as the need arises (Guy and Liaboe, 
1986).
Counselling psychology in Britain is distinguished from clinical psychology in that it sees 
the practitioner’s personal development and personal therapy as essential components o f 
training, as interpersonal skills and the use of the self are seen as important ingredients in 
the therapeutic process. Therefore, trainees are required to have undergone a minimum of 
forty hours o f personal therapy as part o f their training (Woolfe, 1996).
Although psychoanalytically oriented therapists tend more than others to believe that 
personal analysis is necessary for the therapist, there is agreement concerning the 
usefulness o f personal therapy. Rachelson and Clance (1980) in their American survey 
found that personal therapy and work experience were cited as the most important 
contributions to professional development. Ralph (1980) interviewed American students 
and supervisors about their conceptions of how learning psychotherapy took place and 
many students reported that their experience in therapy taught them to be able to use 
themselves and their feelings in their therapeutic work as well as providing a concrete 
illustration o f how a mature therapist might function.
Thus, personal therapy has been seen as a way to learn about the therapeutic process, as 
well as promoting heightened awareness and personal development, particularly with
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regard to six general areas (Norcross and Goldfried, 1992; Norcross, Strausser and Faltns,
1988; Norcross, Strausser-Kirtland and Missar, 1988):
1. It improves the therapists’ emotional functioning in a profession where one’s own 
well-being is fundamental.
2. It provides the therapist with a more complete understanding o f personal and 
interpersonal dynamics and conflicts, and helps to reduce countertransference.
3. It alleviates the particular burdens inherent in the profession.
4. It serves as a socialisation experience, as it helps to convince the therapist o f the 
power o f therapy.
5. It places therapists in the role o f the client thus increasing empathy and respect for the 
client.
6 . It provides a first-hand experience o f observing clinical methods, and acts as a model.
The impact of personal therapy on the personal and professional development of trainees 
and experienced practitioners is a contentious issue as empirical studies are scarce and 
findings remain inconclusive on the ability o f personal therapy to enhance clinical 
effectiveness. Empirical research in this area will be examined and future directions will 
be suggested.
Outcome Studies
Whether undergoing personal therapy makes the therapist more effective has long been 
argued. The actual research evidence is less than definitive but this is not surprising 
considering the complexity of the therapy process. There have been few direct 
investigations into the effect o f personal therapy on client outcome. In general, the studies 
have produced mixed results While some studies have shown no relation between client 
outcome and whether therapist had or had not experienced personal therapy (e.g. Holt and 
Luborsky, 1958; Katz, Lorr and Rubinstein, 1958; McNair, Lorr and Callahan, 1963), 
others (e.g. Garfield and Bergin, 1971; Greenberg and Staller, 1981) found for
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inexperienced trainees therapy may be anti-therapeutic for clients. For instance, Garfield 
and Bergin (1971) concluded that in the case o f the trainee therapist, having had personal 
therapy can be detrimental to client outcome, finding that clients o f those therapists who 
had no therapy demonstrated the greatest amount o f change than the clients o f therapists 
who had the greatest amount o f personal therapy. They concluded that some personal 
therapy (80 - 175 hours) was worse than none and a lot (200-450 hours) was even worse 
than that. While Greenspan and Kulish (1985), found that therapists who received 
personal therapy had significantly lower premature termination rates than therapists who 
had not received personal therapy, this finding contradicts McNair et al. ‘s (1963) finding 
o f no effect on drop out rates.
Reviews of the empirical research literature by Clark (1986), Macaskill (1988) and 
Macran and Shapiro (1998) have all concluded that there is no evidence that practitioners 
who have had personal therapy lead to better outcomes with clients. Clark (1986) 
suggested that the experience of the therapist as well as motivation for personal therapy 
and the point in the practitioner’s career at which personal therapy occurred should be 
controlled for in studies o f this kind. As well as suggesting that there is no evidence that 
receipt o f personal therapy significantly enhances therapeutic effectiveness, the research 
findings also suggested that in the early stages o f training, personal therapy can have a 
negative effect on client work, as the trainee’s emotional distress may be increased (e.g. 
Greenberg and Staller, 1981; Williams, Coyle and Lyons, 1999). Thus, as Macran and 
Shapiro (1998) point out, outcome studies suffer from methodological shortcomings such 
as small sample sizes and lack o f adequate controls (e.g. receipt o f personal therapy and 
number o f years o f therapist experience are confounded) which limit the interpretations o f 
the results. While the findings from client outcome studies remain contradictory and 
inconsistent, findings from investigations of therapists’ experiences o f personal therapy 
are more consistent.
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Therapist Experiences
Therapists’ self-reports o f their experiences o f personal therapy indicate that the majority 
benefited both personally and professionally (e.g. Buckley, Karasu and Charles, 1981; 
Grunebaum, 1986; Norcross and Prochaska, 1986; Norcross, Strausser-Kirtland and 
Missar, 1988). Lessons commonly reported as being learned in therapy include increased 
awareness o f the importance of the personal relationship between client and therapist, 
transference/counter-transference and increased empathy, patience and tolerance 
(Macaskill and Macaskill, 1992; Norcross et ah, 1988). Norcross et al. (1988) point out, it 
is unclear how much of this learning is translated into therapists’ relationships with their 
own clients. However, a significant minority o f participants in these studies reported 
negative or harmful effects as a result o f their therapy (e.g. Macaskill, 1988; Norcross et 
ah, 1988).
In a review o f 15 empirical studies, Macaskill (1988) found that although two-thirds of 
trainees found their personal therapy satisfactory, 15-40% of trainees reported 
unsatisfactory personal therapy experiences. However, most o f the studies reviewed were 
conducted in America. In a national survey o f personal therapy experiences o f UK 
psychotherapists in training, Macaskill and Macaskill (1992) found 87% o f respondents 
reported moderate to very positive effect on both personal and professional lives. Positive 
effects included increased self-awareness, increased self-esteem and a reduction in 
symptoms. The most common primary goals for personal therapy were personal growth 
and resolution o f personal problems. 38% reported some negative effects such as 
heightened psychological distress and marital and family stress. It has also been reported 
that combing personal analysis with training can itself be an emotional burden (Macaskill, 
1988; McEwan and Duncan, 1993). Macaskill and Macaskill (1992) found that half o f 
their sample reported that financial costs and time constraints were a significant stressor. 
Findings (e.g. Garfield and Bergin, 1971; Greenberg and Staller, 1981) also suggest that
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therapeutic skills suffer when inexperienced therapists are in therapy and treating others 
at the same time.
In Williams’s (1996) British investigation o f first year counselling psychology trainees’ 
subjective experiences o f personal therapy, respondents reported that personal therapy 
contributed in terms o f the insight gained by experiencing at first hand what it was like to 
be a client and using the therapist as a model, by extracting elements o f therapy they 
found useful. They also made a strong case for relocating personal therapy at a later stage 
o f their training. In a recent survey o f UK chartered counselling psychologists’ views o f  
their personal therapy, Williams, Coyle and Lyons (1999) found 88% were in favour o f  
personal therapy as a training requirement and the most frequently cited reason was the 
experience o f therapy from the client’s perspective. Learning about therapy was related to 
the number o f therapy sessions. More than forty sessions resulted in higher ratings on 
learning about working alliance and the process o f therapy.
Counselling psychologists saw personal therapy as a unique means o f learning about the 
therapeutic process and personal development. They saw ‘understanding therapy from the 
client’s perspective’ as the most essential ingredient, along with the need to develop 
insight and self-awareness, to deal with personal problems, issues o f transference and 
countertransference, and safeguarding the profession. Most respondents from Williams et 
al.’s (1999) study felt that personal therapy was not a ‘once and for all’ experience but 
should be entered as necessary throughout their career span.
These findings (e.g. Williams et al., 1999) lend support to the notion that personal therapy 
for therapists is an experience that leads to greater professionally relevant self-awareness 
and better professional functioning. They suggest that for trainees, positive benefits o f  
personal therapy fall into three distinct areas:
1. Learning about therapy
2. Dealing with personal issues, and
3. Dealing with problems which arise due to training for this particular profession.
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In addition, for trainees, there appears to be a clear distinction between dealing with 
personal issues within the therapy and using it as a medium for learning about therapy 
(Williams, Coyle and Lyons, 1999).
Value of personal therapy
However, opinions differ as to the value and outcome o f personal therapy, and whether it 
should be mandatory or not for trainees. Indeed, mandatory therapy has been criticised by 
McLeod (1993) on the following grounds:
• It does not allow choice, which is considered essential for productive therapy.
• Trainee may feel compelled to continue, for sake o f completing this part o f the course, 
at risk o f emotional damage if  therapy does not go well.
• If therapy uncovers difficult emotional material, the trainee may not be able to 
participate effectively in other parts o f the course or be emotionally available for 
clients.
• Finally, the financial cost of therapy can place training out o f reach o f people from 
financially disadvantaged groups.
Norcross and Goldfried (1992) point out that the value ascribed to personal therapy in the 
literature depends on whether the authors themselves have undergone it. For instance, 
Norcross, Dryden and DeMichele (1992) found that 40% of those who had been in 
therapy considered it very important, compared to 2% who had not. However, these 
clinicians had entered therapy voluntarily, not as an obligatory part o f training and 
therapists who seek out personal therapy must differ in many ways from those who do 
not. Therefore, these results are open to a number o f interpretations such as the 
psychological health o f the subjects and their reasons and motivation for therapy (Clark, 
1986; Williams et al., 1999).
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Given this unsettled issue, some alternatives to personal therapy have been advanced, 
such as co-counselling (Rowan, 1983), supervision (Ekstein and Wallerstein, 1972), a 
healthy lifestyle and ‘personal development exercises’ (Beutler and Consli, 1992).
Conclusions and Future Directions
Although there is little consistent support for receipt of personal therapy and therapeutic 
effectiveness in the empirical research literature, many training programs continue to 
require or at least recommend personal psychotherapy for their trainees for reasons 
outlined in the introduction. Among therapists in general, opinion as to the necessity and 
value o f personal therapy for helpers is more divided. Many practitioners view basic 
personal maturity, self-exploratory activities, and supervision as sufficiently facilitative o f 
therapist self-awareness and personal strength as to make personal therapy unnecessary 
(MacDevitt, 1987). The most compelling argument in favour o f personal therapy is that 
the more that therapists are aware o f what are their personal, determining fictions, the 
more likely they will be able to engage with the reality of the other. In light o f the more 
recent findings (e.g. Norcross et ah, 1992; Norcross et ah, 1988; Williams et ah, 1999) 
personal therapy appears to play an important role in the training and professional 
development of counselling psychologists, by contributing to trainees’ well-being, 
alleviating the strains involved in the profession (including training issues such as seeing 
clients on placements) and acting as a model for professional learning , although this 
issue is still debatable.
Questions arising besides increasing professional self-awareness are:
• how does personal therapy contribute to therapists’ practice?
• is the modeling effect important?
• does the experience create better empathy or more social savvy regarding the client 
role?
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• how do therapists view the differential contributions o f the supervision they have 
received, personal therapy experiences and life experiences in training them for their 
work?, and
• how do trainees translate their own experience in therapy in clinical practice?
Further research is clearly needed in this important training and professional issue.
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Introduction to the Therapeutic Practice Dossier
The Therapeutic Practice Dossier consists o f brief descriptions o f the placements 
undertaken during training. An essay discussing how I integrate theory and research into 
therapeutic practice is also included. This represents my account of integrative 
psychological therapy as this developed during my training.
Names and any other identifying information regarding the clients presented, placement 
locations, and placement supervisors are altered or omitted to preserve confidentiality.
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Description of Clinical Placements
Placem ent I : Comm unity M ental Health Team (CM HT )
This placement was within a Psychology service o f a community mental health team 
(CMHT), part o f a NHS trust. It consisted o f a multidisciplinary team made up o f 5 
clinical psychologists, occupational therapists, community psychiatric nurses and 
psychiatric social workers. The unit serviced a wide geographical area. Referrals were 
either external from general practitioners (CPs) or internal from the psychiatry 
department within the hospital or community psychiatric nurses (CPNs).
The psychology service offered individual cognitive behavioural, systemic and 
psychodynamic therapy to adult clients on an outpatient basis. Other members o f the
multidisciplinary team provided additional support. Clients were assessed for their 
suitability and placed on a waiting list. Clients presented with a variety o f difficulties
such as moderate to severe depression, anxiety, low self-esteem and long histories o f
trauma and abuse.
I conducted psychological assessments and provided individual psychotherapy on an open 
time limit with review sessions. I received weekly supervision from a consultant clinical 
psychologist. Clients difficulties were conceptualised from a mainly psychodynamic 
perspective although there were opportunities to be integrative by incorporating 
psychodynamic with cognitive-behavioural models.
I was required to write reports to CPs and psychiatrists and to liase with other members 
o f the team when required. Other activities included attendance at psychology meetings,
research seminars and research presentations.
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Placement II : Psychotherapy Department in a NHS Hospital
This placement was in a psychotherapy department o f a university hospital, offering 
individual, couples, family and psychotherapy. The service was staffed by 2 consultant 
psychiatrists and psychoanalysts, and 6 part-time psychoanalytic psychotherapists.
Clients were referred by their GPs or psychiatrists, who were then assessed by senior 
members o f the team and then placed on the therapy waiting list. Clients tended to have 
enduring mental health problems. Due to long waiting lists clients had often waited nine 
to twelve months since their initial assessment. This factor needed addressing in therapy, 
and a new assessment often revealed that presenting problems has changed since the 
original assessment. I worked with adult clients offering individual psychoanalytical 
psychotherapy for up to 6 months.
Weekly individual supervision was provided by a psychoanalytic psychotherapist.
As a teaching hospital, I attended weekly academic seminars which consisted o f case 
study presentations by trainee psychiatrists followed by psychotherapy teaching seminars 
where the cases were seen from a psychoanalytic perspective. I also attended 
presentations and workshops by specialists. I was required to write reports to GPs and 
psychiatrists
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Placement III : Psychology Department in a CMHT
This was in a Psychology department within the Community Mental Health Team 
(CMHT) in a large hospital, offering individual psychological therapy to adult clients on 
an outpatient basis. Clients were referred by GPs or CPNs.
Clients seen presented with a range o f emotional and psychological difficulties such as 
such as moderate to severe depression, anxiety, and long histories o f trauma and sexual 
abuse. They were offered assessment and treatment on an outpatient basis. Clients were 
from a mixture o f social and cultural backgrounds.
Individual weekly supervision was provided by a psychodynamic psychotherapist, 
incorporating theory from different psychodynamic schools with a focus on self­
psychology and object relations theory.
Responsibilities included conducting psychological assessments, providing individual 
therapy sessions, providing written reports to GPs and psychiatrists and attending 
psychology meetings.
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Placement IV : Primary Care and Psychology Service in association
with an NHS Hospital
For this placement, I was split between two different settings within the same NHS trust. 
Two days per week was spent in a primary care setting where I was based in a GP 
medical centre. My remit in the primary care setting was to provide brief cognitive 
behavioural therapy (10 sessions) to adult clients with a range o f mild to moderate 
symptomatic difficulties such as anxiety and phobias. Clients were referred by their GPs 
to the Psychological Therapies Service o f the NHS hospital where they were assessed by 
senior members o f the service and then referred to various psychologists located in 
different GP surgeries.
One day per week was spent at the Psychology department within the same NHS hospital. 
In the Psychology Service, the clients were referred by their GPs or CPNs but they were 
for clients with moderate to severe difficulties. Clients consisted of a rich mix o f ethnic 
and cultural groups with a relatively high level o f social deprivation. In this service, I was 
conducting psychological assessments and offering individual CBT to adult clients on an 
outpatient basis. There was no time limit.
I received weekly individual supervision from a chartered clinical psychologist 
specialising in CBT. There was also the possibility for integrative psychological therapy 
although the emphasis was on CBT.
The placement experience also included attending a number o f workshops and seminar 
presentations organised by other members o f the Trust.
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Integrating Theory and Research in Therapeutic Practice1
Introduction
Counselling psychology can be defined as the application o f psychological theory and 
research to the practice of counselling (Wilkinson, 1997; Woolfe, 1996). According to 
Woolfe (1996), the component of counselling psychology that makes it distinct from 
other psychology disciplines is “the importance o f the helping relationship as a significant 
variable in working with people”. Woolfe (1996) further states that a humanistic value 
base underlies counselling psychology with its emphasis on the developmental rather than 
the medical model.
An integral role o f the counselling psychologist is to engage in an ongoing process o f 
critically researching their work (Woolfe, 1996). This can involve the production of 
formal (empirical) research in order to provide a base for practice and generate 
knowledge for debate (Wilkinson, 1997), as well as being a consumer o f this research by 
drawing on the formal and informal theories and published research to inform one’s 
practice and guide the way in which the practitioner actually works with a client. 
However, as Wilkinson (1997) points out, it is important to keep in mind that when 
drawing on mainstream psychological research and literature there needs to be 
consideration o f the potential methodological and philosophical problems this may cause, 
given the positivist empiricist tradition o f mainstream and academic psychology and the 
little attention it pays to the subjective experiences o f individuals which is o f paramount 
importance to the counselling psychologist. Thus, being a scientist-practitioner involves 
being critical o f one’s work and reading and applying research findings to one’s practice 
so that counselling interventions can improve (Gelso and Fretz, 1992).
1 The names and any other identifying information regarding the clients presented in this essay have been 
changed to preserve anonymity and confidentiality.
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As well as developing an enquiring and questioning stance to theories and research 
methodologies available to this profession, counselling psychology involves taking a 
reflective stance by critically reflecting on practice (Strawbridge, 1996). Acknowledging 
this process of reflectivity means a constant examination of one’s own self-awareness. 
The centrality o f the therapeutic relationship and the conception of the counselling 
psychologist as a reflective practitioner underpin the requirements for personal therapy 
whilst in training and ongoing, regular supervision throughout time o f practice.
The aim o f this paper is to illustrate how I practise with the use o f examples from my 
clinical work undertaken during my training. The training I have received requires that 
trainees become cognisant with the three major psychotherapeutic models (humanistic, 
psychodynamic and cognitive-behavioural therapy). In addition to theoretical and 
experiential grounding in these approaches, my training was further informed by a 
grounding in research incorporating both qualitative and quantitative modes o f research. 
Thus, my training has been integrative offering from the beginning a variety o f 
approaches and encouraging a critical and evaluative stance ( O ’Brien and Houston, 
2000).
As my training progressed I gradually began to develop the ability to reflect and 
“intellectually questioning and becoming tolerant to other approaches” (Clarkson, 1996). 
This process has been enhanced by supervision and personal therapy. Personal therapy 
has helped me to explore and begin to identify how my own issues and value systems 
may impinge on the process o f therapy while the experience o f having supervision has 
created a growing ability to reflect whilst with the client in therapy sessions. Developing 
what Casement (1985) describes as ‘internal supervision’, I aim to ‘be’ with the client 
(i.e. remain close to what the client is experiencing) and at the same time maintain a 
distance to observe and function as a therapist. He suggests that novice therapists rely 
heavily on advice and comments of their supervisor, through further experience are able 
to use this “borrowed thinking’ from their ‘internalised supervisor’ and begin to develop 
alongside this their own capacity for spontaneous reflection. This was the case for me in
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the early stages of my training where I depended on my supervisor’s comments and 
adhered closely to the model I was practising at the time.
Therapeutic Practice
Working integratively requires the careful choice o f interventions from different 
theoretical frameworks and evidence from psychology or psychotherapy studies 
depending on the needs o f the particular client. Therefore, integrating research with 
practice contributes to my understanding o f the client and guides my treatment planning 
(McCullough, 2000). This is compatible with the idea o f scientist-practitioner. As an 
integrative therapist, I start from the premise that human beings are complex and can be 
understood at different levels. In order to understand what is evolving in therapy, more 
than one theory can be referred to ( O ’Brien and Houston, 2000). Therefore, for me 
integration is possible through adopting a personal integrative style - one which is ‘tailor- 
m ade’ to meet the idiosyncratic needs o f each client. I am guided in my practice by the 
experience o f being with the client first and by theory second. This requires constant 
vigilance or reflection about what I am doing and why. Taking a reflective stance in my 
therapeutic practice has therefore depended on my growing ability to monitor my 
reactions within the therapeutic relationship. Although psychological theories help make 
sense o f clients’ difficulties, therapy should be client not therapist led (Clarkson, 1998). 
Although aspects o f one theory may potentially conflict with another, if  they are viewed 
as narratives which may have something useful to contribute to therapeutic work, rather 
than being adhered to as ‘the truth’, clashes need not occur. I have found taking this 
approach whilst ensuring that the focus remains on what is happening within the 
therapeutic relationship enables a comfortable integration o f different models.
In this section, I present examples from my clinical work to demonstrate how I practise. A 
detailed clinical vignette from my final year will illustrate the integrative approach I 
adopted with that client.
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Context o f therapy
Each context has specific boundaries, advantages and limitations that may impact on the 
type and duration o f therapy. For example, I am currently working in a psychological 
therapies department o f a NHS trust that offers a primary care service. My remit in this 
primary care setting is to provide brief cognitive behavioural therapy (10 sessions). This 
involves working primarily at the ‘symptom and automatic thought level’ (Wills and 
Sanders, 1997). Working in this way is possible for clients with mono-symptomatic 
presentations such as panic or phobias where research indicates the effectiveness o f  the 
cognitive approach (e.g. Butler, 1989; Clark, 1989; Roth and Fonagy, 1996). Once a good 
working alliance has been formed, some clients with a specific symptom which they 
wished to focus on in therapy seemed to benefit from structured, task-oriented cognitive 
behavioural approach. For example, Ms AC presented with driving anxiety following four 
road traffic accidents in which she sustained numerous physical injuries. She stated that 
her goal was to be able to resume driving on the routes where the accidents occurred and 
to be less anxious when driving. Firstly, a psycho-educational approach was used to 
‘normalise’ her feelings o f anxiety. Together we constructed a ‘graded hierarchy’ and 
between sessions she carried out the tasks. At the end o f therapy, she reported less anxiety 
while driving and had achieved her goal driving on the routes where the accidents 
happened. Her increased confidence and sense o f mastery translated into other areas o f  
her life such as an improved relationship with her husband and more enjoyment at work.
However, those clients who present with more complex problems require attending to 
more than one theory and incorporating aspects from other approaches. In response to 
working with those clients with a more complex presentation, I have been exploring ways 
o f integrating the cognitive model with other perspectives. Recent elaborations o f  the 
cognitive approach address interpersonal aspects and issues o f  transference and counter 
transference (e.g. Safran, 1990; Wills and Sanders, 1997; Young, 1994) and they have 
been influential in my therapeutic practice. This is true o f my work with Ms LB, a 42 year 
old woman referred by her GP because o f  depression ( I have discussed her in more detail
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later on in the essay). Although, I was attentive to the literature (e.g. Roth and Fonagy, 
1996) concerning the efficacy o f CRT for depression, the way the client was with me in 
the session and my formulation o f her difficulties suggested to me that CRT alone would 
not be appropriate for Ms LR. This raised the issue o f whether she was an appropriate 
referral for primary care. I took those concerns to supervision. Given that Ms LR has 
requested CRT and short-term therapy, it was decided to offer her cognitive strategies but 
to attend on an internal level psychodynamic issues. The initial focus on thinking within 
CRT appeared to match her rational and pragmatic nature. Nonetheless, I hypothesised 
that ‘underlying’ issues would need to be addressed if  therapy were to be beneficial in the 
long term. Although, initially some behavioural tasks helped her to break a negative cycle 
o f lethargy (e.g. Reck, 1979), it soon became apparent that unresolved issues from her 
past were impinging on the therapeutic process. Trying to bracket my thoughts about 
CRT being effective for helping low self-esteem and depression (e.g. Reck, 1979) and 
focusing more on the relationship perhaps helped. I was aware that my own anxieties 
about moving to a new placement and new model (she was my first client in this CRT 
placement) was leading to a tendency to do too much. I discussed this in supervision and 
in later sessions took more o f a ‘back seat’ and allowed her more o f the space she needed 
to explore her feelings o f abandonment and rejection.
I found that working within a CRT framework provided me with an overall structure and 
space to integrate concepts and techniques from other approaches. I found that working 
within a 10 session model within a GP practice put pressure on me to be more focused 
and ‘scientific’. Therefore I am also more direct in clarifying the process o f therapy to 
clients and will explicitly state their active and collaborative role. Initially, I felt pressured 
to produce observable results and this may have resulted in me focusing too prematurely 
on negative automatic thoughts instead o f being more exploratory and reflective. 
However, working integratively allows me to meet the contextual demands o f working in 
primary care.
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Therapeutic relationship
The therapeutic relationship is considered central to facilitate change. Research has 
shown that this is the most significant factor in positive outcome, irrespective of 
theoretical orientation and with diverse clinical samples (e.g. Horvath, 1995; Horvath and 
Symonds, 1991).
In the psychodynamic placement, the principal characteristic of the relationship was the 
process o f transference. I reflected on the feelings I had during sessions and what 
significant relationship or patterns o f relationship, the client was enacting at the time. 
M alan’s (1979) concept o f the triangle consisting of the ‘here and now ’ therapeutic 
encounter, linked to current relationships outside the therapy and past relationships was 
often used in an understanding of the client’s way o f being. For instance, Ms KA was 
referred for morbid jealousy. During initial sessions, I felt overwhelmed by the huge 
amount o f information that she presented and I also felt shut out and at times frustrated. I 
hypothesised that her intellectualising and ‘story-telling’ were defences against feeling 
and a certain detachment from our relationship - patterns which were well established in 
her other adult and familial relationships. Her defences were apparent in the counter­
transference in that I felt I was kept at a distance. A sudden switch occurred when I 
commented that her flow o f information seemed to come from an intellectual level and 
not from an emotional level.
Therapist: You seem to fin d  it easier to talk about your difficulties in an intellectual way, 
raf/zer f/za/i gxprg&sv'Mg /zow yW. 7 rgprgjerzf a /zgzzrg zfz yowr /z/g - yowr
mozTzgr ybr gva#zp/g wzY/z Wzoz?z yozz zzof yowr ygg/zrzga - zf may Too
yrzg/zfgfzzzzg fa jo  /zerg.
Client: ( W g  vz/gzzcg, Zzwryfrng z/zfo fg a r^  Tgy zYT ja /g r  /zaf fa /gg/. Evg/z a^ a  g/zz% 7 
wg?zf fa my raam  azz my aum w/zgzzgvgr j-amgf/zmg wp^gf mg. 7 /za<7 zza-azzg fa fzam fa - 7^g/f 
a/Z aZazzg.
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At this point, she broke down in tears and this signalled a change, both in her ability to 
show her buried feelings and in her ability for inner reflection. Both had been previously 
difficult for her.
The psychodynamic input has also enabled me to acquire more insight into the nature of 
the therapeutic relationship, especially the use o f unconscious communication (Smith, 
1991). I recall Ms AH, referred for OCD yet presented with binge eating. In one o f the 
sessions, after enquiring about her upbringing which she understandably found a painful 
and emotional issue, she suddenly started talking about a work colleague who happened 
to have the same first name as me who she described as interfering and doing irrelevant 
work. Using Smith’s (1991) notion o f unconscious communication, I asked her if  she felt 
I was being too intrusive. She proceeded to be more co-operative and volunteered 
background information at her own pace. She then subsequently changed topic and 
mentioned this same friend at work who could also be quite understanding at times. Her 
‘positively toned validation’ (Smith, 1991) suggested that she felt understood by me.
Traditionally, in the cognitive-behavioural model, the therapeutic relationship was viewed 
as “necessary but not sufficient” for therapeutic change. However, recent developments 
focus greater attention on the therapeutic relationship and how it can be used in the 
‘service o f therapy’ if  not as the sole agent o f change. (Wills and Sanders, 1997). This is 
the approach I adopt in my CBT placement. As Wills and Sanders (1997) state:
“As cognitive therapy has developed and advanced, the therapeutic alliance has m oved centre 
stage. It is in this area that the integration o f  cognitive therapy and other therapeutic  d iscip lines 
becom es p rom inent” (p. 179).
Taking account of the therapeutic relationship was immediately informative when 
working with Ms AH, mentioned earlier, referred by her assessor for ‘help with her 
checking rituals’. In the first meeting, she stated that she wanted help with her binge- 
eating. In the second session, she arrived 20 minutes late barely concealing her anger. 
After some prompting by me, she expressed that she felt that her difficulties were not 
taken seriously as she was referred for OCD instead o f her bingeing and given a trainee.
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Although I did not make any transference interpretations, I did attend to our therapeutic 
relationship and spent the remainder o f the session exploring her fears about working 
with a trainee and her expectations o f therapy. Had I not addressed this, the collaborative 
nature o f our work may have been compromised. Ms AH left that session reporting she 
felt positive. She arrived 5 minutes early for our next session. Thus, although our 
therapeutic relationship was not the main focus o f therapy, it was used ‘in service o f 
therapy’ (e.g. Safran and Segal, 1990; Wills and Sanders, 1997).
Two further examples will illustrate how the therapeutic relationship is important and 
does not have to be transferential. These examples also illustrate the value o f being client- 
led. Ms JN was referred for claustrophobia. A working alliance was quickly formed and 
she was eager to take part in ‘self-exposure’ which research had indicated may be 
beneficial for this type o f problem (e.g. Al-Kubaisy, Marks, Logsdail, Marks, Lovell, 
Sungur and Araya, 1992). Despite her eagerness, she would come into sessions ‘too busy’ 
to have done the tasks. Instead she would use the sessions to express her anger and 
resentment at her ex-husband and family members. She felt ‘caught in the m iddle’ and 
‘trapped’ in her family. After giving her ‘space’ to do this, she was able to return to the 
graded hierarchy and even do ‘in-vivo’ exposure using the lift in the surgery. By the end 
o f the ten sessions, she reported being more assertive in her dealings with significant 
others and was more confident in voicing her feelings. She felt able to continue these self­
exposure tasks on her own. I had realised my plan to work in a CBT model was a 
response to research indicating that this was the best ‘type’ o f treatment for phobias (e.g. 
Roth and Fonagy, 1996) yet her clear desire was to have a ‘safe space’ to voice her 
resentments and feelings. By allowing her to do this by adopting a non-directive and 
person-centred stance (e.g. Rogers, 1961) was more useful in the early stages o f therapy 
than trying to ‘do’ something to relieve her symptoms (and perhaps my anxieties). 
Similarly, Mr AP, referred for somatic complaints adopted a passive role in the initial 
sessions preferring to place me in the role o f the ‘expert’ and the collaborative nature o f 
our work was hindered by his insistence that there was something physically wrong with 
him that had not yet been diagnosed although all medical tests had revealed no organic
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problems. His scores on the BDI and BAI revealed moderate depression and anxiety. 
Although I did not give him the reassurance he was seeking, I noticed how bored I was of 
hearing him complain week after week. I found it tiring and did not look forward to our 
sessions. However, unlike his family and friends, I was able to tolerate his complaining. 
About mid-way through therapy, he announced that he realised that he was depressed and 
sought ways to increase his lethargy and motivation. From that point onwards, we had a 
collaborative relationship and we both felt engaged in the therapy. After our ten sessions, 
he was referred to secondary care for more long term treatment for his depression. 
Working with Ms JN and Mr AP highlight the importance o f taking cultural factors into 
consideration. As I come from a different culture myself, I am aware o f the impact that 
this can have for some clients and I listen to their narratives closely. For Ms JN and Mr 
AP, their expectations of therapy were influenced by their culture (Ms JN was Kenyan 
and Mr AP was Turkish) and I had to adapt my style of working. For example, they both 
expected advice and placed me in the role o f ‘expert’ and I had to be aware that this was a 
cultural difference as opposed to their way o f relating.
Thus, attention to the therapeutic relationship is necessary whatever therapeutic approach 
is adopted and the different ways it may be attended to whether as a vehicle to enable the 
therapeutic work to proceed; providing an ‘in vivo’ example of the client’s interpersonal 
style or a relationship in which there is interpretation o f transferential processes. Despite 
the different emphases o f the therapeutic relationship, I have found that it is the 
therapeutic relationship which is the “the quintessential integrative variable” (Wolfe and 
Goldfried, 1989).
Clinical case illustration of an integrative approach
An example is drawn from my final year practice to illustrate the integration o f 
psychodynamic concepts within a cognitive framework.
M y T B  w a y  a  y e a r  a M  m a /A e r  a / f w a  w & a Z h W  wzf/z /zar jaarfM gr a /ybw rfagM  y a a r j  w /za 
A  a A a  f/zg y â f/z g r  a / / z g r  fw a  g/zzMrg??. 5"/zg w a j  rg /g /r g c /  b y  /zgr G ?  b g g a a y g  a f  afgprgj'jzaM .
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iSTzg w aj f/ze a ^ g ^ o r  rg/g^güf /zgr ro mg ybr 70 ^g^zoM^ q /  C7?71
M y rgvgaZg<7 r/zar y/zg / g / r  rrqqqg<7 zVz /zgr rg W zo W zz)?  wzY/z /zgr p a r rM g r  a/zzY y/^gzY  r/zaf
A gr p a ^ M g r  w a y  g m o f z o W /y  aZzzzyzvg fowar<7y /zgr azzz7 yom gfzm gy /zg w a y  ^/zyyzcaZ /y 
vza/gMY ,S7zg z7gygrz'6gz7 a  mazz w /za w a y  cozzfro/Zzzzg, gz-zYzcaZ azzzY gm arzazza //y  azzyzzqqaz-Ovg. 
M y y rg/arzazzy/zzp wzzTz /zgr ^za^zzgr qqpgaz-gzY ra  /zavg m m m rgzY  /zgr rg/arzazzy/zzp wzY/z
/zgr y â rA g r w /za y/zg üfgygrzZzgzY a y  grzfz'gaZ azzzY cozzfraZ/zzzg. 77gz- zzzof/zgz" yga/argzY  a y  a  
yzz6zzzzyyzvg wozzzazz w /za a/ZawgzY Agz- AwyZzazzzY fo  /zgz- zYawzz. M y  17? zYgygzVZW Zzgz- 
g/zzZz7/zaaz7 a y  "Zzvzzzg a  Zz'g " ay  y/zg z7zygavgz-gz7 a r  a g g  ^  6)/ aggzWgzzf f/zar y/zg w a y  azY opW . 
T /aw g v g r, y/zg zYzzY zzar gozz/rozzf /zgr ^zargzz^y wzY/z //zzy &zzow/gz7^g wzzrz/ a g g  2 J  a r  f/zg 
gzzcoaraggzzzgzz/ q / a  r/zgraqzyr. T T gr^ar/zgr z7z'gz7 zzz O c r o ^ g r  7 P O Pyb//ow zzzg r/zrgg zzzazz^/zy zzz 
zzzrgzzyzvg c a rg . I'/zg yazW y/zg w a y  qzzzfg /z a q q y  /zg w a y  z7ga<7 a y  /zg w a y  r/zg zzzazzz yrzzzzz6/zzzg 
6/ a g l  zzz 6gzzzg oqgzz a6azzr /zgr azYaqOazz. Tzz O cfo /zg r 7P P ^ , y/zg fraggzY azzzY c o z z f a c W  /zgr 
6zrr/z zzzar/zgr 6zzr /zgr 6zrf/z zzzz^r/zgr z7zz7 zzor wazzf ra  q zzryag  rAg rg/a/zazzy/zzq. 5zzzgg /zgr g a r /y  
YwgzzZzgy, 1 1  /zay rgggzvgzY varzazzy 6azzry q/qyj/g/zozTzgrczqy zzzcW zzzg G g y fa /r  azzzY zYyzzazzzzc 
r /zg raq y  ra  azYzYrgyy z'yyzzgy yzzrrazzzzzYzzzg /zgr azYoqfzozz. W l/zaw g/z r/zg^ w g rg  /zg/q/w / a r  r/zg 
rzzzzg, y/zg ybwzzaf rAgzr 6gzzq/z^ /o  /zzzzzW. 1/zg w a y  azTazzzazzr r/zar ozz/y C l l  cazzM  /zg/q 
/zgr. M y 1 1  yazW r/zar y/zg /zzzz7y zY zYzÿzczzl ro  y q y  zzo ' azz<Y a y l y b r  w /zar y/zg wazzZy. 7zz<Ygg^ 
ayh 'zzg  y b r  /zg/q zy g%rrgzzzg/y z/zÿzgzzl / o r  /zgr a y  y/zg gxqggry  fo  6g  /g r (Yawzz azz<Y r g /g g W . 
7zzyZga<l y/zg z'y cozzyrazzr/y q /gayzzzg  ar/zgry  azz<Y ralzzzg  g a rg  q /  ar/zgry  ' zzggzYy r/zaf y/zg q//gzz 
ygg /y  gx/zazzy/g<7 azzzY rgygzzqW . Cazzygqzzgzzr/y, y/zg z'y q rozzg  ra  azzgr^  azzr6zzryry a r  rrzvza / 
zzzgzY/gzzfy.
v4yygyyzzzgzz/ azzzY Farzzzzz/aOazz
The assessment and formulation process begin once I receive the referral letter. I view 
this process as ongoing and open to change as therapy progresses. Information for my 
formulations are gathered from a variety o f sources including the referral letter, the 
content the clients present and their self-reported past history but I also attend to the 
process of the therapeutic relationship and how they relate to me in the session and how I 
feel being with them. The clients’ implicit theories o f their understanding o f their 
concerns and their expectations of therapy also need to be considered (W ilkinson and 
Campbell, 1997). This was particularly true o f Ms LB who specifically requested CBT.
My initial impression o f Ms LB was o f someone who did not want me to get near her 
vulnerability as though this felt shameful to her. Her energies appeared to be concentrated 
on presenting an appearance o f coping to the external world. She talked verbosely and 
presented her story in a matter of fact way, devoid o f any emotion. I reflected to m yself
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that perhaps this was her way o f keeping me at bay and not getting too close to her and 
painful issues. Theoretically, I thought about Ms LB in two different ways. I thought 
about her developmentally in psychodynamic terms, given her history o f loss and 
rejection. Informed by the work of Kohut (1977) and Winnicott (1965), I formulated that 
due to her upbringing she did not develop a secure sense o f self and has lived her life by 
presenting an outward appearance o f strength and coping which may have masked her 
internal neediness. Influenced by W innicott’s (1965) notion o f the ‘true’ and ‘false’ self, 
she may have developed a pattern o f relating where she suppressed her own needs in 
favour o f others. The resentment and anger when her needs are not met may manifest 
itself in depressive symptoms. The idea o f being needy and vulnerable was quite painful 
to Ms LB and she had developed certain behavioural strategies to shield herself from this 
pain. She did everything on her own, rarely asking for help for fear o f being let down or 
rejected which has been her experience. Thinking about her in this way alerted me to the 
fact that trust might be an issue and she might perceive me as unreliable and unavailable 
as significant others were in her past. Given her history, I was also aware that I was in a 
position to provide a ‘reparative’ experience. (Clarkson, 1995). I also conceptualised her 
difficulties in cognitive terms. I hypothesised that she may have developed as a result of 
her early experiences, core beliefs about being ‘unloveable’ and ‘worthless’. These 
distorted thoughts of being worthless predominate during her depression and lead her to 
interpret situations quite negatively. These lead her to behave in self-defeating ways such 
as not being assertive and standing up for herself, resulting in more ammunition for 
which to put herself down and confirm her beliefs that she is worthless and powerless. 
This cognitive conceptualisation informed what I ‘did’ with Ms LB.
TYocg&s' 0^(7//rog rg jj q f  f/zgropy
Given that my remit was to provide brief CBT, I initially followed the standard format of 
‘socialising’ the client to the cognitive model, setting goals, agenda setting, reviewing 
sessions and asking for explicit feedback. The literature also indicated that cognitive tasks 
such as activity scheduling and dysfunctional thought records were shown to be valuable
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in depression (e.g. J. Beck, 1995; Hawton, Salkovskis, Kirk and Clark, 1989). I promptly 
assigned those tasks as homework. Ms LB conveyed her acceptance o f the 
conceptualisation by complying with the homework even doing ‘extra’ work such as 
listing pros and cons for staying in her relationship with her partner which was one o f the 
issues she wanted to clarify for herself.
From the start, I liked Ms LB. She appeared articulate and motivated. However, it became 
apparent early on that she had this tendency to talk at length about other people and 
describe events that had happened to her rather than her feelings. Reviewing her activity 
schedule led to more exploratory focus in the sessions as she related both a past and 
present characterised by a perception that in her relationships with others she was unable 
to express her needs and often felt alone and unsupported. This led to exploration o f ways 
to increase her assertiveness and empower herself instead o f remaining in the ‘victim ’ and 
passive role.
Over the course o f therapy, difficulties with her partner as well as issues relating to her 
parental upbringing and adoption kept surfacing. During those moments, therapy would 
move from an active directive phase to a more exploratory focus. This seemed acceptable 
to Ms LB as she would continue with the homework tasks and we would use them as a 
springboard to explore those issues. By the fifth session, I noticed an emerging pattern 
where she would bring me a number o f dilemmas centred on the same themes of not 
being able to depend on others, being resentful towards partner and feeling that she is 
giving all the time. Using Smith’s (1991) notion of unconscious communication, I looked 
for parallels in her narratives and her relationship with myself and the therapy process.
At times, I got no sense o f her needy self that she portrayed in her narratives and therefore 
felt no need to rescue’ her. This may be perceived by her as me leaving her to struggle on 
her own. At other times I felt perceived as a ‘mirror transference’ o f her wish for 
affirmation and understanding that she did not apparently receive from her parents and 
wants from her partner. This was evident in my strong counter-transference feelings o f
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wanting to encourage her to be more proactive. Reading work on adoption (e.g. Lifton, 
1994) and supervision helped contain my anxieties as I struggled with Ms LB’s multiple 
issues, ever changing goals and growing ambivalence.
By this stage, Ms LB was becoming increasingly late for her appointments and was 
forgetting to bring her homework stating she had left them at home. This indicated to me 
that there was an “alliance rupture” (Safran and Segal, 1990) and at this stage, I 
abandoned techniques in favour o f using our therapeutic relationship to test the reality o f 
her beliefs. I gently explored with her how she might be feeling about the therapy process 
as part o f the therapy review in the fifth session. Extracts from that session are below:
Therapist: Ye foymg yrom f&g review yrom jo yâr, fW  fW e W
6eeM jome j^ojifive aWf/ze# . . .
Client: TEy, 7 -z?zay6 e Zzecawje / / W  7 'v e  c /zan g ea f a  6 zY- 7 'm  m af j a r f
/ee /zM g  grazie 7 e e »  - zY ^  ^ecazazYzg a  6 zi a /" a  c /z a re  -
Therapist: W hat, therapy?
Client: Lev aW  a/ja a/zza azare ar /ejj evez]/ weeA: f v e  6eezz /zez-e -a/zza- 7 f/zzzzÆ ^  
/za  ^6eea waz-^zag ja 7 ve Aaz7 ia ger jazzzeZzaa^ / ia ZaaA: a/ier A7 /^azz/ azz<7 7 Te /za<7 
ia pz-efeW 7 wa^ a ^ /a  f&e <7aeZar ar ^azzzei/zzag aa<7 f/zaf zT ^%/zr/y wearzzzg a/zae 
and I  m thinking that h e ’s told me that he will be probably working next 
ffe(7zzej<7ay aa we//, a/z Gar/ w/za azzz 7 gazag ia gei ia yaa Azzaw? ' - 7 eaa Y /zave 
f/zai zaaay r/aeiar appazzzfzaeaYy - j^oa ^zzaw- ^a 7 'zzz /êe/zzzg ^az/e - 7 'zzz z-azzzzzzzg aaf 
a/^eap/e ia a^yaryavaaz^yrazzz- za a way, 7yêe/ /z^e-a/zza-7yêe/ 7've r/aae #wfe 
well to facilitate it-1  think maybe that should have been one o f  my targets-to come 
/zere evezy weeÆ aar/^aa ^aaw, ^azae/zaw ez-eaie f/zaf j^aee/ar az^e//: 7 f/zzaÆ 7've 
j-aaze/zaw zaaaager/ ia wraag/e zY every izzae - agaza, jar/ a /  //zzah'ag 'a/z aa, 7 
waa Y 6e a/z/e /a ga - //zere 'j aa/zar/y /a /aaA: a//er M' aar/ z/" 7 j^/zaae //ze e/zz/r/ 
minder and she can t do it, ‘ok, I ’m not going to give up - I ’m going to go to 
somebody else... I  mean, i t ’s - I ’ve arranged fo r  somebody to look after him today 
aa<7 7 r/zY/a Y jee /zer //zz'j zaarazag ja 7 raag /zer zzp aar/ jazY/ 'are yaw j/z// a/rzg/z/ ' 
aar/ j/ze W jazY/ 'a/z rzg/zf 7Wyarga//ea a/zazz/ //'. 7 jazY/ 'a/z /aa7, z/ya% eaa Y r/a //' 
and she said no, it s o.k . so it does almost fe e l like ‘yes, ju s t by the skin o f  my 
/ee//z- 7'veyzzj/ zaaaager/ //za/ aae'. Tea/z, 7 jzz^zaje, z/'j zWzea/zve a /  //ze w/za/e 
jar/ a/zaah'ag /zzae/ar zayje/f ar aa/ - 7'za ^az/e ^ raar/ 6 / azyje/f//za/ 7 zaaaager/ /a
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üb f W  - - W  /  Y Y zY wd# /zaZ/^way may6g zY ^
reac/zgüf a  6zZ" q /a  Zzza^yôz" me...
Although I did not want to make transference interpretations I was attending to those 
aspects simultaneously on an internal level. In CBT terms, ‘cognitive transference’ is 
where deeply held beliefs about interpersonal relationships are repeated in the therapeutic 
relationship and interfere with the collaborative relationship (Beck et al, 1990; Wright 
and Davis, 1994; Young, 1994) and I felt this was what was happening, that she 
outwardly presented as being able to cope and not needing my facilitation and help yet 
inwardly she wanted others to take care o f her. Based on my hypothesis that Ms LB was 
not able to rely on significant others in her past, I wanted to make the link between her
past and perhaps what was happening in the ‘here and now ’ o f the therapeutic process.
TTzerapwf; fW, Cm aAo woWerzYzg z//mm yowr c/zzMzoW expgrzg/zcgj rzW w W  
yozz vg 6ggzz ZYz/kmg aCowf zYz yozzr Zz/g - yozz Azzow -zY z/'yozz wgrgzz Y rzZzZg
ro (Ygpgzi^ Z ozz yozzr ^argzz  ^ , C o^mgrzmg^ , moyZzg g^Zr rz 6zr rg^ gM(/zzZ- W  Zr 
g^gm^  z/'yozz 'vg aZway^  Zza<Y Zo 6g OM yozzr owzz or <Yo f/zzYzgj ozz yozzr owzz 
/" CZzg/zf; o/z oWZzz/gZy, ZoWZy/ /  wrz^  wozz<YgrzYzg z/' Z/zzT zT yW  ozzoZZzgr gxompZg - 
ZZzo/yozz ZzWZo comg Zo Z/zgropy...
I wanted to point out that she finds it hard to depend on others to resolve issues as it feels 
she has been doing it on her own all the time, and perhaps she finds it difficult to do it 
here with me in therapy. Perhaps I could have phrased it as “It feels hard for you to 
depend on some one else to resolve issues especially if it feels you have been doing it on 
your own all the time. Perhaps it is difficult for you to do it here too.”
Therapist: IfgZZ, rzZjo, zf zY/ggZj fo yozz as z/yow vg Zzgg/z (ZozYzg zY cm yozzr owzz aZZ fZzg Zzmg, 
zYT vgry Zzar<YZP /"Client; CT gv/zrzzzsZzYzgy Zo /h r  ZzgZp...
Client: Yes.
Therapist:... to depend on others especially i f  th ey’ve let you down in the past.
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Later on, we conceptualised it in CBT terms, based on her early experience she may have 
developed a belief that “If I trust people, they let you down” and may have compensated 
for it by doing everything on her own and giving the appearance o f coping. Later, I 
encouraged her to come up with ways to make therapy less o f a chore, in order to engage 
her as an active participant o f therapy. Gradually, she was able to assert herself in the 
sessions and resumed attending her appointments on time. For the first time, she began to 
actively collaborate in the re-formulation o f her difficulties instead o f passively waiting 
for me to do something to her.
We would re-visit the issue of her ambivalence about therapy and her expectations of 
CBT. In session seven, I asked her about her expectations o f therapy and reminded her 
that we had three sessions left. At this point, she burst into tears stating she wanted to 
change but was ‘failing’ at therapy. This in turn led to an exploration o f how she 
compared herself unfavourably to others and viewed any dependency as evidence of 
failure. The link to past experience was not ignored but conceptualised within a cognitive 
behavioural model in terms o f early learning (i.e. schema formation) and together we 
came up with a cognitive conceptualisation where she traced her beliefs to her early 
experiences and the compensatory strategies she adopted as a result o f those beliefs.
From an integrative stance, endings are an example of cross-fertilisation between models 
especially between the cognitive model and the psychodynamic model (O ’Brien and 
Houston, 2000). In the last session, as well as focusing on what ending the relationship 
meant to Ms LB, I also encouraged her to evaluate the outcomes o f her therapy by 
reflecting on whether she felt that she had achieved her aims and what further action 
needed to be taken if gains from therapy were to be maintained. I also administered 
before and after questionnaires such as the BDI. For instance, in the ninth session, Ms LB
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reported feeling anxious and we linked this to our impending ending. By the end o f the 
therapy, Ms LB reported a marked decrease in her depressive symptoms and was 
implementing her assertive skills at home. This was reflected in her BDI scores. She 
stated that she was feeling more positive about bringing solutions to her long-standing 
predicament. She reported that she did not feel as overwhelmed as in the past and was 
able to challenge her negative thinking and apply some o f the cognitive strategies she 
learnt. She also commented on improvements in areas that used to be problematic for her 
such as her over reliance on others’ opinions o f her.
Thus, with this client, the progress of cognitive therapy was enhanced, aided by using 
psychodynamic concepts to continuously reflect on the process. By adopting a flexible 
and integrative approach, I could deviate from the CBT protocol and incorporate 
psychodynamic aspects within the session depending on client need. I was able to move 
from cognitive-directive elements such as the use o f diary and homework assignments to 
more exploratory-psychodynamic style within the session. Being able to integrate these 
two models allowed me to move from focusing on goals and tasks to focusing on the 
therapeutic relationship more directly when it was appropriate so that the therapy 
appeared seamless’ (Fear and Woolfe, 1996). However, cognitive techniques alone were 
not sufficient for therapeutic change. In order for movement to occur, the therapeutic 
relationship had to be addressed and used actively in the service o f therapy. Recent 
developments within cognitive therapy suggest that this is being increasingly recognised 
and incorporated in the development and practice o f cognitive therapy. It is important to 
emphasise that although traditional cognitive strategies are central to cognitive therapy, it 
was only by integrating them into the context o f the therapeutic relationship that best 
provided the process of change. Thus, the therapeutic relationship was the bridge between 
‘being’ with and ‘doing’ to her.
Conclusion
In this essay, I have presented a ‘snapshot’ of how I practise, aiming to be according to 
Crawford-Wright and Hart (1997), “a professional psychologist with practical therapeutic 
experience, trained in traditional and contemporary research techniques and committed to 
a programme o f self-awareness” . With clinical examples from my practice, I have 
illustrated how factors such as psychotherapeutic theory, psychological research, the 
context o f therapy and supervision, the scientist-practitioner model and reflective thinking 
inform the way I work.
I have attempted to demonstrate how I apply the different models o f therapy according to 
client need informed by research as well as adopting an integrative style that is ‘tailor- 
m ade’ for the idiosyncratic needs o f each client. For instance, when first applying CBT, 
with clients with monosymptomatic presentations such as claustrophobia, I used its 
traditional inception using graded exposure informed by the literature (e.g. Clark and 
Fairburn, 1997). However, most o f the clients do not arrive with monosymptomatic 
presentations. In response I have explored ways to integrate the cognitive model with 
other perspectives, in particular, drawing on psychodynamic theory to inform and assist 
me in my practice within an overall CBT structure. I have found that the recent 
developments in CBT which take in concepts more familiar to other frameworks helpful 
when clients’ presentation appears complex and the process o f therapy is not 
straightforward.
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Introduction to the Research Dossier
This dossier consists o f a literature review and two pieces o f research. The literature 
review examines the existing literature on domestic violence and its implications for 
counselling psychology. The second year research is an investigation o f British Asian 
w om en’s experiences o f domestic violence using grounded theory. The final research 
project concerns the social representations o f psychotherapy by young people.
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Dom estic Violence and Battered W omen: Toward a Fram ework for 
Understanding and Em powering Battered W omen.
ABSTRACT
Domestic violence and battering has become a highly visible social problem and has received 
considerable attention in the literature by social science investigators. It is a pervasive 
phenomenon, associated with a variety o f adverse physical and psychological consequences. This 
paper reviews the clinical, theoretical and empirical literature on battered women and considers 
answers to the question Why do they stay?, and What can be done to help them? It begins with a 
survey o f historical information and then provides an overview of the problems o f domestic 
violence and battered women. It concludes with a discussion o f clinical and research implications 
and future directions.
INTRODUCTION
Domestic violence is a pervasive phenomenon which has recently received considerable attention 
in the social science literature (Carden, 1994; Feldman and Ridley, 1995; Klein, 1998). The term 
“domestic” pertains to the setting o f the act - i.e. within a marital or intimate cohabiting 
relationship, in the home. The term “violence” is used because this is not ordinarily a question o f  
minor arguments or “disputes” but pertains rather to intentional, hostile, aggressive physical or 
psychological acts.
There has been an increase in both empirical and clinical attention to domestic violence issues 
(Straus, 1992), paralleling heightened public awareness and concern about the frequency o f  
domestic violence and its deleterious effects on individual and family well-being (Arias, 1998; 
Campbell and Lewandowski,1997 ). This paper seeks to review some o f the more consistent 
findings in the domestic violence literature, focusing on battered women rather than provide a 
comprehensive review. Comprehensive reviews have been documented elsewhere (e.g. Carden, 
1994; Feldman and Ridley, 1995; Hotaling and Sugarman, 1986, 1990). The term “battered 
women” will be limited to adult women in the context o f an intimate heterosexual relationship 
with or without the legal sanction o f marriage. This warrants in-depth examination because o f (a) 
its evidently high frequency o f occurrence, and direct physical and psychological impact on adult 
victims; (b) its indirect, although significant impact on children and family functioning (Davies 
and Cummings, 1994; Jaffe, Wolfe and Wilson, 1990; Rutter, 1994) and ( c ) the recent 
proliferation o f attention it has received in the areas o f research, practice and social policy. As a 
consequence o f  the frequency and social impact o f violence between intimate partners, increased 
pressure has been placed on the treatment community to institute effective intervention programs, 
as well as on the legal system to prosecute cases.
The present review however differs from previous work (e.g. Carden, 1994; Feldman and Ridley, 
1995) by including greater emphasis on battered women rather than on the perpetrators. Its goals 
are : (a) to place the study o f battered women in its historical context, (b) to review the
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divergence o f perspectives advocating a multidisciplinary approach to the study of battered 
women and ( c ) to advocate greater clinical and research investment in the problem of wife 
abuse on the part of counselling and clinical psychologists. This review is divided into four 
sections. The first section provides an overview of the problem o f domestic violence and presents 
the historical context o f battered women. The second section presents findings from the 
theoretical, empirical and clinical work. The third section and the final section offers a critique of 
the literature surveyed and addresses the implications o f the literature reviewed for clinical 
intervention and research.
BATTERED WOMEN
The vast majority who suffer from battering are women, accounting for more than 95% o f adult 
victims. It is estimated that between one and four million women are physically assaulted by their 
intimate partners each year. Female battering is an instance o f domestic violence, and as such 
pertains to the receipt o f abusive and violent acts by persons in a marital, sexual (i.e. 
cohabitation), parental, or care-giving role with the ‘victim ’. The term “abuse” encompasses 
physical (e.g. throwing objects, kicking , punching), sexual (e.g. unwanted touching, rape) or 
verbal-emotional (e.g. yelling, insults, intimidation) acts (Geffner and Pagelow, 1990) “carried 
out with the intention or perceived intention o f causing ...pain or injury to another person” 
(Straus and Gelles, 1986, p. 467). The defining factor in this instance is “aggression” directed at 
someone with whom the perpetrator has a close, interdependent relationship (Feldman and 
Ridley, 1995).
The “battered w om en’s movement” began in England in 1971 with the establishment o f the first 
shelter for abused wives. At that time, it was generally assumed by psychoanalysts that ‘wife 
abuse’ was an individual problem attributable to neuroticism or psychosis (O ’Leary, 1998).
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Issues of Assessment
Because ‘domestic violence’ occurs within the privacy o f the home, reports are largely dependent 
upon the self-reported testimonies o f the victim and the perpetrator. Researchers have 
consistently found that men tend to underreport their own acts o f spousal aggression by denying 
that it ever happened, by minimising their severity, frequency and consequences and /or 
justifying appropriate responses to their spouses’ behaviour (Dutton, 1986). Due to males’ 
greater size and physical strength, females suffer more serious physical injury than males and the 
spousal aggression reported by women is more likely than that reported by men to have been self­
defensive (Gelles and Straus, 1979, 1988, 1990; Straus and Gelles, 1986, 1990). As secondary 
sources, the police, the social service workers or the medical professionals also have roles in 
reporting the events that transpired introducing more biases. Further difficulty in reliably 
reporting and interpreting abuse stems from the distorting influence o f culture on perceptions (i.e. 
what is perceived to be abusive by one culture may be perceived as legitimate and acceptable by 
another). Such complexity not only impedes effective assessment but also intervention.
The most widely used instrument for operationalising the phenomenon o f domestic violence is 
the Conflict Tactics Scale (GTS) (Straus, 1979, 1990), a 19-item measure o f partners’ reports o f  
abusive and aggressive behaviour over the previous 12 months. Its sub-scales distinguish 
between verbal and physical forms o f “aggression” and also operationalise violent acts along a 
continuum o f severity. Critics argue that the CTS ignores the context, consequences and 
subjective meanings associated with domestic violence by not reflecting the social dynamics o f 
gender and power that influence the meaning o f aggressive behaviours (Murphy and Meyer, 
1991) or the subjective experiences o f pain, fear and intimidation associated with abuse (Murphy 
and Cascardi, 1993).
Studies have also relied heavily on telephone interviews, structured in-person interviews, and 
police reports as a means o f assessing the occurrence o f physical violence between intimate 
partners.
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Methodological Issues
The vast majority o f research on domestic violence has been criticised for having a variety o f  
methodological flaws, including the use o f un-standardised measures, the heterogeneity o f  
subject samples, self-report biases and inadequate control groups (e.g. Rosenbaum, 1988; 
Widom, 1989). Much o f the research is o f a cross-sectional or retrospective nature. Although 
these designs can inform us about associations with battering, they tell us little about processes, 
sequences or causality. A majority o f these studies have failed to control for marital distress: 
violent couples differ from non - violent couples in their use o f violence and tend to report higher 
levels o f relationship dissatisfaction. However, the reliability o f incidence data is compromised 
by inconsistency in operational definitions o f violence, social-desirability effects in self-reported 
attitudes and behaviours, over-emphasis on subjects o f lower socio-economic status, and limited 
access to corroborating data (Carden, 1994).
Definition of the battering problem and its ‘psychological dynamics’
According to H off (1990), battering is created by an inequality o f power which leads to an abuse 
o f power. To understand battering, four different forms o f abuse must be considered: physical 
(e.g. kicking, slapping, hitting), emotional (e.g. humiliation, isolation, harassment, threats to 
children ), sexual (e.g. rape) and economic (e.g. withholding money). It is insufficient simply to 
count up the number o f times there is a physical attack: abuse constitutes a pattern o f coercive 
control, causing not only physical harm but also emotional harm. Emotional harm is posed by 
arousing fear and preventing a woman from doing what she wants or forcing her to do something 
she does not want to do .
Clearly, not every battered woman experiences all four forms o f abuse or indeed the same 
patterns o f severe and continual abuse. All battered women however are defined by the fact that 
they experience the consequences o f unwarranted control being exercised over their lives. It is 
essential to comprehend this dynamic to understand why violence against a woman is so
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pervasive and powerful. To this end, researchers have begun to attend more closely to the issue 
of psychological abuse as part o f the constellation o f battering. Abuse, o f the psychological form 
can have consequences as serious and damaging as physical abuse (Follingstad, Rutledge, Berg, 
Hause and Polek, 1990), and can act as a precursor to subsequent physical aggression in 
battering couples (Murphy and O ’Leary, 1994; O ’Leary, Malone and Tyree, 1994).
Research has found that psychological abuse can remain high despite the dramatic reduction in 
actual physical violence upon intervention. The maintenance o f psychological abuse is predictive 
of the re-continuance o f physical violence (Gortner, Gollan and Jacobson, 1997). In summary, 
psychological abuse is increasingly being recognised as an integral part o f the controlling 
behaviour and physical violence exhibited in battering relationships. As such, battering can be 
conceptualised as an abuse of power.
The Social Sanctioning of Battering
Conventionally, women have been subtly (and not so subtly) blamed for being victims o f 
physical and sexual abuse with men subtly (and not so subtly) “let off the hook” for their acts o f 
abuse (Schecter, 1982). In a British study o f battered women, 44 percent o f the sample reported 
that they sought medical help after being victimised but were sent back home unsupported. In 
this study, 66 percent o f the women concerned also found the police ‘useless in assisting and 
protecting them ’. 48 percent reported inadequate help from social services (Binney, Harkell and 
Nixon, 1981). Studies o f emergency care physicians in the U.S. (Kurtz and Stark, 1988) 
documented inadequate or inappropriate responses to battered women patients. The researchers 
tied these responses to (a) the physicians’ misinformation about spousal abuse, (b) their gender- 
based stereotyping o f these patients and ( c ) the structural constraints on the medical model of 
disease and of the institutional norms of the health care system (Carden, 1994).
The strong support that the Christian church has given to marriage has left abused women further 
unprotected. For example, a survey o f conservative Protestant clergy revealed 21 percent felt that 
no amount o f abuse would justify a w ife’s leaving her husband (Alsdurf, 1985). The mental
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health community has also responded inadequately by individualising and pathologising the 
abuse scenario. For example, Snell, Rosenwald and Robey (1964) described the physically 
abused wife as masochistic. Recent editions o f the DSM (e.g. DSM-III-R, 1987) had a category 
for self-defeating tendencies. Often, the effect o f violence is confused with the cause, focusing 
on the victim ’s “pathology” instead o f her need for validation, safety and support. As the 
woman’s personality is treated, the violence is ignored. Additional barriers to empowerment 
include lack o f shelters and other advocacy services, and lack of financial resources.
Institutions in the community thus ‘support’ violence against women, thereby creating barriers to 
effective intervention. Given these two historical tendencies o f victim blaming and o f “letting 
men off the hook”, perhaps psychology has been reluctant to get on the tightrope that investigates 
the interpersonal dynamics o f the abused wife without blaming her. The complexity o f battering 
and battering relationships necessarily points researchers and clinicians toward multifaceted 
research designs and treatment models.
Culture and Domestic Violence
Although the problem of domestic violence is considered universal (e.g. Counts, 1987; Counts, 
Brown and Campbell, 1992; Fischbach and Herbert, 1997; Krane, 1996; Levinson, 1989), 
knowledge about it has emanated previously from western societies - mostly studies conducted 
in North America. The presentation of domestic violence is often culture specific. W hat is 
considered violence against women in intimate relationships in some societies or cultures may be 
tolerated, legitimated even expected in others (e.g. Levinson, 1989; United Nations, 1989).
In recent years there has been a growing body o f work conducted in the US on the nature and 
extent o f domestic violence experiences among ethnic minority groups (e.g. Brice-Baker, 1994; 
Chin, 1994; Coley and Beckett, 1988a, 1988b; Ciller, 1991; Hampton and Celles, 1994; Ho, 
1990; Lockhart, 1991; Lockhart and White, 1989; Perilla, Bakeman and Norris, 1994; Torres, 
1987, 1991) which has tended to be descriptive and failed to include wom en’s voices in the 
analyses.
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Therefore, in order to improve research that will capture the experience o f domestic violence in a 
more culturally relevant context, there is a need to develop measures that reflect the cultural 
values and practices as well as life experiences o f diverse populations. The samples selected for 
study also require inclusion o f under represented groups, as well as populations that have yet to 
be included in research on domestic violence.
THEORIES
Many theoretical frameworks currently exist that attempt to explain the causes o f domestic 
violence. They can be categorised into individual (psychological), sociological (socio- 
psychological) and socio-cultural (feminist) models (Celles, 1993).
Individual Models
Individual models attribute violence primarily to characteristics o f the perpetrator and to a lesser 
degree, those o f the victim. Although theories o f psychopathology have most often attempted to 
explain the behaviour o f male perpetrators, “battered” females have been profiled as depressed, 
suicidal, and masochistic (Rosewater, 1988). It has been proposed that they exhibit a syndrome 
whose features include being depressed, passive, overwhelmed and self-blaming (Walker, 1979). 
Research has however largely failed to document either a specific “profile” or psychiatric 
disorder among battered women (Launius and Lindquist, 1988; Walker, 1984) and suggests that 
such “clinical symptoms” are reactive states rather than character traits (Rosewater, 1988). 
Although there is a general consensus that psychopathology is not a key causal agent, the specific 
relationship between psychopathology and domestic violence remains unclear, as does its 
specific role as determinant, correlate or consequence (Feldman and Ridley, 1995).
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Two explanations proposed for abused women’s inability to leave an abusive relationship are 
learned helplessness (Walker, 1979) and self-in-relation theory (Kaplan, 1988). Learned 
helplessness (Seligman, 1975) is associated with apathy resulting when an individual is unable to 
control negative events in their life. According to Walker (1979), women who are repeatedly 
abused without being able to control its occurrence give up hope of being able to change things 
and stop trying. Learned helplessness is related to depression and low self-esteem in women, two 
factors associated with battered women. Although Walker (1979) found partial support for the 
concept o f learned helplessness, factors such as physical strength and social resources affect 
helplessness or self-sufficiency. The primary problem with the concept o f learned helplessness is 
that it relies on wom en’s psychological characteristics to explain their victimisation.
Self-in relation theory suggests a developmental view, in which self-identity and self-esteem lie 
with the wom an’s capacity to take care o f the relational process - to attend to the needs o f the 
self/other matrix. Thus, in remaining in an abusive relationship, women may be acting in a self­
preserving manner despite the real dangers. They may feel more threatened by their loss o f their 
capacity to preserve the relationship than by the physical and emotional harm they are risking. 
That is, there is a sense in which their well-being is tied to the well-being o f the other. Avoiding 
abuse may be secondary to preserving the relational connection - their central source o f self­
esteem (Kaplan, 1988).
Sociological Models
Sociological models examine social structures such as the institution o f the family to ascertain 
how they allow violence among families. Such models utilise an analysis o f family dynamics to 
explain the problem. Family structure, stress, the transmission o f violence from one generation to 
the next and family interactional patterns are considered ((Telles, 1993).
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Socio-cultural Models
Socio-cultural models examine variables around gender inequality, societal attitudes toward 
violence and family, and patriarchy, based on feminist belief and attitudes.
The Feminist Perspective. Feminists challenge the cultural ideal o f the family as a 
“peaceful haven in a heartless world” (Bograd, 1988, p. 14). For purposes o f this paper, feminist 
theory is defined as one that emphasises the unequal distribution o f  power between men and 
women. Feminists believe that abuse as a pattern is understandable only through explanation o f  
the social context (Bograd, 1988). This tenet makes the feminist approach useful for analysing 
the problem o f abuse among specific population groups. Feminist based explanations view the 
problem as a microcosm o f the patriarchal societal relations between men and women, and 
attempt to explain why violence is unevenly distributed in society (Yllo, 1993). Rates and 
consequences o f severe violence perpetrated by men are notably higher than those for women. 
According to feminist theory, spouse abuse is a “normal” result o f the male socialisation process, 
in which domination o f women is covertly and overtly reinforced in society (Dobash and Dobash, 
1979). Feminist thinking and theories have influenced views o f treatment by emphasising the 
need to (a) recognise the importance o f larger societal influences such as patriarchy and the 
subordinate status and role o f women and their influence on the frequency and level o f violence 
against women; (b) maximise individual responsibility o f the perpetrator; and (c ) increase 
judicial interventions. Feminist theories have nonetheless been criticised on a number o f  grounds 
(Gelles, 1993):
(a) as a “single-level” sociological-level theory o f patriarchy, it does not provide a useful 
explanation o f dyadic and family-level behaviours, which appear to be determined by 
multiple factors
(b) findings o f some studies that physical aggression against women is seen by men as socially 
undesirable challenge the position that our society generally approves o f  and supports this 
behaviour toward women (Arias and Johnson, 1989; Riggs, Murphy and O’Leary, 1989).
(c) fails to explain the large proportion o f males living within a patriarchal system who do not 
exhibit abusive and aggressive behaviour toward partners.
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According to O ’Leary (1993, p. 23), “a patriarchal society is a critical but not sufficient risk 
factor in the development o f spouse abuse”. Violence toward women occurs in a specific, 
cultural context o f patriarchy where control and subjugation o f women, even through physical 
means, traditionally have been tolerated, if  not legitimised (Bograd, 1988; Dobash and Dobash, 
1979). Although patriarchy is an important societal variable that frames female battering, it is not 
a comprehensive or sufficient explanatory variable: i.e. not all men raised in this culture are 
violent toward their partners. In addition, a growing body of research suggests that physical 
aggression occurs in similar rates among lesbian and gay relationships, where patriarchal forces 
are less compelling explanations (Coleman, 1994; Letellier, 1994).
Gender- based roles and dynamics. Feminist theories have focused attention on the 
importance o f gender-based roles and dynamics in spousal abuse. Smith (1990) contended that 
the previous finding that traditional gender expectations were significantly associated with 
marital violence (Hotaling and Sugarman, 1986) was inaccurate as gender trait measures were 
inappropriate to assess patriarchal ideology because they measured personality traits not attitudes 
or norms. Recently, Sugarman and Frankel (1996) found that the only component o f patriarchal 
ideology that consistently predicted wife assault was the m an’s attitude toward violence, and that 
assaulted wives held more ‘traditional” feminine gender schema than non-assaulted counterparts, 
suggesting limited support for the ideological component o f patriarchal theory.
The Cycle Theory of Violence
The dynamic nature o f battering is illustrated by Walker (1979), who proposed the “cycle theory 
o f violence” on the basis o f information obtained in a series o f intensive interviews with more 
than 120 battered women. According to Walker (1979),
The battering cycle appears to have three distinct phases, which vary both in time and intensity 
for the same couple and between different couples. These are: the tension-build ing phase; the 
explosion or acute battering incident and the calm, loving resp ite .. .several different cycle 
patterns can occur, ( p .55).
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The battered women in W alker’s study described a tension-building phase during which their 
partners used one or more o f the control tactics described earlier. Minor physical assaults were 
also described during this phase but differed from the acute battering incident in the intensity of 
the attack and in the sense o f control the women reported feeling they still had over the violence. 
Denial, anger, fear o f the anticipated beating and rationalisation for the ongoing abuse were 
common elements in the women’s descriptions o f this phase. Phase 1 tended to last from several 
months to several years. Interviewees described the acute battering phase as psychologically and 
physically paralysing. The “futility o f trying to escape” (p.62) was the most consistent feeling in 
this phase. This phase can last from 2 hours to 2 days or more. After the attack, many o f the 
partners were loving and tearfully apologetic, promising it would never happen again. Walker 
called this point “symbiotic bonding” between the abuser and the abused. Many women viewed 
their partners as sincere and a “honeymoon’Mike period followed until the couple drifted back 
into a new tension-building phase.
Dutton and Painter (1981) proposed an explanation for the symbiotic bonding described by 
Walker. They noted that power imbalances and alternation between abusive and loving 
behaviours predispose victims to traumatic bonding, the “formation o f strong emotional 
attachments under conditions o f intermittent maltreatment” (p. 146). Over time, the battering 
incidents experienced by W alker’s subjects increased in frequency and severity until the 
“honeymoon” phase shortened and eventually disappeared. This escalation-of-violence 
phenomenon has been supported by subsequent studies (e.g. Browne, 1987; Gelles and Straus, 
1988).
Although the cycle theory o f violence has proven to be educationally and clinically useful, it is 
“best viewed as a qualitatively derived measure o f central tendency o f a highly variable and 
complex set o f behaviours”. As Walker cautioned, several different pattern o f cycles can occur 
within and between couples over time (Carden, 1994, p. 550). If the battering cycle explains why 
women stay, it should follow that if this cycle is interrupted, the women leave but this is not 
always the case (e.g. Hoff, 1990).
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In summary, while the different etiologic theories and conceptual frameworks have stimulated a 
great deal o f debate and served as the foundation for differing advocacy positions, they have not 
served as a strong guide for empirical research (Riggs and O ’Leary, 1989). The consensus seems 
to be that interpersonal violence is multidetermined and involves the interaction o f a large 
number o f intrapersonal, interpersonal and societal factors rather than any single factor in 
isolation. Although, “single factor” theories are more prominent, integrated theories are currently 
being proposed (Carden, 1994; Williams, 1992). Empirical research directly testing the above 
theories has been lacking, contributing to ongoing debate over alternative hypotheses and their 
implications for treatment (McNeely and Robinson-Simpson, 1987). Research supporting the 
claims o f one explanatory framework over another have often reported only moderate or 
inconsistent associations for potential correlates o f violence. Thus, all the above factors have 
contributed to the current difficulty among causes, concomitants and consequences o f domestic 
violence.
The explanations present two conflicting views: either women are personally responsible for the 
violence in terms of psychopathology; or they are helpless victims of men in a sexist patriarchal 
society. Missing from these claims is an explanation that takes into account the possibility of 
dynamic interaction between four factors:
(1) w om en’s own reasoning process (i.e. how women make sense out o f their experience of 
violence)
(2) social-cultural roots o f her reasoning process and self-concept
(3) beliefs and first-hand accounts o f persons in a battered woman’s social network
(4) how these social-psychological factors might interact with the political economy in the 
wom an’s social milieu (Hoff, 1990).
According to H off (1990), the woman’s social network might constitute the intermediate 
structure between the woman’s subjective world and the social, political and economic situations 
that uphold values and norms about women, marriage, the family and violence. W omen probably 
absorb the dominant cultural values about women, marriage, the family and violence. These 
values influence how a woman responds the first time she is beaten. These interacting values and
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various material factors (e.g. money, proximity of family) influence whether a woman escapes 
from or remains in a violent relationship.
This state o f affairs has contributed to a shift in theory development that emphasises the inter­
relatedness o f the individual, the family, and the broader social contexts. These “integrative” 
explanatory models have been based in ecological and systemic paradigms and attempt to 
account for multiple determinants each operating within a relatively complex, multilevel system 
(e.g. Dutton, 1985; Giles-Sims, 1988; O ’Leary, 1993). These models attempt to specify a set of 
factors drawn from different etiological levels and identify the interrelationships among these 
factors. They have incorporated psychological (e.g. self-esteem, witnessing inter-parental 
violence), interpersonal /family (e.g. family stressors, family economics, norms o f family 
privacy, relationship conflict, power differentials), and macrosocial variables (e.g. patriarchy, 
social network/subculture support for violence, media). These are promising and await further 
empirical testing.
EMPIRICAL STUDIES
On the basis o f comparisons between abused and non-abused women, usually uncontrolled 
studies from shelter populations and community samples, investigators cited previous treatment 
for psychological disorders, and childhood abuse as risk markers (Hilberman, 1980). However, 
in a review of the literature and analysis o f over 600 nationally representative women from the 
community, Hotaling and Sugarman (1986, 1990) concluded that the frequency o f abuse in 
childhood was not significantly related with victimisation by a spouse, although it may 
exarcerbate the psychological impact o f such abuse in marriage. On the basis o f these two 
studies, they concluded that “there is no evidence that the status a woman occupies, the roles she 
performs, her demographic profile or her personality characteristics consistently influence her 
chances o f becoming a victim of wife assault” (p.393). Recently, Cascardi, O ’Leary, Lawrence 
and Schee (1995) examined psychopathology (current and lifetime) within the context o f
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childhood victimisation using relevant control groups (maritally distressed, non abused women). 
Their findings support H o ff’s (1990) view o f battering as an abuse o f power, as abused women 
reported their spouses being significantly more coercive than controls. They also found that 
abused women were more likely to have psychological difficulties at the time o f assessment 
rather than a previous history o f psychopathology.
The focus o f studies has been on physically abused women (e.g. Cascardi et ah, 1995; Gelles and 
Straus, 1988; O ’Leary and Curley, 1986; O ’Leary, Barling, Arias, Rosenbaum, Malone and 
Tyree, 1989; Rosenbaum and O ’Leary, 1981). What has not received much attention is the role 
o f emotional abuse in physically abusive relationships. This is partly related to the difficulty in 
defining emotional abuse and the fact that most measures do not separate physical abuse from 
emotional abuse. To date, only a few articles have investigated this area (e.g. Follingstad et ah, 
1990; Marshall, 1996), although Follingstad et ah (1990) did not include a comparison control 
group.
Qualitative studies
Clinical researchers have often had access to qualitative data through assessment and therapy 
(e.g. Dutton, 1988). In recent years, there have been a growing number o f qualitative works 
documenting the experiences o f battered women. H off (1990) documented the processes 
involved in battered w om en’s decisions to remain in a violent relationship, to return to such a 
relationship or to leave and begin anew by examining meanings o f the victim s’ experiences from 
the women themselves using a collaborative approach. Attention to w om en’s accounts revealed 
that their reasons for staying were embedded in traditional views about marriage, and the family 
and the interpretation o f violence as a private rather than a public issue. H o ffs  (1990) study 
revealed processes by which microfactors (e.g. trouble o f the individual woman) are linked to 
macrofactors (e.g. values and norms that are institutionalised).
Mills (1985), in a series of interviews with battered women noted that a loss o f self occurs over 
time. This loss took two forms, a loss o f identity and a loss o f the “observing s e lf ’. Many o f the
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women described their incapacity to act. Finding their judgements and perceptions about the 
relationship challenged, suffering the pain and shock o f the attack, they had few internal and 
external resources to stop the violence or restore their sense o f self.
Interventions: Evaluation research
Evaluations o f interventions for battered women have centred on the shelter experience. 
Researchers found shelters decreased violence for women with women users rating shelters as 
excellent sources o f help (Berk, Smyth and Sherman, 1988; Gondolf, 1990). In addition, 
experimental evaluations o f shelter support group services and follow-up services provide 
evidence that they decrease depressive symptoms or increase self-esteem (Sullivan, Angélique, 
Eby and Davidson, 1994; Trimpey, 1988). However, treatment o f battered women with various 
mental or physical health diagnoses has not been evaluated with them as a separate group in 
clinical trials to determine which o f the traditional treatments are most effective for their 
particular combination o f problems, nor has there been any study o f the shelter experience 
compared to psychological resources.
Mental Health Effects
Physical and sexual violence occur in a climate o f emotional abuse which has been shown to 
negatively impact women s mental health. Low self-esteem, increased insomnia, hypervigilance, 
augmented startle response, sense o f disorder and unhappiness all characterise battered women in 
multiple cultures following partner abuse (Fischbach and Herbert, 1997).
A consistent finding across varied clinical samples (i.e. women in a shelter, those seeking 
services from a community agency, those seeking treatment for marital problems and victimised 
women in the community) is that abused women are depressed or have elevated depressive 
symptomatology at the time o f assessment (Cascardi and O ’Leary, 1992; Gleason, 1993). In 
addition to depressive symptomatology, abused women across various samples also report high
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rates o f somatic and anxiety-related symptoms (Follingstad, Brennan, Hause, Polek and 
Rutledge, 1991; Gelles and Straus, 1988; Gleason, 1993).
More recently, American researchers have begun to focus on determinants and impact of 
psychological or emotional abuse. Psychological abuse has been found to be associated with low 
self-esteem (Aguilar and Nightingale, 1994), anxiety, depression and fear o f the partner 
(Follingstad et., 1990), physical illness (Marshall, 1996) and Post Traumatic Stress Disorder 
(Astin, Lawrence and Foy, 1993; Cascardi et ah, 1995; Gelles and Harrop, 1989; Houskamp and 
Foy 1991; Kemp, Rawlings and Green, 1991; Walker, 1991).
Trauma Framework. These cognitive, affective and behavioural consequences o f 
abusive experiences observed among battered women have resulted in the conceptualisation of 
psychological effects o f domestic violence within a traumatic response framework (Dutton, 1992; 
1993). Herman (1992) suggested that a complex (or chronic) traumatic stress response, where the 
person is subjected to ongoing abuse, control and terror , may be more adequate to explain the 
responses seen in battered women than a single traumatic event. These somewhat different 
responses include alterations in affect (the predominance o f depressive affect), alterations in 
perception o f the perpetrator (the tendency o f severely battered women to see their abuser as 
omnipotent) and alterations in sense o f self (the self-blame and disappearance o f a sense o f self 
described by severely abused women). The role o f attachment to the abuser should not be 
underestimated as part o f understanding the psychological responses o f battered women and 
making the response to trauma more complex (Dutton, 1993). For battered women, the trauma- 
related effects are intensified when the perpetrator is someone they love, trust or on whom they 
depend, “a reality that compounds the psychological consequences o f the abuse...and 
exarcebates their feelings of vulnerability, loss, betrayal and hopelessness. Abused women 
frequently become isolated, and withdrawn as they try to hide the evidence o f their abuse” 
(Fischbach and Herbert, 1997 p. 1168-1169).
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IMPLICATIONS FOR CLINICAL INTERVENTION
Implications for Counselling Psychology
Studies have indicated that domestic violence is a high consumer o f both medical (including 
mental health) and social services (Bergman and Brismar, 1990; Bergman, Brismar and Nordin, 
1992; Tham, Ford and Wilkinson, 1995). Given that the strongest risk factor for identification of 
battered women in primary care settings was depressive symptoms (Hamberger, Saunders and 
Hovey, 1993), mental health practitioners are in a position to identify, counsel and empower 
battered women. In studies that explore the dynamics o f depression in battered women, 
significant predictors include the frequency and severity o f current physical abuse and stress, 
more strongly than prior history o f mental illness or demographic, cultural or childhood 
characteristics (Cascardi et ah, 1995). Self-care agency or wom en’s ability to care for themselves 
was found to be a protective factor for depression in one study. Similar concepts (agency, 
survival) have been found in other studies, indicating the need to investigate the strengths of 
battered women as well as their health problems (Gondolf, 1990; Lempert, 1996).
Linkages can be observed between theories and intervention methods. Those who subscribe to 
individual models would advocate treatment approaches which might include crisis intervention, 
victim support or education groups. Proponents of sociological models would espouse family 
system intervention through providing safe housing and counselling in a shelter programme. 
Supporters o f socio-structural models would pursue legislative or policy change enhancing the 
status o f women in the society. Missing from those interventions is an approach that strives to 
understand and empower battered women as unique individuals with their own voices. Self-in 
relation theory and the work by Mills (1985) and Hoff (1990) provide a framework that allows 
battered women to be understood and empowered. For a woman to leave an abusive relationship 
requires external social resources , a definition of the situation that no longer targets her as the 
source of the problem and her ability to combine these external and internal resources in an 
action plan that preserves her own and others’ lives. According to self-in-relation theory, one of
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the tasks o f working with battered women is to help them recognise both the positive attributes of 
their capacity for attending to their connection with others and also the need to acknowledge their 
right to protect themselves against the danger of their particular connection. The women in M ills’ 
(1985) study revealed that their flight from their abusive partners was often preceded by a 
transformative experience in which another person, one who stood outside the battering 
relationship such as a therapist, reflected the woman’s reality in a way that enabled her to 
acknowledge and assess her risk more objectively. Thus, therapists can play a vital role in 
listening objectively and empathetically to battered women’s stories and help restore their sense 
of self. Shelters may provide the opportunity for women to develop healthy connections with 
others, to restore their sense o f self, to receive psychological resources from the relationships 
formed in shelters as well as practice living on their own apart from abusive partners (Hoff, 
1990; Mills, 1985).
Findings by Cascardi et al. (1995) may have important implications for marital interventions. 
Post-traumatic stress disorder and spouse-specific fear identified among abused women raises 
important questions about the most appropriate method of intervention. If an abused woman is 
highly fearful and anxious, what impact do these symptoms have on her ability to participate 
actively in marital intervention? Future research should address the issues o f spouse-specific fear, 
psychological coercion, and trauma-related symptoms to avoid revictimisation o f abused women 
through treatments that may increase their fear and in turn worsen their post-traumatic stress 
disorder.
Treatment Issues
There are very few experimental evaluations of treatment or interventions specifically for 
battered women , including battered women’s shelters. This is primarily because o f safety 
concerns for women seeking services and a lack of more sophisticated community programme 
evaluation designs applied to these complex, multifaceted, individualised programmes (Campbell 
and Lewandowski, 1997).
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In summary, developing and testing intervention and treatment strategies for battered women 
need to be addressed. One o f the difficulties o f implementing research on the effects o f trauma 
related to violence exposure and designing interventions is the fact that the situation is rarely 
clear cut with one event. Often the event is one o f a long series o f past stressors and additional 
stressful or traumatic events may occur during the treatment. These factors argue for the 
necessity o f a long term intervention that goes beyond the mere alleviation o f symptoms to 
include an emphasis o f helping women build on their strengths and develop skills and 
competencies to successfully integrate past traumas and master future challenges. Given that the 
shelter experience has been shown to have positive effects on w om en’s well-being, there have 
been no studies to date that have examined the relative value o f the shelter experience compared 
to psychological resources.
IMPLICATIONS FOR RESEARCH  
Limitations in prior research
The survey o f the literature has revealed limitations in the following areas: (a) a paucity o f 
intervention evaluations, (b) variations in operationalisation, including a failure to usually 
investigate the differential effects o f sexual, physical and emotional victimisation for women ,
( c) a lack o f good measuring instruments, (d) less attention to strengths and protective factors for 
women than measures o f pathology, and (e) a lack o f attention to ethnicity and gender
Criticisms o f the CTS have acted as a catalyst for recently developed instruments such as the 
Abusive Behaviour Index (Shepard and Campbell, 1992), the Severity o f Violence against 
W omen/Men Scale (Marshall, 1992a, 1992b), the Measure o f Wife Abuse (Rodenburg and 
Fantuzzo, 1993) and the Partner Abuse Scale: Physical/Non-Physical (Hudson, 1992).
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Given that battering occurs in the context of an intimate relationship, a relational level o f analysis 
is warranted, despite being labelled as “victim blaming”. Investigations collecting data from both 
partners, emphasising interactional factors are still in the minority (e.g. Lloyd, 1990). Research 
has shown that there is more marital distress in violent relationships , although whether it is a 
cause, correlate or consequence o f violence is unclear. It is thus necessary to measure violence 
and distress as separate dimensions. Fortunately, an increasing number of studies have utilised at 
least three comparison groups (violent versus non violent distressed versus non-violent non­
distressed) (e.g. Babcock, Waltz, Jacobson and Gottman, 1993).
Future Directions
Despite the voluminous literature on wife abuse, it is still a poorly understood phenomenon. Very 
little is known about the nature o f attachment between batterer and battered women and less 
about the functional significance of emotional abuse (Jacobson, 1994). Research from a 
contextual perspective may be fruitful in addressing this topic. By asking questions about 
unfolding o f violence by intimate partners in the context of their relationships, treatment 
implications may be possible.
The definition o f domestic violence is replete with cultural and societal implications. For 
example, how is it possible to respect cultural variations in the role o f women, use o f physical 
force and family privacy while simultaneously protecting the safety issues o f the victim? 
Furthermore, female battering research raises questions about the connections between values, 
politics and research methodology. Acts o f relationship violence can have vastly different 
meanings depending upon contextual factors related to the ages o f the perpetrator and victim, 
culture, social class, gender, sexual orientation, history of violent experiences, emotional tone o f 
relationship, perceived intent o f the violence and perceived causes and effects o f the violence. 
Given the complexity o f subjective experience and social context, qualitative methods may seem  
well suited to investigate this topic (Murphy and O ’Leary, 1994). Within the wife abuse 
literature, qualitative methods are primarily identified with feminist theory (e.g. Yllo and 
Bograd, 1988). Instead of looking at standard research parameters (e.g. the number o f kicks, by
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whom etc.), it may be more fruitful to place these behaviours within a meaningful context. In 
response to the question “ Why does a woman stay?”, perhaps it is more fruitful to examine the 
reasons that might clarify the meaning o f some women’s behaviour rather than causes that 
determine it. Although feminist research is not without its problems, it is closer to the 
interpretative tradition, by focusing on the socially constructed political, economic and cultural 
context in which violence against women flourishes with implicit social approval.
Research must be culturally specific and comprehensive by recognising and being sensitive to 
the particular concerns o f women across cultures and the cultural variations in interpretation of 
violence. Only by understanding potential psychological and physical sequelae o f domestic 
violence will it be possible to develop effective intervention and prevention strategies. A number 
of factors have been hypothesised to play a key role in perpetuating female battering, but their 
empirical investigation has been limited. These factors include the family context o f privacy 
(Gelles and Straus, 1979), the reinforcing nature o f the “honeymoon” phase o f the violence cycle 
(Walker, 1979), the lack o f strong and consistent legal mandates (Geffner and Pagelow, 1990) , 
social isolation and lack of social support networks (Dutton, 1988). In addition, the role of 
emotional abuse and long term effects of battering on women have received little attention.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Psychologists and medical professionals continue to evade careful evaluations or screenings for 
domestic violence, even though there are high rates o f partner violence among women seeking 
psychological or marital counselling (Browne, 1993). Although there has been a dramatic 
increase o f empirical output in the past 15 years, the area o f domestic violence continues to suffer 
from a lack o f quality research. Little is known about direct causes o f battering and even less 
about treatment and prevention. Perhaps the reluctance of practitioners is due to complex 
political, ethical and methodological issues that arise when working in this field (Gelles, 1994; 
Jacobson, 1994; Myers-Avis, 1994).
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Academics and practitioners have assessed the problem and its potential solutions using both 
quantitative and qualitative research methods. However, a large proportion o f the research has 
been focused on describing the phenomenon and its consequences, with less effort directed at 
empirical examination o f the determinants and causes. Because o f the large number of 
intrapersonal, interpersonal and societal factors suggested as potential correlates o f domestic 
violence, it has often been difficult for practitioners, policy makers and researchers alike to 
ascertain which factors represent a set o f relatively consistent and reliable risk markers and 
correlates. Compounding this difficulty, the research on inter-partner violence has been criticised 
for having a variety o f methodological flaws including the use o f un-standardised measures, the 
lack of adequate comparison groups, the heterogeneity of subject samples and self-report biases 
(Rosenbaum, 1988). Little attention has been given to developing and evaluating theories and 
explanatory frameworks o f interpersonal violence and to delineating the logical connections 
between theory, etiology, and treatment (Feldman and Ridley, 1995). Although treatment has 
often been at the forefront o f discussions o f domestic violence, the development o f rigorous 
treatment outcome studies has been slowed by a variety o f practical and ethical difficulties 
(Saunders , 1988 ).
While researchers are in agreement regarding the multidimensional nature o f the phenomenon, 
integrated theories that attempt to organise and interrelate predisposing, precipitating and 
perpetuating factors are lacking. Theoretically and clinically, efforts at integration seem to 
founder in several ways. On the one hand, there is often the assumption that divergent theories 
can fit together if  they are just placed into the right levels at the right time. Such a position glides 
over the competing ethical bases and theoretical assumptions of such models. On the other hand, 
those who argue against the integration o f theories run the risk o f oversimplifying the positions 
o f “opposing” theories and o f undervaluing their crucial contribution to illuminating the 
complexities and multiple determinants of m en’s violence against their intimate partners.
Researchers have attempted to identify intrapersonal, interpersonal and contextual variables that 
can guide the development o f battering prevention programmes. Unfortunately, researchers have 
examined and speculated about domestic violence within the confines o f their respective
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disciplines such as psychology, sociology or anthropology. The complexity o f the determinants
of domestic violence and the inter-relationships among these determinants has not been fully 
appreciated, hampering the potential impact o f intervention measures.
Cessation o f domestic violence is considered to be dependent upon changes in the characteristics 
o f the perpetrator or at best, changes in the interaction between the perpetrator and victim(s). 
Rarely, are characteristics o f third parties such as neighbours, churches, local communities, 
agencies and personnel considered, although Arias (1998) noted that “normative” beliefs , such 
as w om en’s perceptions and expectations of community’s standards and support for leaving their 
abusive partners were significantly related to their commitment to leave their abusive partners 
permanently. Thus, theoreticians adopting a feminist perspective have come closest to including 
the community’s perspective and involvement in their approach to domestic violence.
The literature on domestic violence has been dominated by studies conducted in the USA. 
However, domestic violence is not an American ” phenomenon; at the same time, it challenges 
us to examine whether findings o f North American researchers can be extended to Europe and 
the U.K. If nothing else, this paper challenges us to consider the implications that cultural and 
national factors have for the phenomena studied and for our research.
In conclusion, domestic violence is a complex phenomenon that has been investigated from 
many perspectives. The survey o f the literature has revealed a body of literature that is 
characterised by highly disparate views among practitioners, policy makers and empirical 
researchers with different agendas. These views are exarcebated by the absence o f well- 
established data on several salient issues such as the role o f marital distress, marital dependency 
and gender-based roles and dynamics. Missing from the literature is a cross-cultural perspective 
as studies are mostly conducted in North American countries. The use o f qualitative methods and 
feminist-based approaches is suggested as a step toward a framework in understanding and 
empowering battered women where their voices can be heard. Currently, there is no theory that 
fully explains female battering although support for the ecological framework is growing. 
Longitudinal studies are rare and there are no studies examining the long term effects o f domestic
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violence on women and their children, nor are there any studies investigating survivors o f  
domestic violence. Thus, a multidimensional model is needed for understanding domestic 
violence that takes into account intra/inter personal dynamics o f the victim and the perpetrator in 
a socio-political context associated with sexism, misogyny, and culture.
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Theorising British Asian W om en’s Experiences o f Domestic Violence: 
Im plications for W ell-being and Therapy.
ABSTRACT
There has been growing interest in domestic violence among Asian women, bolstered by 
recent findings o f attempted and completed suicide among Asian women in Britain with 
abuse cited as a frequent theme. A qualitative study was conducted with eight Asian 
women who had been out o f an abusive relationship for at least a year. The aims o f the 
study were to explore their experiences o f domestic violence, the factors that led to their 
leaving and to theorise this phenomenon among this group. The women were interviewed 
about their experiences and the data were analysed using a grounded theory approach. 
Salient themes related to cultural expectations, isolation, turning point, support, 
empowerment and hope. The relationships between these themes and sub-themes are 
examined. The limitations and therapeutic implications o f the study are discussed.
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INTRODUCTION
Domestic violence is a pervasive phenomenon which has recently received considerable 
attention in the social science literature (e.g. Carden, 1994; Dutton, 1993; Feldman and 
Ridley, 1995; Klein, 1998). The term “domestic” pertains to the setting o f the act - i.e. 
within a marital or intimate cohabiting relationship, in the home while “violence” 
pertains to intentional, hostile, aggressive physical or psychological acts. It describes a 
pattern o f behaviour, treatment and abuse experienced mainly by women within their 
homes. Studies have indicated that domestic violence is a high consumer o f both medical 
(including mental health) and social services (Bergman and Brismar, 1990; Bergman, 
Brismar and Nordin, 1992; Tham, Ford and Wilkinson, 1993) affecting women’s health 
through physical injuries, depression and psychological trauma, sexually transmitted 
diseases, and suicide (Fischbach and Herbert 1997). Given that the presence o f depressive 
symptoms has been cited as the strongest risk factor for identification o f battered women 
in primary care settings (Hamberger, Saunders and Hovey, 1993) mental health 
practitioners such as counselling psychologists may be in a position to identify, counsel, 
and empower battered women.
Although the problem o f domestic violence is considered universal (e.g. Counts, 1987; 
Counts, Brown and Campbell, 1992; Fischbach and Herbert, 1997; Krane, 1996; 
Levinson, 1989), knowledge about it has emanated previously from western societies - 
mostly studies conducted in North America. The existing research and literature describe 
the degree, extent and dynamics o f violence and offer explanations as to why abuse 
occurs. They include theories about the psychology o f ‘battered women’ (e.g. Walker, 
1979, 1984, 1991), social factors which support violence in the family (e.g. Straus, 1980, 
1992; Straus and Gelles, 1990) and political perspectives on the relationship between 
violence and male domination over women (e.g. Yllo and Bograd, 1988). A survey o f  the 
literature reveals few qualitative studies (Hoff, 1990; Lempert, 1996; Mills, 1985), fewer 
studies that have explored women’s experiences long after they have left the abuser 
(Hoff, 1990; Kirkwood, 1997) and little attention to ethnicity.
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In recent years there has been a growing body o f work conducted in the US on the nature 
and extent o f domestic violence experiences among ethnic minority groups (e.g. Brice- 
Baker, 1994; Chin, 1994; Coley and Beckett, 1988a, 1988b; Ciller, 1991; Hampton and 
Gelles, 1994; Ho, 1990; Lockhart, 1991; Lockhart and White, 1989; Perilla, Bakeman 
and Norris, 1994; Torres, 1987, 1991) which has tended to be descriptive and failed to 
include wom en’s voices in the analyses. Missing from this literature on domestic 
violence are studies on the experiences of British Asian women.
Although the Asian community in the UK accounts for 3.1 % (Office for National 
Statistics, 2000) o f the total population of Great Britain, there has been a dearth of 
psychological research on Asians. Instead they are either included in research on ethnic 
minorities or excluded altogether. Given recent findings o f higher rates o f attempted and 
completed suicide among Asian women in Britain than among their white counterparts 
(e.g. Soni-Raleigh, 1996; Soni-Raleigh and Balarajan, 1992; Soni-Raleigh, Bulusu and 
Balarajan, 1990) with abuse as a major theme in subsequent investigations o f Asian 
women who had attempted suicide (e.g. Sayal-Bennett, 1998), there is a need to theorise 
abuse among this group in order to develop and substantiate theoretically based 
interventions. The existing literature on abuse among Asian women has comprised a few 
articles (e.g. DasGupta, 1993; Jervis, 1986) based on case studies. To date, there are no 
studies in the UK which have systematically explored Asian women’s definitions and 
experiences o f abuse, explored their subjective experiences, examined cultural variations 
in their construction o f abuse and in their help-seeking responses. This study hopes to fill 
this gap. The data gathered in this study may prove useful in arriving at theoretically rich 
formulations o f the difficulties o f abused Asian women and in framing therapeutic 
interventions with this client group. It is essential for counselling psychologists to learn 
about the unique issues pertaining to abused Asian w om en’s realities before we can 
presume to offer support and services.
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It could be argued that the scarcity o f literature on Asian women’s experiences of abuse is 
due to the assumption that w om en’s experiences of domestic violence are similar 
regardless o f ethnicity and culture. That is, although the nature, duration o f abuse and 
severity o f abuse differs among individuals, the experiences o f Asian women offer no 
new concepts or themes that would contribute to domestic violence literature. However, 
feminist research by and with ethnic minorities has taught us that we cannot assume that 
everyone experiences an event similarly or gives the same meaning to a particular set of 
interactions (e.g. Crenshaw, 1994; Laungani, 1997, 1999). Instead, in attempting to 
understand a phenomenon such as domestic violence, we must consider how people who 
are differentially located in our society because of their race, gender, social class etc, may 
experience a phenomenon differently and give different meanings to it. Those who are 
marginalised, rendered “outsiders’ or “the other” often experience and define situations as 
problematic differently from those who are members o f dominant groups (Collins, 1986; 
Crenshaw, 1994). Consequently, one o f the challenges of domestic violence research is 
how to acknowledge the experiences o f ‘others’. The goal is not to fit ‘others’ into the 
dominant model, but rather to come to a better understanding o f the diversity o f domestic 
violence experiences, the significance and meaning this violence has in the lives of 
different groups o f people, and how this intersectionality affects outcomes, particularly 
institutional responses to domestic violence and utilisation o f mental health services.
Asians are a diverse group who live in Britain differing from each other not only in 
country o f origin, language, history and religion but also in assimilation and acculturation 
to Western culture, in reasons for immigration and in experiences o f acceptance and 
discrimination in the UK. Therefore, experiences may be influenced by country o f origin 
as well as their assimilation to British society. What is clear is that an analysis predicated 
on a Western cultural context offers a limited view o f domestic violence for people from 
non-W estern cultural backgrounds. What appears to be needed is an analysis o f what 
areas o f overlap might exist between ‘W estern’ and Asian domestic violence literatures 
and where areas o f difference might lie. This study represents an attempt to do this.
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This is an exploratory qualitative study which aims to provide an account o f what a group 
o f Asian women in the UK have to say about their experiences o f domestic violence. In 
doing so, it hopes to identify important meanings, themes and patterns o f behaviour 
which emerge when these women are asked to describe their experiences, in order to 
generate basic theory which might inform therapeutic practice with this client group. The 
aim o f theorising this phenomenon among this group is to arrive at a framework within 
which to understand abused Asian women’s experiences, by discerning the 
interconnections between different aspects o f their experiences. This can only help 
counselling psychologists to provide services that are better able to meet the needs of 
abused Asian women and facilitate their psychological well-being.
METHOD  
Choice of Method
According to Walker (1985), qualitative research is appropriate when the subject under 
investigation is sensitive, inherently complex and where there is a deficit o f existing 
theory and there is a need for depth o f understanding. Domestic violence among Asian 
women is a sensitive, complex and inadequately theorised topic and thus seems suited to 
a research method that is sensitive to the experiences of participants.
Given that Asian wom en’s subjective constructions o f their experiences have never been 
examined before, grounded theory was adopted as it is appropriate when existing theory 
is incomplete, inappropriate or entirely absent (Glaser and Strauss, 1967; Henwood and 
Pidgeon, 1992; Pidgeon, 1996). In grounded theory, the aim is to move from a set o f 
unstructured materials to a collection of theoretical outcomes where both the processes 
and products o f research are shaped from the data rather than from preconceived 
theoretical formulations (Charmaz, 1983). Thus this approach to research presumes a
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collection o f detailed, in-depth data from which to derive theoretical insights and this 
necessitates a qualitative approach to data collection.
Participants
Recruiting Participants. To recruit participants for the study, domestic 
violence organisations and Asian w om en’s organisations in the South East o f England 
were initially contacted by telephone and informed o f the present study. Letters outlining 
the purpose of the research, inclusion criteria for the participants, assurances of 
confidentiality and requesting their assistance in obtaining participants were then sent to 
them (Appendix II). The researcher was invited to attend an Asian wom en’s support 
group and a refuge for abused Asian women in order to meet prospective participants. 
Those encounters proved to be fruitful as the researcher was able to arrange individual 
meetings with eight women who met the research criteria and who agreed to be 
interviewed. Prior to the interviews those women were sent an information ‘pack’ 
consisting o f an information sheet reiterating the purpose o f the study and assurances of 
confidentiality (Appendix III), the consent form (Appendix IV) and a demographic 
questionnaire (Appendix V).
For the purpose o f this study, abuse was defined as the repeated use o f physical violence 
by a man against his intimate female partner. Other participation criteria included English 
speaking immigrant and British born Asian women who had been out o f the abusive 
relationship for at least one year. Participants were recruited through an Asian wom en’s 
support group and a refuge for Asian women in the South East o f England. Eight women 
participated in the study, aged 22- 42 years (mean = 33.5 years; SD = 7.8 years). Three of 
them were born in Britain and five o f them were immigrant women who had originally 
come to Britain as wives o f British born Asian men. All had arranged marriages. Five 
were Muslims o f Pakistani origin, two were Hindu o f Indian and Kenyan origin and one 
was an Indian Sikh. Only one woman had less than a secondary school education. Seven 
o f them had children. Five women were divorced, two were separated and one was in her
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second marriage. The length o f time out of the abusive relationship ranged from 12 
months to 10 years (mean = 28 months; SD = 37.4 months). At the time o f the study all 
women were unemployed except for one who worked as a clerical administrator (see 
Table One in Appendix I ).
Procedure1
The Research Interview. Five participants were interviewed in their own 
homes and three were interviewed at the refuge. Interviews lasted between one and three 
hours. On meeting the participants, care was taken to reiterate the purpose o f the study, 
confidentiality measures and that they could withdraw from the study at any time. The 
recording equipment was introduced as necessary in order to allow the researcher to cite 
the participants’ responses directly when writing up the study and none o f the participants 
objected to its use. All participants signed a consent form and completed a demographic 
questionnaire.
A semi-structured interview schedule was then administered, consisting o f open-ended 
questions, the order o f which was variable in line with the flow o f the conversation, 
supplemented by occasional prompts and probes. Although there is no well-developed 
theory pertaining to Asian women’s experiences o f domestic violence, general areas 
emerged from the existing literature on domestic violence and ethnicity and these were 
used in the development o f an interview schedule. (See Appendix VI). The interview 
began with an open ended statement such as “I’m interested in your story” in order for 
them to construct the narrative in their own terms as they currently understood it. The 
women were then asked about the abuse; how they coped and managed the abuse; 
availability o f support; factors which led to their decision to leave and their subsequent 
leaving; the ways in which their lives changed after they left; their reasons for why Asian 
women remain in abusive relationships, and the future .
1 Ethical approval was obtained and granted before the interviews were conducted. In order to maintain 
confidentiality, the researcher was the only person to hear the tapes and transcribe the data. In transcribing
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Data Analysis Procedure. All the audio-tapes were fully transcribed. Data 
were analysed utilising a grounded theory approach (Glaser and Strauss, 1967) following 
the procedures outlined by Pidgeon and Henwood (1996). Transcripts were repeatedly 
read; then, each paragraph in the transcript was numbered and coded. Coding o f the data 
involved tentative labelling o f  salient words and concepts which the researcher 
considered to be relevant to the research topic, until categories were created, a category 
being a ‘concept unifying a number o f  observations...having some characteristics in 
common’ (Dey, 1993; p.275). This process o f coding was repeated for subsequent 
paragraphs and for each transcript. The data review process included comparing the 
reports o f one participant with those o f  another and then developing the emerging themes, 
a theme being a key word which captured the essential quality o f words in a transcript 
(Smith, 1995). The method o f constant comparison as advocated by Glaser and Strauss 
(1967) was used to draw out similarities and differences in the data and guide ideas about 
emerging theory into a unified whole, thereby continually checking the themes for 
relevance. This ensures that the emerging theory ‘best fits’ the data and helps to identify 
patterns o f interaction. Reference to relevant literature was made simultaneously to the 
continuing analysis, through memo writing, a form o f analytic notes which acted as aide 
memories to trigger reflection on research ideas. This process continued until saturation 
was reached. Saturation is the point at which additional coding contributed no further 
relevant information (Glaser and Strauss, 1967). To make the data more manageable and 
to integrate related themes, the researcher constructed in diagrammatic form researcher 
categories (which refer to more theoretical ideas not directly raised by the participants) o f  
interest, such as Immobilisation, Awakening and Discovery, devised from the coding 
procedure and from member categories (which are derived directly from the participants’ 
discourse), and within each o f these were grouped a number o f related categories. Links 
between themes emerged and interrelationships were re-appraised constantly through this 
process o f constant comparison. Ideally using the process o f theoretical sampling ( Glaser 
and Strauss, 1967), where new data is collected to check, fill out and attend theoretical
the data all identifying information was removed, and pseudonyms were used to protect the identity o f the
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categories, new cases would then be selected to study their potential for helping to expand 
on or refine the concepts and theory that had already been developed. However, due to 
time limitations, this was not possible in the present study.
Evaluating grounded theory. Inevitably such an approach involves 
subjectivity, with the research outcome resulting from a dynamic interaction between 
participants’ accounts and the researcher’s interpretative framework (Henwood and 
Pidgeon, 1992). Therefore an acknowledgement o f the researcher’s speaking position is 
required. As a female counselling psychologist in training o f Asian heritage, I brought 
those factors to bear on the research enterprise. Although my interpretative framework 
shaped the analysis, the development o f themes was monitored through research 
supervision.
Quotations from the data accompany interpretations in order for readers to judge the 
groundedness and transparency of the analysis for themselves. The analysis combines 
reporting o f the results with discussion following the recommendation o f Banister (1994) 
as participants’ accounts can be contextualised against existing literature. The use of 
adjectival quantitative phrases such as ‘the majority’ or ‘most participants’ will be used in 
preference to quantitative indices when reporting the results o f this study as there are no 
pre-defmed criteria for determining the frequency with which a theme must occur before 
it is deemed to be of significance to merit citation as the aim was not to indicate how 
many individuals had each experience. (Morton-Williams, 1985). Verbatim quotations 
from the transcribed interviews will be cited in support o f each theme. ( ) indicates 
omission o f material from the same continuous section of speech while ellipsis points 
( ...)  denote pauses.
participants.
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ANALYSIS
Analysis o f the data revealed a number o f common patterns and themes which are 
represented in the diagram below (Figure 1). The diagram encompasses a process where 
women moved from a state o f passivity (“Immobilisation”) to a state o f mobilisation 
(“Awakening”) where they viewed themselves as empowered (“Discovery”). Arrowed 
lines indicate links between themes. “Immobilisation” and “Awakening” are placed in the 
larger box as they occur in the pre-leaving stage while “Discovery” refers to the post­
leaving stage.
Cultural Expectations 
Isolation
IMMOBILISATION
Empowerment
Hope
DISCOVERY
Turning Point 
 Support___
AW AKENING
Figure 1. Diagrammatic representation of emergent themes in leaving an abusive 
relationship and experience of life following abuse.
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The first category is “Immobilisation” which can be conceptualised as a state o f 
temporary paralysis where women did not perceive themselves as empowered to leave an 
abusive relationship. Included in this category are themes relating to “cultural 
expectations” and “isolation” which refer to factors which contribute to participants’ lack 
of mobilisation. “Awakening” refers to the turning point within each woman when they 
realised there were choices and a search for help was activated. It is characterised by 
“turning point” which can be defined as the key insight which propelled women toward 
the decision to leave, and “support” which is the awareness of the availability o f social- 
structural supports once women have made the decision to leave and have begun the 
process o f disengaging from their abusers. “Discovery” refers to the post-leaving stage 
where they have freed themselves from their abusers and is characterised by 
“empowerment” which is their ability to make choices for themselves and “hope” as they 
realise they are survivors and recognise their own strengths and voices.
IM M O B ILISA TIO N
Learned helplessness (Walker, 1979) has been proposed in the literature as an explanation 
for w om en’s inability to leave an abusive relationship. According to Walker (1979), 
women give up hope o f being able to change things and stop trying. However, from the 
accounts o f women in the present study, it appeared that most o f them functioned very 
well in many areas of their lives despite enduring abuse. That is, rather than being 
helpless and powerless during their years of abuse, they were “immobilised”, not yet 
arriving at the point where they began to reframe their current reality. “Immobilisation” is 
characterised by real barriers faced by Asian women such as their cultural expectations 
and isolation. The majority o f women in this study were economically dependent on their 
husbands. Their difficulties were compounded if they were immigrants and did not speak 
English, and if  their in-laws lived with them and participated in the abuse. The lack o f 
social support network exacerbated their social isolation and intensified their need to 
depend on the marital relationship. This suggests that external factors are important in
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their immobilisation rather than their individual pathology as implied by Walker. 
“Immobilisation” was often characterised as a lack o f empowerment in the sense that 
many o f the women felt they lacked the strength and resources to support themselves if 
they had left the abusive relationship and opposed the cultural and familial expectations 
o f them:
" /  V fo ob cmyf/zzMg, evem Mow 7 wa? f/zmb'Mg z//  cozz/<7 zzp
ybz- z/'/  wo.? j/roMg gMowg/z 7 cozz/(7 &> o^/Mgr/zzMg 060wr zY " (Una).
“7 Mor gfZOWg/z /O go OgOZM^ r ZM}/ jOOrgMAf OM(7 o ^ o ^ g  r/zgZM ^ 7  WOJ MOf 
^rrozzg gMowg/z OMz77 %ofyzMOMCzo/Zy g^wz^gzY ro jw^zor/ m y jg y  (Latifa).
Cultural Expectations
The w om en’s accounts revealed that for all of them their cultural expectations o f 
marriage and being a wife interfered with their ability to leave. These attributions were 
said to have emerged out of their early socialisation experiences, where they were 
conditioned to believe that women marry and marriage is for life:
"7% cw/fwrg zY zj zzof o c/zozcg, zf zT o woy p/7z/g, o gzW /zay ^o ggr zMorrz'gzY"
(Latifa).
"PPTzgfz y o z z  g r o w  zzp Z"/zzj r/zzzzg z^ zYrwrn/MgzY zzzZo y o z z  zYzof z z z o r r z o g g , r /z z j zx z  ^ OM<7 
^/zzj z\y j / o w r  /z o m g .  0 % g g  /Morrz'gzY 0/ ^ //zgM  j ;o w  / z o v g  r o  p w /  w p  w z^/z w / z o f g v g r  y o z z  g g ^
rea lly” (Meena).
Influence o f traditional attitudes towards marriage
Traditional attitudes toward marriages limit the rights and resources o f women to cope 
with domestic violence. In Asian cultures, marriages are often arranged with women
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having little or no say about their choice o f husbands. All the women in the study had 
arranged marriages and all experienced pressure to uphold the standards o f cultural family 
values such as arranged marriages which do not allow disintegration o f marriage under 
any circumstances. W omen’s expectations o f marriage being for life were culturally 
embedded in the Asian tradition that women should ‘stand by their men at all costs even 
if  it means suffering’. What is evident from all o f the women’s accounts is that they were 
in no doubt as to what was expected o f them as Asian women and wives:
‘7  / W  fo zY, f W  T w W  /zwfZzaMüb' ( )  a// f&g are fo jyow a/fer
are m a /rW , yozzr ^ argzzA jay  r/zar J zY, yazz /zave ra /zve a r  7z'g wzY/z zY " (Una).
ca/Zzzrg j a y j  yazzr /zzzj^ aW  j / a y j  wz//z yazz " (B e e n a ) .
"Tazz cazz Y /g a v g  yazzz* ZzzzjZzazzzY... )  /  w a j  f/zzzzAYzzg /'zzz /zzj w z/g  azzzY /zg 'j zzzy/ 
/zzzj6azz7 azz7 /  /zavg ra Zaa7 /a  zYzz'j zzzazz a j  /zg z'j zzzy /zzzj6az?7. Ozzcg yazz az-g 
zzz a zrW y a zz  /zavg /a  JZ a^y wzY/z z^ /zgzzz, zza zzzaZ/gz- w /z a / " (A s h m ir ) .
“ 77zg )/ya jryg g / r/zaf jKoa h z a w  azzggyazz a r g  zzz a zr W  r/zaU j zY r/zaUjjKoaz" /zazzzg 
gvgzz f/zazzg/z y a a  Yg gazzzg f/zrazzg/z /zg // y a w  vg g a r  fa  jazzf zzp wzf/z zY ( j  f/zaf Y y a a r  
/zzfzzz-g. Ozzgg f/zgy ’vg zzzazrzgz/yazz a ^  f/zaf Y zf z"ga//y, f/zgy 7azz Y w azzf fa  /zavg  j/azz 
a j  a  /zzzzWgzz agazzz, /zg g a a jg  f/zaf Y /zaw  f/zgy a /w a y j  jg g  gzY/y a x  /zzzr /^gz? azzyâzzzz/y 
azzr/ f/zgy f/zzzzA: f/zgy zzzaz^zgzYyaa a^" f/zzj z'j z f” (M e e n a ) .
" ^ g g a z z j g  a / " a a r  r g /z g z a z z , M z j /z z z z , w azzzgzz a r g  z z a f  g ^ a a /  a j  m g a  j a  /  r g j p g g f  /z z m -  
z/"/zg /z z f j  zzzg a r  7 a  azzyf/zzY zg /  j f z / /  7 a  g v g r y f /z z z z g / a r  /zzm , 7  w a a / 7  j f z / /  zYazz /z z j  
g / a f / z g j  ^ )af f /z g  g z z 7  a /" f/z g  7 a ; z  /zg  z j  j f z / /  zzzj; / z a j / z a z z 7  a z z 7  7  / z a v g  f a  j f a y  f /z g  r g j f  a /  
zzzy /z /g  w z f /z  /zzzzz, j a / a z -  f /z g  j a &  a / f / z g  z -g j f  a/"zzz_y /z /g ,  7  w a a / 7  7 a  a z z y f /z z z z g /a z -  /zzzzz 
( y) a z zg  z z z a z r z a g g  zY g z z a a g / z / a z -  a zzg  yzgz-jazz ” ( A z m i n a ) .
Thoughts o f separation, divorce and remarriage are not entertained for fear of 
dishonouring the family and jeopardising the marriage chances o f other siblings:
"Dzvorcg zT a  ZW /h r  wj" (Rozina).
'7  MW ro mrzrzy zh myyhmz/y r/zzzzhzzg z/"/  /gave, w/zar /za^pg^ ro
my brothers and sisters” (Ashmir).
As one participant explains, leaving is not an option as it brings shame on the family 
especially when a wife leaves a husband:
"/zo, MO, f W  T f/zg w orjf f/zzzzgyozz gozz 7o. 7f T /z^g rz j/zamg ozz f/zgyhmz/y - yozz 
A:Mow f/zg gzT/ wrz/hfzg owf gj^ggW /y /zggrzzzjg /w o/^g7  ozzf ozz /zzm raf/zgr f/zrzzz /zzzzz 
wrz/A:zzzg ozzf ozz zzzg " (Meena).
Influence o f close family ties and family honour
The wom en’s emphasis on close family ties is rooted in the concept o f ‘izzat’ or honour 
which reflects not only on the individual but on their family name. The family is viewed 
as more important than the individual with its needs taking precedence over the 
individual s needs. As one participant said, she felt obliged to choose marriage over her 
career due to family pressure and the potential consequences on her family if  she did not 
marry:
";?rg&?wz"gjyz"ozzz f/zg z-gjf q/f/zg /rzzzzz/y f)  /rg^ggfg^zzzy zzzwzzz foo zzzwc/z azz7/
Æzzgw f/zaf w/zaf j/zg wozz/7 go f/zmzzg/z z/7 /zW  fo g/zoojg gzY/zgr grzrggr o r f/zof "
(Meena).
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The pressure to uphold family honour impinge on all o f the women’s lives by interfering 
with their ability to leave and in silencing them by their reluctance to reveal the abuse for 
fear o f social ostracisation from their families and Asian community thus restricting 
access to potential avenues of help and support. All the women expressed their fears o f 
what others or the community would think o f their families if  they disclosed their abuse 
or left their husbands:
" M m y /W an wo/Mg/i arg W m g  fW r jfory f&y worry fW r
^orgMfy f/zgy 6/0 Mor wowf /o /zwrr r/ze/r /?org/?A " (Rozina).
yeah it d id  hit me the fa c t that I  d id n ’t want to p u t any more pressure or sadness 
0% my; ^  /  corrz'gùf 0» cw/^ro//y rgo//y. /  r/zmA: /  more
w orrW  o6owr zzzy; zzzwm overo/Z oW  w / z o r r e o c r  fo Zzer "oZz y/ozzr 
6ZowgZzrgr cowZdbz Y gvez? ^wrvzvg a  zfzarrzogg " ( ) /  wozzzYer w W  ^ opZ e 
rZzzMzYzg. GWz Z^zg T woZ&<Yozzr on Zzer Zz^6oW...6gco^g^go^Zg argyhM/zy W  
rZzgy wo» Y jay azzyrZzzzzg «Yzrec/Zy ro mg orz^ Z fZzzT z^  w W  worrz'g  ^mg. A wowZzY Zzg 
azmgzY 0 / my mzzm aW  z'ZzgyhmzZy " (Meena).
The data suggest that for all these women, the pressure to maintain family honour kept 
them in their abusive relationships longer and their tolerance o f the abuse was due to the 
culturally prescribed importance of marriage and family honour. This supports other 
findings that postulate the role o f cultural expectations in the experiences o f domestic 
violence among Asian women (e.g. Currell, 1998; Currell and Gill, 1998; Yazdani, 1998). 
Interviews with abused Asian women who had attempted suicide revealed that fear o f 
dishonouring their family and upholding ‘izzat’ contributed to their inability to leave their 
abusers (Sayal-Bennett, 1998). These accounts suggest that these cultural expectations are 
restrictive and impinge on women’s abilities to leave.
On the surface, some women said they presented a false front to the outside world in 
order not to invite negative attention to the family with the consequence o f hiding
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domestic violence problems within the family and avoiding outside intervention. 
According to one participant, by taking care o f her appearance, she maintained the facade 
that all was well in her domestic life:
'7 wgf?/ owf a// aW W  wp aW  evgryf/zmg way/me " (Leila).
The family itself can be intrusive with family appearance and status considered more 
important than individual desires. This means that for many o f the women, parental 
support is unavailable and keeps them in the abusive relationship:
“ /  think the fa c t that every time I  went home my parents p u t me through worse 
W Z  fZza/7 m y  f W  zY w a y  e a y z e r  fo  g o  a W  zY w a y  zYze opfzo/z ( )
/ g e r  g n 'g /^ r o m  m y . . . z Y z e z r  zzomg, /zozzozzr A  v ezy  zm por/ozzr ro  azz v4^zazz 
yômzYy / r/zowg/zf z/^Y7ozz YZzaveyômzYy ^zz^oorr /zow  f/ze /z e /Z o re  rZzgjgj^gopZo
/A sian com munity/ going to support me ? ” (Leila).
Influence o f sex-roles
Domestic violence problems are rooted in the oppression of women in Asian 
cultures where males are more highly valued than females. Women with their secondary 
status are expected to be subservient, quiet and responsible for taking care o f their 
husbands and children. Most women reported that they received these messages early on 
in life and applied them to their marriages:
"TaYz&y cazz Y .ypeoÆ owZT.YZzWfo #zzzgf, ZzWfo gef ozz wzYZz Zz/g W  Z/zez-g
were no other ways ” (Una).
The women reported that they were expected to take the abuse silently while continuing 
to fulfil various duties towards their husbands and members o f the extended family. All
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women agreed that their obligation was to the security of others regardless o f personal 
cost. This attribution o f responsibility to others is exaggerated to the extent that most of 
the women are blamed for being abused by their husbands as it is considered their 
responsibility to ‘change’ the man. As one participant explains, she was expected to stay 
with her abusive husband and considered it her duty to put up with the abuse and change 
him. She reveals that had it not been for the fact that her husband had been abusing their 
children she would not have received familial support and would have remained in the 
abusive relationship out o f ‘duty’.
"wy owMyWzYy were arym g zY A y o z z r f o  c/zrzzzgg f/zzT a W  mczm/y zYzcxe 
w ere f/zg reajozif z# f/zg m arnage a W /f/zâ zÆ /w W a f /zave zzp wzY/z
/zzm zf/ze /zaaf zza^  6eeM a c/zzAY a 6 a jer  (   ^Az aar ca/rare mea ger aw ay wzY/z 
everyr/zzag wzY/z marker 6ar a  wazaaa A evpecrezY /a ^zzÿêr everyr/zzag. 7a my ca je  
Zzecaa^e c/zzY(7rea were a6aje<77 w a j /ae^y eaaag/z ra g ef evezyaae ^zz^ar/ 6aZ" zf 
r/zey /zazYa Y /  waaAYa Y /zave gar aay azzpparf. Or/zerwzTe ^ eap /e waa/zY /zave jazzY xa 
what, get on with i t” fLatifa).
Isolation
Feelings o f isolation experienced by participants were said to come from external forces 
such as linguistic barriers for immigrant women, limited friends and family. Many o f the 
women were forbidden to contact friends or families or to develop friendships, and were 
denied access to telephones or postage and transportation. Their isolation locked them 
into a cycle o f dependency and heightened abuse.
"Yam a/cme /zerg, moyhmz/y.../jpgW a// /zozzr? worÆmg, zzo gozYzg ozzf " (Beena).
"Y wz% yyW  /z &  a  yzrzTozzer zYz m y /z/e  ^  Y wrzj" zzor aZ/owezY to  g o  ozzAz'zYg ozzzY to
meet people “ (Azmina).
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These external difficulties later become internalised in the form o f emotional isolation as 
all participants expressed their isolation as contributing to feeling “alone” . This 
internalisation hindered seeking institutional help and support since women felt there was 
“no one to help m e”. They reiterated again and again the lack o f support and/or 
knowledge of support services. The abuser controlled their lives to the extent that they 
were often deprived o f social connections which could have been helpful:
'7 never Ænew anyone.. 7  never Aa7 anyone fo go fo, fa/& a6owf zY an7 on/y once /  
fo/7 someone an7 f/zey wenf 6ac& fo zny /nof/zer-zn-/aw w&o fo/7 /ny /za^Zzan  ^an7 
/ze ^rarre7 6eafzng zne agazn an6/ a/?er f/zaf /  never ro/7 a jozz/ w/zar wa^ gozng on 
Zzecawje /  ATzew no6o7y gave a 7aznn a6ozzr zne z/'/ Zzve7 or 7 W  or w/zarever. 7 
7zWn Y ^ay anyr/zzng /zecan^e /  7new no one ivozz/7 /zTfen ro zne ” (Una).
The findings on isolation are consistent with studies on how violence both perpetuates 
and is reinforced by isolation. It is well documented in the literature that social isolation 
and lack o f social support networks play a key role in perpetuating female battering (e.g. 
Dutton, 1988) as well as contributing to women’s inability to leave their abusers (e.g. 
Hoff, 1990; Pilowsky, 1995).
Isolation and psychological distress
All the women reported how their well-being, sense o f self-worth and ability to take 
control o f their lives were compromised by their social and emotional isolation. Many 
women reported being suicidal and revealed that if  it were not for their children they 
would have ended their lives:
'7  fz-W  fo W  zzzy.sc//.m zzzazzy /zzzzcv /  fz-W foyzzzzzp c # a  c/z/f W  /zccawjc a/zzzy
(Yawg/zfcz- /  cozzAYzz Y 7a z f ' (Una).
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"M m y /  /zWyê/f awzczoW ( ) /'ve  rrzg6/ ro commzr WczWe, 7 /ooA: a6owr ^ or 7
^ o c W .s  q/"r/zg p z //, o g a m  ^ a r e z z ^  ^rorZg<7 gozzzg ozz w /zor a  j/zamzg 7  /zavg 6row g/zr fo
the fa m ily ” (Leila).
"7j7zr ZzW/z 7 6ggzzyôr //zg Afük zr wozz/<7 /zovg 6ggzz vgry go^yybr zzzg fo gzz<7 zzz;/
life...you d o n ’t see a way out “ (Meena).
Isolation and a lack o f close confiding relationships have been identified as leaving 
women vulnerable to distress such as depression (Brown, Bifulco and Harris, 1987; 
Brown and Harris, 1978; Brown, Harris and Hepworth, 1995). These findings are 
consistent with studies that have shown associations between partner violence and suicide 
attempts (Bergman and Brismar, 1991; Fischbach and Herbert, 1997). Among Asian 
women the relationship between abuse and suicide attempts has been documented (e.g. 
Currell and Gill, 1998: Sayal-Bennett, 1998; Yazdani, 1998).
In summary cultural expectations and isolation interfered with wom en’s ability to leave 
the abusive relationship. In order to preserve family honour, they avoided telling others 
about it, distancing themselves from facing a dilemma o f whether to leave which 
conflicted with their cultural expectations that marriage is for life. This silence in turn 
contributed to the secrecy of abuse and deprived women of contact with others who might 
be able to help. Expectations of marriage, being a wife and maintaining family honour are 
embedded in their cultural context. These early messages socialised Asian women to 
accept their fate and when abuse occurred, they viewed themselves as failing in their roles 
as wives as the message from Asian societies is that her obligation is to the husband and 
in-laws regardless o f personal cost.
AWAKENING
The data revealed that as time went by, women began to slowly acknowledge the abuse as 
reality and develop a realistic appraisal o f the situation. This can be described as a time of
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emerging courage and a slow awakening o f what was happening to them. Once the 
women encoded abuse as an intolerable experience, they were able to disengage 
themselves from their abusers. While for some women, the decision to leave occurred as 
a slow transformation, for others it occurred within the context o f a single event. 
Common to most wom en’s accounts o f their decision to leave was the knowledge that 
their husbands ‘would never change’:
" /y W  /  r/zowg/zr /  ca/z Ypwf wzY/z f/zz'j a W  7Y j/garj ozz, /ze W
c/zafzgg<Y .. .ezzowg/z ziy gzzowg/z ( ) /  mWg r/zg ûWjzofz ozz my/ owzz " (Leila).
w/zgzz zY rgüf/Zy /zzY zzzg rzM(Y Y r/zozzg/zr r/zz'j z\y zzof ozz aW /  rga/z\yg<Y w W  
zY was- /ze (YozYzg /o mg ...() zY rgaZ/y rga//y gof To mg a?z<Y/  zYzo%g/zf /  m zzor 
rakzYzg r/zziy. Yzz mg ^omgr/zmg azz^  zYzowg/zf r/zz'j zx zY. /  cazzMor raA:g azzy
more o f  th is” (Meena).
In order to disengage themselves from their abusers, all the women had to challenge 
cultural dictates that had interfered with their ability to leave. From most o f the w om en’s 
reports, there occurred a cognitive process in which they began to think o f themselves as 
important and formulate alternative understandings o f their role as Asian women and 
wives. The accounts below illustrate that all o f the women began to put themselves first 
and oppose the pressures imposed upon them by their culture:
"Mg/zW/y Y/g/f gmzfg rg/zgvg<Y...Y,s%zrWf/zzMzzzg f W  Yx/zowAY 6g amY w W  
A /z/g z/Tm zzof /zrzpyzy. To /zg// wzzYz w W  a/zy6o<Yy Z/zzYzCy. (  Y/zW fo <Yo r/zzT ozzzY 
zr Tybr m ^ g y .. Aggozzj-g Y o/woyj" yzzzr gvgz];6ozYy/myf " (Meena).
“ Y (Am Y coz-g oAowr ozzyozzg, zzo, ozz/y my^gyozzzY my g/zz/zYrgzz " (Leila).
“that was the time I  took action, I  said no matter even to my family, society, 
whatever “ (Latifa).
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These accounts are consistent with M ills’ (1985) interviews with women who revealed 
that their flight from abusive partners was often preceded by a transformative experience 
in which they were able to see things differently and re-examine their situation.
Turning Point
This re-framing o f their current reality marks the beginning o f mobilisation which results 
in an active search for help. This is not a finite point but can be conceptualised as a 
process where a growing awareness o f reality (including the fact that husbands would not 
change and the availability o f support) interacts with participants’ views o f themselves 
and the choices available to them. Once the women realised there were choices and were 
committed to changing their way of life, they were mobilised into action. They began to 
engage in several actions such as discussing the situation with a solicitor , going to social 
services or other help-seeking responses:
" /  wav m c/zargg p/"f&g .MfwafzoM aW /w erzf fo f/ze czYzzem" Wvzce /  AW
T o o w f  wAaf To W now " (Meena).
jo c W  worAerybr /c a /W ^ o /z c e  W  fAey z/zW Y reW y Ae/p.../
fAgfz weMf fo fAe WzczYor....yocW jervzc&y Ae/pW/Mg " (Ashmir).
'7  </zW a /or p/"AacAg/'owMzY worA fAza rzmg a/iz/ /  m/7g W/Mgjfzc vzo/gMcg " (Leila).
Here all o f the women demonstrated a growing awareness o f what Gilligan (1982) terms 
“availability o f choice” : that is the knowledge that it is possible to leave their husbands 
and survive. That knowledge coupled with the awareness o f social support systems 
provided the stimulus for leaving.
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Support
Central to all the wom en’s experiences was the value o f support. Just as the lack of 
support interfered with their ability to leave, the availability o f support hastened their 
decision to leave. All the women believed that being supported during this period o f their 
lives kept them going:
" Swpporf A very zmporfafzf zY gz'v&yyow cozz/z^gMcg aW yow /gg/ f W
JOfMgoMg A  r/zgrg azzzYyozz a r g  a/ozzg " (L a tifa ) .
"A ^yhzM z/y /zrzvg 6ggzz r/zgrg a M ü f / r / zaC^ m W g  m g ^ rm zzg g r Zzgcrzzzjg /  W w
that I ’ve got them to support me ” (Meena).
This mirrors studies on survivors o f abuse who cite social support as an integral part of 
their healing experiences (e.g. Farrell, 1996; Hoff, 1990; Kirkwood, 1997) and more 
generally literature on the potential benefits o f social support as a ‘buffer’ and preventive 
factor in women s well-being (Cohen and Willis, 1985). As the women were recruited 
from support groups or shelters, they had the opportunity to develop healthy connections 
with others which has been found in studies on the shelter experience to have a positive 
effect on women s well-being (Hoff, 1990; Mills, 1985). Indeed, participants with the 
most supportive networks reported the least distress.
DISCOVERY
Once the women had succeeded in leaving their abusers, the process o f healing could 
begin. Discovery is characterised by themes o f empowerment and hope as the women 
discover their voices.
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Empowerment
Empowerment is an important aspect o f “Discovery”. The women in the study described 
their new found strengths which enhanced their capabilities to make choices which 
valued the self and to recognise their value and rights as an individual. Many women 
experienced themselves as having survived and felt this knowledge would enable them to 
deal with anything:
"  jorngf/zmg on my own, /m W g f&g üWxmM a W  f W  wax f&g
right one. I  think overall I  have come out o f  this as a winner, a victory at the end  
o f  zY. xomg wayx /fgg / a/?gr ygarx o f  a6zzxe /  &avg xwrvzvgzY a W
xarvzvezY wg// aW  zfz xome wayx r/zzx expgrz'gfzcg /zax ma(Yg me xrrozzggr " (Latifa).
wax a6/g to cope wzY/z my gmo/zozzx. /  wax a //g  Zo cope wzZ/z f/ze xzZaaZzoM a W /
fe lt  confident and I  fe lt  yeah what I  m doing is right. I  fe e l a lot more in control” 
(Meena).
Most women said that making decisions regarding the changes in their lives made them 
feel good about who they were and the direction o f their lives. Through their sense of 
accomplishment they felt stronger with general feelings o f well-being:
"f/gg/ m myxg/f morg go%/E&mZ a W  zzow / fgg/ /  gazz </o azzyZ/zzzig /  mgazzfbr 
m yxgyaW  /  gazzfzg^Zfbr azzyZAzzzgfbr myxg^^ggaaxg //zavg morg gozz/z(/gzzgg. /
fe e l better n o w ” ((Azmina).
7 waxfwxZ a  /oxZjogrxozi../ ; / 'm  c/z/ygrgzzZ zzow. /g o  oaZ a  /oZ. / ma</g a  /oZ o f
friends ...and I  m just like a soft teddy bear now, more outgoing, started going to 
go//ggg aW  gvgryZ/zzzzg /zax rga/Zy c/zazzgg7 6aZ Z/zaZ/gar zx xZz// Z/zgrg. /  wozv/aYz 'Z 
xay /fgg / xZrozzggr zzow a/Z/zoag/z /fgg / xZrozzggrfor /gavzzzg” (Una).
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Hope and the Future
Many women were able to continue their healing experience despite struggles caused by 
financial hardship and the emotional scars o f their experiences. Hope was expressed in 
the form o f freedom and having choices and knowing that things ‘w ill’ improve:
‘7  Mowygg/ jfroMger a W / W w  /  can /Manage w/Y/z f/ze c/z/Adren. /  now
have a  better life. I  can do whatever I  want to do. I  can work and things 
will be better” (Ashmir).
A t least now I  can feel, I  can still make something out o f  my life. I  can do 
things. (  ) now at least I  can make decisions and they are my decisions” 
(Meena).
These accounts involving empowerment and hope are resonant with some o f the themes 
found in w om en’s accounts o f their lives following abuse in Farrell’s (1996) study.
Extending this focus on the future, participants identified what changes they would like to 
see occurring in the lives of Asian women in order to address the problem o f domestic 
violence. The main changes relate to the availability o f support and confidential places 
where women can feel safe to reveal their personal problems; family understanding; and 
encouraging women to find their voice and ‘speak out’:
"wa/zf f/zez/z fo co/zze owf a/z7 f/zan? fW r  ^ roZz/g/fz.s' wzf/z jaz/zeo/ze eAe a W  fg# 
fW r Jfary, /zg/zf/ar f/zg/zzWv&f a /z 7 /W  a W fgr /z/g/ar f/zg/Mjg/vgf " (Rozina).
"Fa//zz/y zWgrjYaWz/zg. Da/z Yjowf .saczg/y/W . ( ) #gg<Yja/aggj Wzgrg wamg/z 
ca/z g a  a/z7 /a/A: a/z7 6g ^gg/z a^ zWzvzWzzaA /zaZ Z/zraag/z .sacz'gZy T gyg^.../zaZ
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Wwz'Mg w/zere m g o /ô r  /zg^p f W  away^a/zz r^gyâ/zzz7y azzûf zzar a^aczarg^
with the fa m ily ” (Meena).
OVERVIEW  AND CONCLUSIONS
Limitations of the study
The study provides an incomplete picture as the women were drawn from support groups 
and refuges. The recruitment procedure may have excluded the voices o f Asian women 
whose positions might have led to a different set o f experiences from those reported here, 
for example, non-speaking English Asian women, those who did not feel comfortable 
talking about their experiences, and those women who have not sought ‘outside’ 
interventions. The relatively small sample size may have been due to the participation 
criteria and the sensitive nature o f the topic as women with extremely negative 
experiences may have felt less willing to participate. However, the study’s sample size 
does exceed the minimum of 5 cases as recommended by Turpin et al. (1997) for 
qualitative research projects and theses. The sample consisted of women who had been 
abused and who had left their abusers at least a year ago and who were highly similar to 
each other in terms o f their language and cultural background. As Rennie, Phillips and 
Quartaro (1988) assert, comparability among participants maximises the chances that 
aspects o f the phenomenon under investigation would emerge in a clear manner.
Another limitation o f the study is the retrospective nature o f the accounts provided by the 
women in this study. The women had left their abusers at least a year ago and therefore it 
is important to bear in mind the self-report biases that exist when having to recall their 
experiences. Due to the sample size, the methodological approach and the heterogeneity 
o f Asians, no attempts at generalisation are being made and none are intended. This 
exploratory study was undertaken for the purpose o f obtaining from a small group of 
Asian women in the U.K., in depth accounts o f their experiences o f domestic violence in
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order to generate theory which might inform relevant preventive strategies and 
therapeutic recommendations.
The findings o f this study contribute to the existing literature and add to our 
understanding o f domestic violence and ethnicity by presenting the ‘voices’ o f abused 
Asian women and their lived experiences o f domestic violence. It also adds to the limited 
existing literature on experiences o f abused women long after they have left their abusers. 
Thus, the findings do provide tentative insights into the experiences o f domestic violence 
among Asian women.
Linking themes, making connections, theorising
The data analysis has indicated tentative associations between the themes presented in 
Figure 1. From this analysis it would seem that Asian women’s experiences o f domestic 
violence are intricately connected with Asian society’s structural and cultural 
characteristics. The understanding o f cultural values and philosophies is fundamental to 
our understanding o f domestic violence in Asian women. This analysis suggests that 
options for coping with domestic violence by leaving and seeking outside help are 
influenced by their cultural beliefs and availability o f support. Seeking outside help and 
leaving home would only cause Asian women to break away from traditional expectations 
to maintain family honour and care for their husbands under any circumstances and 
would entail bringing shame on the family. All participants reported that their 
expectations o f marriage and being a wife interfered with their ability to leave. Once they 
freed themselves from those beliefs and had knowledge o f the support available, only 
then did the process o f leaving become a possibility. That is, lack o f support and 
knowledge o f resources kept them immobilised but once they realised this was available, 
escalation o f help-seeking behaviours occurred.
The themes put forward here look at the processes by which Asian women become 
empowered and mobilised to leave. Leaving is a multidimensional phenomenon. This
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analysis suggests that leaving can be conceptualised as a journey toward self- discovery 
and empowerment and the choice to use resources available to them. M obilisation and 
activity characterise this process. The availability o f support systems is an integral part of 
the leaving experience. The women in this study were able to free themselves from their 
abusers as a result o f a cognitive and socially supported transformation process which 
allowed seeds o f mobilisation to germinate. It was found that an interrelation o f intra­
psychic and social-structural changes was crucial for the transformation to occur. The 
dimensions o f this process o f transformation incorporate “immobilisation”, “awakening”, 
and discovery . These factors worked in concert to produce a change in wom en’s 
conflicting views o f cultural expectations and the reality o f what was happening in order 
for them to question these cultural imperatives and thus free themselves from these 
restrictions. The availability o f choices and social support systems was central to 
becoming mobilised and towards empowerment.
The data suggest there is an interaction between women’s own reasoning processes and 
social-cultural roots. This is consistent with HofPs (1990) work where she argues that 
women absorb cultural values about marriage, being a wife and family and these values 
influence how they respond when they are first beaten. These interacting values and 
material factors (e.g. finance) influence whether women leave or remain. W om en’s 
accounts reveal that reasons for staying were embedded in traditional views about 
marriage, family and the interpretation o f violence as a private rather than public issue. 
The findings o f this study mirror Arias’ (1998) findings that ‘norm ative’ beliefs such as 
women’s perceptions and expectations o f community standards and support for leaving 
their abusive partners were significantly related to their commitment to leave their 
abusive partners permanently.
The analysis can be seen to be shaped by Western individualisation in that Asian cultural 
values and expectations were seen as restrictive. It is interesting that from the w om en’s 
accounts, it is only when they challenged their cultural expectations, were they able to
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mobilise themselves into leaving. The women themselves were advocating a move away 
from the collective (the family and community) toward being seen as an individual.
Implications for therapeutic practice
Multicultural research (e.g. Laungani, 1997, 1999; Palmer & Laungani, 1999; Tien and 
Johnson, 1994) has suggested that for effective therapeutic practice, therapists need to 
acquire a sound knowledge o f major value systems o f their clients and use such 
knowledge to help with the psychotherapeutic process. This means that therapists 
working with abused Asian women need to understand the cultural expectations o f being 
a wife and marriage and the importance o f the family as well as the real barriers that 
hinder them from leaving their abusers. In terms o f therapeutic interventions, the findings 
suggest a focus on cultural values that empower and utilise cultural resources which 
enable women. Thus findings from this study highlight the need for culturally sensitive 
support systems, culturally sensitive/client-centred therapies for abused women and 
therapies which honour their voices and experiences. These findings have therapeutic 
implications beyond counselling psychology.
Therapeutic processes need to be sensitive to individual differences. For example some 
Asian women require support from their ethnic group while others prefer help from 
outside their ethnic group. This highlights Yasdani’s (1998) findings that barriers to 
accessing support included cultural and family stigma especially when the GP was related 
to or part o f the community. Separation from violent relationships is difficult for many 
Asian women because o f their cultural values and limited resources and these factors 
need to be considered by clinicians. Clinical intervention therefore needs to be flexible in 
response to the individual’s cultural orientation and ways o f coping. As a result the role 
o f the counselling psychologist in facilitating coping behaviour is not to be prescriptive 
but to help the individual to develop their own coping methods in line with their own 
belief systems. Furthermore, therapists should be aware, for instance, o f changes in the 
support systems, changes in the family system - including the extended family system -
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and changes in the external resource network. Although the importance o f the cultural 
context for working with domestic violence is raised in this analysis, it is important not to 
use the information as a means to stereotype Asian individuals, especially given the 
heterogeneity o f Asians.
Numerous studies have indicated that people who have access to psychological and 
material resources are in better health than those with fewer supportive social contacts 
(e.g. Cohen and Willis, 1985). Findings on the positive effects o f social support suggest 
that group therapy or support groups that cater for abused Asian women might be 
beneficial in reducing the effects o f isolation and feelings that they are ‘alone’ as well as 
providing a ‘safe’ space to ‘speak out’. Thus, as Beattie (1991) argues, group members 
may “come together to discuss and review their concerns, to take stock o f their situations, 
to identify mutual problems and to share in the process o f clarifying options, working out 
appropriate joint action and setting about the process of trying to change their 
circumstances” (p. 176).
This analysis suggests that mental health practitioners including counselling 
psychologists have an important role in alleviating the distress o f abused Asian women. 
In particular it is suggested that clinical interventions should provide them with the 
opportunity to discuss their experiences in a supportive environment since they may have 
been forced to remain silent from the Asian community. Group therapy or support groups 
that cater for abused Asian women might be beneficial in reducing the effects o f isolation 
and feelings that they are ‘alone’ as well as providing a ‘safe’ space to ‘speak out’ while 
individual psychotherapy could aid these women to understand the importance o f 
acknowledging one’s own needs (Chaplin, 1988).
Future Directions
Given that the availability of social support systems was considered essential in 
mobilising women to leave and in contributing to their psychological well-being once
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they had left, future studies could be conducted with Asian women who have left abusive 
relationships but are not part o f support groups or refuges in order to ascertain whether 
their experiences would differ without the social support systems. Other researchers may 
wish to extend this study with Asian women whose voices are missing from the present 
study such as those who are difficult to reach because they do not speak English, and 
those who are still in abusive relationships.
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Appendix II : Letter to organisation
Jenny Rahemtulla 
Psych. D Psychotherapeutic and 
Counselling Psychology 
Department of Psychology 
University o f Surrey 
Guildford, Surrey GU2 5XH 
Tel: (01483) 259176
Dear Sir/Madam
Re: Doctoral dissertation on Asian wom en’s experiences of domestic violence
I am a counselling psychologist in training at the University o f Surrey and as part o f my 
doctoral dissertation, I am interested in Asian women’s experiences o f domestic violence. 
To that end, I would be grateful for your assistance in making contact with women who 
would be willing to talk about their experiences.
Although there has been much research conducted on many aspects o f domestic violence, 
relatively little research has been done about the experiences of Asian women. I wish to 
investigate Asian women’s experiences o f domestic violence and to look at the way they 
made sense o f and coped with these experiences. Participants will be asked to take part in 
an informal interview about their experiences o f abuse. The interview will be audio-taped 
so that in writing up the research, I can cite people’s experiences directly. O f course, 
specific names or locations will not be quoted and pseudonyms will be used instead of 
real names. Any other identifying information will be deleted. Participants are free to 
withdraw from the study at any time.
I appreciate that your prime concern is with responding to your clients rather than to 
researchers but wondered whether you could help me in recruiting participants. I am not
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asking you to reveal names and addresses but I would be grateful if  you could inform 
women of this project. Any woman willing to participate in this project can contact me at 
the above address or on (01483) 440 911.
Please find enclosed a copy o f my research proposal. Please do not hesitate to contact me 
at the above address and telephone number should you have any questions regarding the 
project. Alternatively you can contact my supervisor Dr Adrian Coyle at the Department 
o f Psychology, University o f Surrey, Guildford, GU2 5XH or on (01483) 876 896. Thank 
you for your time and help and I look forward to hearing from you.
Yours Sincerely 
Jenny Rahemtulla
Counselling Psychologist in training 
Enc.
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Appendix III : Information letter to participants
Information Sheet
I am a counselling psychologist in training and I am conducting this research as part part- 
fulfilment o f the Practitioner Doctorate in Psychotherapeutic and Counselling psychology 
at the University o f Surrey.
The research is aimed at finding out more about what Asian women in the UK have to say 
about their experiences of domestic violence such as how they made sense o f and coped 
with their experiences. In doing so, it hopes to identify important meanings, themes and 
patterns o f behaviour which emerge when they are asked to describe their experiences. It 
also aims to shed light on some o f the following questions such as
• How do Asian women make sense o f their experiences in terms o f the context o f 
family, cultural scripts and expectations?
• What social support is available and which attempts at social support do people find 
helpful and unhelpful?
• How do Asian women cope with their experiences o f domestic violence? How did 
they manage the abuse and the decision to leave?
• What were their experiences once they had left the abusive relationship? W hat 
factors were considered important in this process?
This kind o f research helps psychologists to learn about the unique issues pertaining to 
abused Asian women’s realities if  they are to assist them in maintaining their 
psychological well-being as well as providing the services they need. The data gathered 
may prove useful in arriving at theoretically rich formulations o f difficulties o f Asian 
women and in framing interventions with this client group.
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Taking part in this project will involve an informal individual interview with me about 
your experiences o f domestic violence. The interview will be recorded on audio-tape so 
that in writing up the research I can cite your experiences directly. Naturally, to protect 
confidentiality I will not quote any identifying information such as names and 
locations. In making the transcriptions your name will be replaced by a pseudonym and I 
will not record the names of other people or places that may arise in the interview. All 
audio-tapes, transcripts and confidential material will be labelled in code and kept locked 
in a secure place. Once transcribed the audio-tape recordings will be destroyed. The write 
up o f the research will contain nothing which can identify you.
If you decide to take part, here are some other things you need to know.
1. You will need to sign a consent form. This form shows that you agree to take part in 
the study and that you understand what the study involves and also that you agree to be 
audio-taped. This form is will be kept secure and confidential by me.
2. You will be asked to fill a short questionnaire about yourself such as your age and 
occupation. This will not include your name and will be kept secure and confidential by 
me.
3. You are free to say no and withdraw from the study at any time.
Please feel free to ask me any questions. If you decide to take part, please read and sign 
the attached consent form. Thank you for your help.
Jenny Rahemtulla
Counselling Psychologist in training
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Research Consent Form
The aim o f this research is to look at Asian women’s experiences o f domestic violence 
and to look at the way they made sense of and coped with their experiences.
You will be asked to take part in an informal interview about your experiences of 
domestic violence. The interview will be recorded on audio-tape so that in writing up the 
research I can cite people’s experiences directly. Naturally, to protect confidentiality I 
will not quote any identifying information such as names and locations. In making 
the transcriptions your name will be replaced by a pseudonym and I will not record the 
names o f other people or places that may arise in the interview. Once transcribed the 
audio-tape recordings will be destroyed. The write up o f the research will contain nothing 
which can identify you.
You are free to withdraw from the study at any time.
If you have any questions so far or feel you would like further information about this 
research please ask me before reading on. Please read the following paragraph and, if  you 
are in agreement, sign where indicated.
I agree that the purposes of this research and what my participation in it would entail has 
been clearly explained to me in a manner that I understand. I therefore consent to be 
interviewed about my experience o f domestic violence. I also consent to my interview 
being tape-recorded. I understand that this recording is confidential and will be 
transcribed by the researcher for the purposes of research. In addition, material from the 
tape may be cited in the write-up o f the project. In such a case, confidentiality and 
anonymity will be maintained. I have had the opportunity to ask questions about the study 
and I have understood the answers.
Signed---------------------------------------------------------------------  D a te :--------
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On behalf o f all those involved with this research project, I undertake that, in respect of 
the audio-tapes made with the above participant, professional confidentiality will be 
ensued and that any use o f transcribed material from audio-tapes will be for research 
purposes only and will be destroyed once the project is over. I also agree that the 
anonymity o f the above participant will be protected.
Signed----------------------------------------------------------  Date:..............................
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Personal Background
Age
Nationality (immigrant/british-born)
Ethnicity - Type o f Asian Indian
Pakistani 
Bangladeshi 
East African 
Other
Religion Sikh
Muslim
Christian
Other
Highest Educational Level attained
Marriage (arranged?) Number o f years married
Children age
sex
Period between leaving partner and interview 
Current employment
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Interview schedule 
Preliminaries
Introduce researcher and nature and aims o f research project.
Explain the confidentiality procedures and obtain consent to tape-record the interview. 
Address any participants’ queries.
Have participants complete demographic information questionnaire.
[Switch audio-tape recorder]
Background
I’d like to begin by getting a sense of what your life was like living in an abusive 
relationship. I’m interested in your story.
What was your relationship like before the abuse?
At what time did it become abuse?
Can you tell me what you have experienced as abusive or violent in your relationship?
What are your thoughts about what led to the abuse? What makes you say that?
[E/zdf m/brmafzoM f/zc ybr/M f/ze vWc/zce fooC yrom w/zom, w&gfz c/zW f/ze a W e  ^ zrvf 
occzzr, w/zczz 06m e/iraf jcezz rzAzzA'g rzzz<y Z/zc paZZerzz 0/ a6zz.yg]
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Reactions to Abuse
We all have different ways o f coping with difficult events in our lives. I am interested in 
your thoughts and feelings about the abuse.
Can you tell me your reactions to the abuse when it first occurred?
Can you tell me your reactions to the abuse when it occurred late?
How successful were they?
In what ways have you coped with your experience?
What were your thoughts and feelings about yourself during this period o f your life?
[Æ/zczf rzbozzf ezMofzoW reacfzo/M e.g. w W W  f / z g y ^  gwz%
aj/zazMgr/ aW  f/zg z/Mpacf ozz jgy-z/zzagg ]
What were your feelings about your husband/partner?
[E/zczY zzz/brzzzrzrzozz rzbozzf gzzz/f rzzzggr, ygar]
Abused women often talk about the effect on their physical and emotional health.
Was your physical health affected in any way?
If yes, in what way(s)? What did you do?
[Elicit both direct and indirect physical effects]
Was your mental /emotional well-being affected in any way?
If yes, in what way(s)? What did you do?
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So far you have talked about your reactions to the abuse. Now I would like to look at how 
other people reacted to your situation.
Did you tell anyone about what was happening?
I would like to know how your family responded to your situation?
■ Who has been supportive in your family?
■ What was said or done that was helpful?
■ What was said or done that was unhelpful?
■ Who has been less supportive in your family?
Did you expect support from them?
How did you feel afterwards?
How about your husband/partner’s family?
How about your friends?
How about your children?
How about the Asian community where you live?
Looking back on your experiences how would you have liked others to have responded to 
you?
What was it that prevented them from responding the way you would have liked them to? 
Support
Were there any particular people you feel you could not approach for support?
-who were they?
-why was this?
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What was done which you found helpful?
What was done which you found unhelpful?
Who has been supportive?
Who has been unsupportive?
[Mzczf ZM/brmafzoM m w/zzcA jzzpporf was rzzzr/ awzz&zMzz)/ q/' ^ zzqqorf
azzz^  ^arrzerj" fo jzzqqor(/
Did you tell anyone else about the abuse? Who? What were their response(s)?
[E/zczf zfz/brmaz'zozz /za/p j%c/z rzj Gf/po/zcg/orgrzzzz^rz^zoMj]
Leaving
What made you decide to leave the relationship?
[  E / z c z f  Z M /b rm afzoM  a 6 o z z f  IF h j' ^ /zg re  rzrzy c /z a z z g g  zzz y g g /z z z g j ?  Z^/zerg a  j p e c z / z c  evezzZ" 
o r czrczzzzzjZozzcgfy
How did you feel when you were going through this process?
Who did you contact for help? [People or agencies?]
What kind o f help did you ask for?
What responses were most helpful?
Did you talk about he abuse once you left? To whom? Why? How listeners respond?
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Are there any changes in your view o f yourself since you left?
In general do you feel stronger or weaker as a result o f your abuse?
In general do you feel stronger or weaker as a result o f your experience o f leaving?
Current situation
So far we have looked at your experiences in hindsight. I would like to look at how your 
experience has affected you now and your day-to-day living. In practical terms what 
implications has this experience had on your life?
Prompts e.g. financial implications/housing 
time off work/career 
health
impact on other relationships 
social life
Do you have any fears?
What changes would you like to see that would make it easier for women like yourselves 
to obtain support and help.
Future
How do you see things developing for you in the future?
Reflecting on the interview experience
That’s all the questions I want to ask. Is there anything I haven’t covered that you would 
like to talk about?
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Finally I would like to reflect for a moment upon what it has been like to take part in this 
interview? How do you feel about having taken part? What have been the positive things 
about taking part in this interview? And what have been the negative things?
Was there anything about the interview that you found helpful or unhelpful. Could you 
give me an example o f what you mean.
Do you think that taking part in this interview has had any effect or will have any effect 
on the way you feel about yourself? [If yes:] What effects has/might it have?
/CVzecAjoarfzczpaMf A MO/yWmg a/fer mfervzgw. y
Closure
/WwYc/z aWzo-fppg]
1. Thank participant for taking part and ask if  participant has further questions.
2. Remind participant that their identity will remain anonymous and what they have said 
will be treated with the utmost confidence.
3. Remind participant that follow-up sessions are available on request and additional 
support/counselling is available.
4. Explain how participant can obtain a copy of research report.
Probes which may be used to elicit further information:
Could you say more about that?
Why do you think that is?
Could you give me an example o f what you mean?
How does [did] that make you feel?
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6.5.99
Basically I'm  in terested  in w hat y o u r life w as like living in an abusive relationship. Tell me 
a bit about you r husband and how  you m et.
As you know it was an a r r an g e d  mar r ia ge ,  I found him in tere s t ing but  there  was always 
someth ing dif ferent  about  him f r o m  the beginning,  he was very  secretive and strange 
behav iour  and of  cour se  he was nice to me,  I jus t  put  it to one side and I didn't let it 
bother me but  I think it was af te r  I had m y  second son,  he began to be more verbal ly 
abusive.  Like he was ver y  o u t sp o k en ,  he would  get ver y  bad tempered and for not  any 
reason he would get very,  v e r y  an g r y  o v e r  little things that  d id n ’t make sense to me.  In 
the morn ing  he had no fixed t ime to get up ,  I know he has  to go to w ork  and I am b u sy  
get t ing the chi ldren up and get t ing  them re a d y  and he w an ts  me to just  pay a t tent ion to 
him. It's not possible,  I ’ve go t  y o u r  b reak fa s t ,  y o u r  tea here  and he expects me to ju s t  
run  af ter  him and jus t  be at his service and ignore the children and some morn ings  he 
would get really ang ry  jus t  leave his breakfast and go. This  is how his behaviour  would  
go,  to me he knew what  I was doing,  ge t t ing  them ready and breakfast  and they were 
youn g as well and needed m o r e  time, now they are older but  his behaviour changed, he 
s tar ted  to show more  of himself,  what  he was like then. We s t ar ted  to have a rg u m e n ts  
then, every two or three weeks  and 1 notice he goes from bad to worse ,  ve ry  bitter, 
somehow  he has a lot of r e sen tm e n t  inside. I suppose  h u sbands  and wives do argu e but  
him, he was not  normal  and I did tell him that  and he was so abusive,  he once said "do 
you know  I can t o r tu re  people,  not  by physical  abuse but  verbal  abuse".  The things he 
used to say, very painful very vindictive, I used to just stand there thinking, he didn't 
need to use physical abuse, his words were like mental torture and he said that and I used  
to think Oh my God, is this what  he thinks ,  is he like that .  He knows I ’m not  like tha t  
n o r  the children but  he even used to accuse the children. He was not  like a p r o p e r  fa ther ,
I used to hug and kiss the chi ldren but he neve r  did and he never  let the children watch 
TV but  I did while I was doing things  around the house.
I was 30 and this was my second marr iag e .  This is a s t igma in Asian cul ture  if you have 
been marr ied  before and he let me know it, he used to t h r o w  it up in my face and say you  
are s tuck,  you don ' t  know what  to d o . . M y  f i rs t  mar r iage  I was forced into it a l thoug h 
the end was mutual ,  we were not  suitable,  and my dau g h te r  was born  and she is still 
sl ightly backward which is in my husband 's  family,  I didn ' t  want  any more  children in case 
they were  like it and my family agreed that  I w a s n ’t happy  and my husband did too and we 
went  o u r  separate ways,  a l thou gh  he was a nice man but  he wasn ' t  the one I wanted to 
m ar r y .  The second one I did like him, he was from Pakis tan and educated and he had a 
s t r o n g  personal i ty  and this is why  I found  him in terest ing but  I never  knew he had so 
many  deep rooted prob lems.  Like I said he was like a j igsaw,  his behaviour  was s t range ,  
his a t t i tude ,  his anger  but  slowly I began to make a p icture ,  and 2 years ago I found out  
he was a child abuser ,  not  only that  he had raped the young children,  and these we re  my  
ch ildren,  they told me and it explained it all and this is wha t  used to bother him and he 
felt t rapped with me, whereas  I am a loving m o th e r  whereas  as he, he had di f ferent  
mot ives  and this is why he felt t rapped wi th  his f r u s t r a t io n s .  He used to jus t  d i sappea r  
once he went  to see his m o t h e r  in Pakistan  fo r  4 weeks and d id n ’t come back fo r  2 yea rs .  
He go t  his nice job back, he was in - ' , he had a lot of money,  he was
living separa te  f rom his family w he re  he had access to chi ldren.  His neices and nephews 
he  used to bribe them and give them a lot of money and th rea ten  them and abuse  them.
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Here he could no t  do that  and when  I fou nd  out  that  he had abused my chi ldren I was 
shocked,  ho w could anyone in the i r  r igh t  mind go as fa r  as having sex wi th chi ldren,  I 
ve ry  strongly opposed  that ,  chi ldren are  defenceless.  There  was  no other  way of  s topping 
him, I lived wi th him f o r  10 yea rs  and if I said someth ing bad to him he would  t u rn  very  
nas ty.  He used to say to me I had lots of  men and i llegitimate children and somet imes  I 
used to wish I had a gun to sh o o t  him.  W e  had really bitter a r g u m en ts  and you  can 
imagine the chi ldren used to scream and shou t  and cry.  Because he was a v e r y  s t ro ng  
man and he said something bad to me and I said someth ing equally bad to him he would 
hit me wi th a chair,  a st ick and fo r  weeks  it was ve ry  bad.  This was before I found out  
he was a child abuser .
When it first happened what was going through your mind? I used to feel if I had a gun
I would shoot  him but  do  yo u  r e m e m b e r  there  was a case, an Asian woman she sho t  her  
husband and went  to jail but  later  she was found innocent ,  not  guil ty and because I read 
about  that  case and I used to relate and feel this bastard is like that'. When I read it had 
happened I thoug ht  how could she do that  but  its d if ferent  when you read abou t  something  
like that but  when I was in this pos i t ion  I could relate,  I jus t  used to shake wi th  ange r  and 
wished I could be equally bad to him because he was that  abusive to me and the children 
and once he head but ted  me and the chi ldren were screaming and crying and I told them to 
be quiet  or  else the nei g h b o u rs  would hea r  and call the police, but  I didn't want  them 
involved as I did think I might  be able to change this man,  make him more  no rm a l  and 
that I should t ry  before giving up. As this was my second marr iag e  I wanted it to work  
and if I gave up wi thout  t ry ing  I would feel very guilty and this is why I used to tell the 
children that  he was ju s t  angry .  Inside I wished I could shoot him but at the same time I 
was trying to deal with the problem, maybe one day he would be allright. M ost of the 
time I ignored him if he was being a rgu ment a t ive  and v e r y  abusive but there  comes  a time 
when you can only take so much and if I answered him back he turned ve ry  nas ty .
What was your reaction the very first time he was violent towards you? I was shocked,  
devastated ,  very  hur t  and if I tell my family what  will they say. I used to th ink all the 
time this was my second m ar r ia ge  and was I supposed to leave this man and go f o r  a thi rd  
marr iage ,  to me this was v e r y  cheap, there  was an o th e r  feeling I used to think if I knew 
this man was like this I would  neve r  have got  married, never  to him or  anyone.  I did tell 
my b r o th e r  once but  appa re n t ly  eve ry one knew what  he was like, ve ry  aggres s ive ,  the 
bullying type and he had arguments with  eve ryon e in my family, once my b r o t h e r  came 
here and he s tar ted  swear ing at my M um  and Dad and my b r o t h e r  went  to hit  h im but  I 
s topped him and said ig nore  him he is bad,  and my family said I was very  b ra ve  fo r  
put t ing  up wi th him and I think I would have put  up with  him if he had not  been a child 
abuser.  One night  the chi ldren were  in bed and he s ta r t ed  and the  neighbours  m u s t  have 
heard because they called the  police and said this man 's  wife is being te r ro r is ed  and when 
they came I was bleeding, I d idn ' t  kno w but  when the police seen it they said w h e re  is he, 
where  is he and he had gon e into the k i tchen,  but I told them he had a bad t e m p e r  but  it 
would be al lright but  they knew I was pro tec t ing him. I was still t rying to save  my 
marr iage,  I had though t  af te r  the f i rst  mar r ia ge ,  a l t hough he w asn ' t  bad like this one,  but  
I thought  this one would be fo r  life and good.
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What is the importance o f  marriage for an Asian woman? In Asian culture it is not  a 
choice it is a w a y  of  life, a girl  has to get  marr ied .  My f i rs t  marr iag e  was forced and 
Asian women a re  not given a choice, E uropean  women can marry when and who they like 
but  things have changed now,  in my t ime 20 yea rs  ago Asian people had di fferent  a t t i tude 
here because they  weren't given m uch  f r eedo m of choice and I was not  strong enough to 
go against my pa r en t s  and o ppose  them.
What would happen to an Asian woman if she did oppose her family? I went  th ro u g h  
this problem,  f i r s t  I was not  s t r o n g  enoug h and secondly I was not  equipped,  I came here  
when I was aged about  10 o r  11, I was ju s t  working in the  office and was not  financially 
equipped to support myself  and an o th e r  thing, I speak f o r  myself, I had a very  shel tered 
life, I used to th ink what  if I left home and go my own w ay  but I was scared,  all my 
fr iends f rom college had go t  mar r ie d  and I thought  how would I live, I had no idea 
because if you live like I did you  have no idea of yo u r  o w n  independent  life, yo u r  parent s  
always protec t  and s u p p o r t  you  and now they can survive Asian girls,  but in my t ime it 
was unheard of so I had to go along wi th my parents  decis ion.
What were your thoughts and feelings about yourself during this period in your life? I
used to wish none  of this had happened, I felt equally trapped, the children and again the 
Asian society would  say this is the second marr iage  that has  failed and there must  be 
something w r o n g  with he r  and I think in o u r  society a w om an  is not  looked upon as a 
good woman if she  gets d ivo rced  a second t ime but this t ime I could say in all hones ty  
this man was all bad, a man having sex wi th his own chi ldren you can imagine. I told you 
I was very b i t te r  and I felt like shooting him yet I had to think of  everyone,  family, 
fr iends,  neighbours and in Asian society eve ry body  says an yone can live with a good man 
but women who  can live with  bad men they are good wom en ,  this was what  they say. My 
own fa ther kn ew  this man was bad but he said to me I d o n ’t know what kind of woman 
you are are but  a woman can change a man in any way she  wants  to and I s tood there 
motionless.  Y o u r  own family were  saying it is y o u r  job to change this man and mainly 
these were the re asons  I s tayed in the mar r ia ge  but I would not  at any cost  let my 
children be abused  and that  was the time I took action, I said no mat te r  even my family, 
society, whatever I put  my chi ldren first. I made this decision and I had to take action 
against  him and he has been found guilty and jailed fo r  7 yea rs .
Who did you contact for  help? I contacted Social Services.  I was b ro ugh t  up here and I 
knew if chi ldren were  abused o r  involved and initially I called the police and told them 
what I discovered abou t  the abuse.  I found out  af ter  9 y ea r s ,  this abuse happened in the 
last 2 years it happened to my own chi ldren because he used to be away a lot and I had to 
protec t  my chi ldren and pu t  them first. The police said they would have to question the 
children as this is the sy s tem  and the Child Protec tion Team came and ques tioned them and 
then they said yes ,  this man will have to be ar res ted  and a f te r  my chi ldren's interview they 
ar res ted  him and obviously  he was as gui lty as hell. You can see the picture  now,  it 
wasn ' t  me w ro n g  in this m ar r ia g e  it was this man. I nev e r  saw him af ter  that .  I had to
tell my family this had happened  and they w e re  speechless and they knew they could not  
stop me and this was my decis ion and they said they equal ly  agreed they would s uppor t  
me. I had a lot of  f r iends  here ,  Muslims and Asian w om en  but  they still d o n ’t know,  they 
«do a lot of goss ip  wi thou t  know ing the facts but  I didn ' t  wan t  them to know anything and 
they don ' t  know  about him being ar res ted .
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My chi ldren even now are  ver y  sens it ive  and I told them yo u  go to school  and don ' t  tell 
anyone because  I w o rk  in school  too and y o u  know  what  chi ldren are like, oh, y o u r  Dad is 
in jail and although he had a habit o f  disappearing for years people, neighbours and friends 
think he is still away only my family kn o w  the  t ru th .  Can you  imagine if I told my 
f r iends  he has  raped my dau gh ter ,  he has  abused m y boys .  I don't want  my children 
talked abou t  by o th e r  people,  I j u s t  want  them to have a n o rm a l  life not  o ther  children
talking and s h ou t ing  to them.  I had to th ink abou t  m y  d a u g h te r  as if m y  people found out
about  my d a u g h t e r  it is very difficult  fo r  a girl  to get marr ied .  I have dealt  wi th the 
per son concerned  and I do not  want  anyone  hear ing about  m y  daug h te r  because it will be 
very difficult  f o r  he r  to get  marr ied  in o u r  cul ture .  The abuse  is a ve rv  devas ta t ing th inCT 
for  any child.  " °  °
When the verbal and physical abuse first started did you tell anyone about it? I didn’t tell 
anyone only my family, but I think the neighbours have ideas as they called the police, 
especially physical abuse you cannot hide from neighbours, screaming, shouting, 
disturbance at night is not a normal thing but I think they have a very good idea who was 
bad in this house. They are very good my neighbours, they said we are here anytime to 
help you but they don't know what happened only that he was bad. The Asian community  
don't know just my family, because when my children grow  up they will be penalised and' 
victimised. I was broken into pieces, it has taken me two years and still I can't sleep, I
wasn ' t  the abuser but  this has devas ta ted  me but I think t ime, it has taken me two years
to feel a bit normal, a bit better.
How did you  feel emotionally, how was your emotional well being affected? Emotional ly  I 
felt much b e t t e r  after he was arrested, I th o u g h t  thank God,  not  only have I protected my 
own chi ldren but  if he was left loose o th e r  chi ldren would be at ri sk but  now he has been 
officially recogni sed  as a sex offender I felt  ve ry  b i t ter ,  v e r y  an g r y  but at the same time I 
thought  thank God this man has been put  away and has been recognised for  what  he is.
Very injured feelings,  very painful when I thought of my daughter what she went  th rough ,  
just  imagine the  pain and again this man if I was allowed I would shoot  him again and 
again for  the  pain he has caused my chi ldren and myself.
Was your physical health affected in any way? Of course ,  I d o n ' t  feel very  happy,
relaxed, soci e ty  you  live in I am always alone,  the chi ldren and I. I couldn ' t  sleep and I 
get flash backs and reliving it, it s a v e r y  bad effect.  M y family have been suppo r t ive  and 
fi rst ly they ag reed  my decision and the ac t ions I took  agains t  him and I was not  left alone
they were  a lways with me and the support was always there.  I wasn't sure  of thei r
support but  because  they knew I was right they supported me. M y h u sb an d ’s family know  
about it because  they d o n ’t live here  and I expected them to get in touch and say you are 
a bad w om an ,  look what  you have done to o u r  son but I h av e n ’t heard f rom  them at all so 
I don ' t  k n o w  wha t  thei r  react ion is but I did hear  someone say after he was convicted that  
his family hold me responsible for  put t ing  him in jail. In o u r  cul ture  men get away with 
eve rything,  wi th  m u rd e r ,  but  a woman is expected to su ffe r  everything.  In my case 
because it was qui te di fferent and genuine I was lucky en ough  to get eve ry o n e ’s support 
because of  my chi ldren being abused,  but  if they hadn't I wouldn't have got  any su ppor t .  
This is the main  reason I s tayed in this abusive  marr iage ,  people would have said so what,  
get on wi th  it.
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Looking back on y o u r  exper iences  h o w  would  yo u  have liked o t h e r  people to have 
re sponded  to  y o u ?  M o re  u n d e r s ta n d in g ,  m o r e  suppor t ive .  I was not allowed to have 
f r iends  when my husband was here,  he a lways opposed me having fr iends because he was 
the gui lty one  and when yo u  have c lose f r ie nds  soon er  o r  later  people find out and I th ink 
this was the fear  he had that  people would  find out  and he s t r ic t ly  said no one is allowed 
in this house .  I have f r iends  now,  even wi th  my family I only used to see my M um  and 
Dad, I have  two b ro th e r s  and one s i s te r  and I hardly  eve r  saw them when he was here  
because he was  bad he said e v e r y b o d y  was  bad.
A re  there  any changes  in the view o f  y o u r s e l f  since he left? Yes,  I feel I have p ro tec ted  
m y  chi ldren and I have done som et h ing  on m y  own,  I made decision and that was the r ight  
one and because I was given s u p p o r t  and I d o n ' t  feel gui l ty because  this marr iage  d idn ' t  
wo rk .  I th ink overall ,  despi te all the  o t h e r  prob lems,  I have come out  of this as a winne r ,  
a v ic to ry  at the  end of it. In som e ways  I feel weaker af ter  yea rs  of abuse but  I have 
survived and survived well and in some wa ys  this experience has made me a bit s t r o n g e r  
actually that  I have dealt wi th  things  in the  r igh t  manne r  and people have s tood by me and 
suppor t ed  me and that this man got  what  he deserved but deep down the feeling of  fa ilure 
and what am I supposed to do now,  I have pu t  my chi ldren f i rs t ,  I am here fo r  my 
chi ldren not fo r  myself.  I do  feel very  lonely and di f ferent  f r o m  o ther  women,  m o r e  
responsibi l i ty  but  1 am happy to do that  b u t  I am very  scared to have any rela t ionship,  to 
me it is unthinkable to have any any o t h e r  man in my house,  I think I am scared to death  
of  o ther  men,  anything to do wi th o th e r  men.
Ho w  are  you feeling now and coping f inancial ly and socially and what  help do yo u  get?  I 
feel I am a single parent  and I t ry  to do m y  bes t and manage on my own,  the chi ldren,  
the house,  the financial side in the bes t  poss ib le  way. I don ' t  get  any maintenance because
he is in jail and I can’t apply fo r  it, all I ge t  is income su p p o r t ,  I jus t do one o th e r  job 
and I do vol un tary  work  and that  m o n ey  is deducted financially and I can barely su rvive ,  
it 's a s t ruggle ,  being a single pa ren t  is n o t  v e r y  easy wi th three  you ng  children but  
never theless  I feel there is no dan ger  to the  chi ldren an y m o re  and I feel happy fo r  that .
Do you  have an y  fears?  Yes,  a l though he has  been put  away fo r  7 yea rs  but what  I hea r  
is he will come out  in about  3 o r  4 yea r s  and when he comes out  what  will he do to us,  
will he seek revenge.  I have no in ten t ion of  get ting mar r ie d  again so I wouldn ' t  need a 
d ivorce ,  it is jus t  a cert ificate saying you  a re  divorced but  in o u r  cul ture  they would  say 
oh she is ge t t ing  divorced the second t ime, so I said I am not going to get marr ied  o r  
d ivorced and I w o n ’t see this man  again bu t  this man can do wha tever  he wants when he 
get s  out ,  m a r r y ,  r e - m a r r y  wha te ve r  bu t  I w o n ' t  be classed as d ivorced, .
W h a t  changes  would you like to see to m ak e  it easier  f o r  women like you rse l f  to get  
s u p p o r t  and help?  A lot of  mora l  and financial s u ppor t  f rom family and f r iends  and 
neighb ou rs ,  general ly s u p p o r t  because it g ives  you conf idence and you feel that so m e o n e  is 
there  and you are  not alone. S u p p o r t  is v e r y  impor tant .
Finally,  how  do you see th ings  developing f o r  you in the f u tu re ?  Jus t  to see my chi ldren 
g rowing  up into normal  chi ldren,  but fo r  m e  I am very ver y  scared to have anything  to do 
x wi th  men,  I jus t  see mysel f  a loner,  I am ju s t  a m o the r  t h a t ’s all, as a woman I d o n ’t exis t  
and it 's because I don ' t  want  to because I have been scared too much and I am no t  
pr epared  to take any kind of r i sk  eve r  again.
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Can you imagine a thi rd man coming into m y  life if he did something wrong  I would  kill 
m ysel f  o r  kill him.  I would  n o t  al low m y s e l f  to even think,  I jus t  think of the r e s t  o f  my  
life jus t  being a mother ,  he re  f o r  m y  ch i ld re n and live fo r  my  children,  I jus t  say  that  and 
th ink give me enoug h life unti l  m y  ch i ld re n a re  independent and marr ied  and af ter  tha t  I 
don  t want  to live, I have  no r eason  to live, tha t ' s  the way I feel. There  is no gua ran tee  
in life bu t  there  should be m o r e  say in the  mar r iage  fo r  wom en,  but  if I had m y  ow n  
choice and go m y  own way and do th ings  I wan ted  to do life would have been di f fe ren t  bu t  
I wasn t given a choice so I feel tha t  As ian  wo men  should be given mor e  choice, m o r e  
f r eedom  in matr imonia l  m a t t e r s .
Quickly befo re  we finish I would  j u s t  l ike t o  reflect  what  i t ’s been like to take p a r t  in the  
in terview fo r  you .  Well I feel if it could  help  women  in the  future ,  if I could be of  any 
help, then it s worthwhi le .  I ju s t  feel this m u s t  be done f o r  a cause and if I can be any 
p a r t  of  it I will feel good,  any th ing  that  will contr ibute.
Has it af fected h o w  you feel ab o u t  y o u r s e l f ?  It jus t  b r in gs  memories back, vou feel a bit 
emotional .
V
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Young People’s Social Representations of Psychotherapy
ABSTRACT
The mental health needs o f young people need to be taken seriously as indicated by rising 
suicide rates among the 15-24 year age group coupled with their under-utilisation of 
psychological services. Before addressing their mental health needs, a useful start would 
be to investigate their representations o f psychotherapy as this may guide their 
expectations and help-seeking behaviours. This study set out to do this by examining their 
understandings o f psychotherapy within a social representational framework. Informal 
focus groups were conducted and the data generated from these focus groups were then 
used to develop questionnaire items. 235 second year Psychology and non- Psychology 
‘A ’ level students (82 males, 153 females) completed the questionnaire containing items 
relating to attitudes and beliefs about psychotherapy such as the process o f psychotherapy 
and the reasons people seek psychotherapy, representations o f psychotherapists compared 
to psychiatrists and counsellors, images o f clients seeking psychotherapy, images o f 
psychotherapists compared to psychiatrists and counsellors and the origin o f their ideas 
about psychotherapy and psychotherapists. It was hypothesised that there would be 
differences between Psychology and non-Psychology students, and between males and 
females in their responses. Although the hypotheses received minimal support, the results 
indicate that the participants hold consensual conceptions o f psychotherapy and overall, 
they represented psychotherapy as a ‘communicative activity’. Implications for 
counselling psychology and future directions are discussed.
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IN TR O D U C TIO N
In recent years, politically driven initiatives such as the Department o f Health’s Caring in 
the Community (1990), The Health o f  the Nation (1992) and Key Area Handbook on 
Mental Illness (1994) have resulted in an examination o f clients’ opinions and 
expectations regarding health matters, including mental health. This increasing interest in 
clients’ views on treatment and services is shifting the focus from service providers to 
service users. In this way, users’ views are being incorporated into political decisions 
regarding mental health (Jenkins, 1994).
Studies on the public image o f psychology have shown that while the public hold 
generally favourable attitudes toward psychologists, their understanding o f what 
psychologists actually do is unsophisticated (e.g. Richardson and Handal, 1995; 
Schindler, Berren, Hannan, Biegel and Santiago, 1987; Warner and Bradley, 1991; Webb 
and Speer, 1985; Webb and Speer, 1986; Wood, Jones and Benjamin, 1986;). In the 
realm o f psychotherapy, most studies have focused on the factors that influence clients’ 
perceptions of psychotherapy and therapists such as physical attractiveness (e.g. Cash, 
Begley, McCown and Weise, 1975), client comfort with the therapeutic situation (e.g. 
Hynan, 1990), client expectations (e.g. Llewelyn, 1988) and treatment modality (e.g. 
Richardson and Handal, 1995) rather than on the beliefs or attitudes that lay persons hold 
with regard to psychotherapy. In general, such studies (e.g. Llewelyn, 1988) have shown 
that therapist perceptions are not consistent with the public’s views which highlights the 
need for psychotherapy practitioners to become more aware o f client and public 
perceptions in order to provide appropriate psychotherapeutic services.
A review o f the literature indicates that there has been very little attempt to understand 
how people conceptualise psychotherapy. Much emphasis has been placed on mental 
illness (e.g. Childs, 1994; Brewin and Furnham, 1986; Furnham, 1988; Furnham and 
Henley, 1988; Furnham and Lowick, 1984; Furnham and Rees, 1988; Rippere, 1981)
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with few investigations of lay theories of psychotherapy (e.g. Furnham and Wardley, 
1990; Wong, 1994). In their investigation o f the relationship between lay theories of 
mental health and psychological help-seeking, Hall and Tucker (1985) found that 
participants with ‘realistic’ conceptions of the manifestation o f mental illness were more 
likely to seek therapeutic help and vice versa. Other studies suggest that lay theories of 
psychotherapy are closely related to attitudes to mental illness (e.g. Furnham and 
Wardley, 1990, 1991; Furnham and Wardley and Lillie, 1992). Thus, while findings from 
Furnham and Wardley (1990) and Wong (1994) suggest that participants had positive but 
realistic conceptions about psychotherapy, such studies have in general focused on the 
nature o f lay beliefs about psychotherapy rather than the ways in which lay persons have 
acquired such knowledge. Missing from such studies is an examination o f the processes 
through which lay persons make sense o f psychotherapy.
The decision to embark on a course o f psychotherapy and the actual experience o f therapy 
are determined in part by a person’s expectations about what occurs. If a person goes to a 
therapist for therapy that he or she does not understand or believe in, or he/she has 
unrealistic expectations, it may be that he or she will fail to engage in therapy and render 
it ineffective. Client expectations are relevant as studies reveal that most people would 
rather approach a friend, parent, minister or significant other than a therapist if  they 
needed psychological help; that expectations are likely to be related to persistence in 
therapy in that disagreement between clients’ preconceptions o f therapy and what actually 
occurs results in clients’ premature termination of therapy; and that clients’ expectations 
moderate the effectiveness of the therapy (Tinsley, Bowman and Ray, 1988). Thus, 
prospective clients’ understandings about the process of therapy and their expectations 
may influence their willingness to engage in therapy and their level o f participation. 
Given that lay persons can be regarded as prospective clients, an examination o f their 
representations o f psychotherapy may be useful in revealing any myths that young people 
hold about psychotherapy and gaining some insight into the factors which may be 
preventing them from obtaining psychological help.
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Social Representations Theory (Farr and Moscovici, 1984; Flick, 1994; Moscovici, 1973; 
1982; 1984; 1988; Moscovici and Hewstone, 1983 ) may offer a theoretical framework 
for investigating the nature and content o f people’s beliefs about psychotherapy. Social 
representations theory is concerned with the way knowledge is represented in society and 
shared by its members. Social representations refer to the ideas, thoughts, images and 
knowledge structures which members o f a group share and which are socially constructed 
(Augoustinos and Walker, 1995). They constitute collective systems o f meaning which 
may be expressed or whose effects may be observed in values, ideas and practices 
(Moscovici, 1973). Central to the definition of social representations is the existence of 
some form o f shared ideation across some group. For the individual, the role o f social 
representations is to give meaning to novel experiences (whether people, objects or 
events) by setting them in a contextual frame that makes them familiar. The unfamiliar 
will be anchored into familiar cultural patterns o f meaning (Moscovici, 1981, 1984, 
1988). According to Moscovici (1984), two processes o f ‘anchoring’ and ‘objectification’ 
make the unfamiliar familiar. Therefore, the role o f representations is to contextualise 
unfamiliar social objects, events or persons within a familiar categorical context thereby 
giving them meaning. This initially involves anchoring new elements o f knowledge into a 
network o f more familiar categories. Then, in order for them to become more accessible 
they are objectified, made ‘real’ (Augoustinos and Walker, 1995).
While studies o f social representations of mental illness exist (e.g. de Rosa, 1987; 
Jodelet, 1991; Zani, 1993), a survey of the literature reveals that at present there is no 
empirical work on social representations o f psychotherapy. This study aims to examine 
the content o f young people’s understandings o f psychotherapy within a social 
representational framework. Young people represent a vulnerable group as prevalence 
studies indicate that one in four 10 to 17 year olds are ‘at risk’ for emotional and 
behavioural problems with one in four ‘moderately vulnerable’(e.g. Dryfoos, 1990). In 
addition to these prevalence rates, there is a documented rise in suicide rates among 
young people especially among young white males (e.g. Neeleman, Mak and Wessely, 
1997; The Samaritans, 1999). Compounding these statistics are findings which suggest
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that young people under utilise psychological services, preferring to seek help for 
psychological problems within their informal social networks rather than from 
professional services (e.g. Department of Health, 1995; Haggerty, Sherrod, Garmezy and 
Rutter, 1994; Leong and Zachar, 1999; Rickwood and Braithe, 1994). Therefore, before 
addressing their mental health needs, a useful start would be to investigate their 
representations o f psychotherapy as this may guide their expectations and help-seeking 
behaviours. This can be achieved by examining their social representations of 
psychotherapy. The benefits o f such knowledge should not be underestimated as insight 
into their representations o f psychotherapy is crucial not only for improving quality of 
intervention and services but also for dispelling any myths they might hold about 
psychotherapy as well as gaining insight into the barriers preventing them from seeking 
professional psychological help.
Central to social representations theory is the idea that lay people consume scientific 
knowledge and use it in their everyday communication and behaviour. The diffusion of 
scientific images, notions and vocabularies into society has become an integral part o f lay 
people’s intellectual baggage. It is also recognised that all representations o f the external 
world can be influenced or structured by previous knowledge or by socially-transmitted 
knowledge. These social representations are both in people’s minds and circulating in 
society where they are carried by conversations and media texts. The theory places a lot 
o f emphasis on the role of the media in sustaining, producing and circulating social 
representations. Young people of today have been brought up in a ‘therapy culture’ as 
they are bombarded with competing representations of psychotherapy that circulate within 
society at large, from the mass media as well as those which are formulated in formal 
academic settings. Since social representations theory assumes that the representations 
which circulate in the social environment o f the individual form the backdrop against 
which lay thinking occurs, it may be predicted that young people who are naïve about 
psychology will have representations o f therapy that reflect these representations that are 
circulating in their society while those who are informed about psychology (either 
actually or vicariously through reading books about psychotherapy or knowing someone
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who has seen a therapist) will have representations of therapy that more closely reflect 
‘professional’ perspectives. This study will investigate young people’s representations of 
psychotherapy by using Psychology and non-Psychology ‘A ’ level students. It is 
hypothesised that Psychology students with their formal knowledge o f ‘A ’ level 
Psychology will have representations that closely reflect ‘professional’ perspectives while 
non-Psychology students - unless they have actual or vicarious knowledge of 
psychotherapy - will rely on representations that are circulating in society, especially 
those by the mass media.
In addition, it is hypothesised that gender roles and gender stereotypes will be embedded 
in young people’s representations about psychotherapy. Research has shown pronounced 
gender differences among young people seeking psychological help with females more 
likely than males to seek professional psychological help (e.g. Goleman, 1990; Good, 
Dell and Mintz, 1989; Leong and Zachar, 1999; Rickwood and Braithe, 1994; Wisch, 
Mahalik, Hayes and Nutt, 1995). This research has suggested that the female gender role 
encourages females to focus on their feelings and allows then to express their emotions 
whereas the male gender role expects males to restrict their emotions and distract 
themselves from their feelings. Furthermore, since part o f the male sex role is autonomy 
and independence, it may be harder for men to ask for or receive help than for women. 
Indeed, a recent report by The Samaritans {Young Men Speak Out, 1999) revealed that 
over 1 in 3 young males “smash something” instead of talking about their feelings 
suggesting that macho stereotypes prevent them from asking for help as this is perceived 
as placing them in a vulnerable and weak position. Goleman (1990) found that college 
males with stronger feelings o f the importance o f appearing ‘masculine’ were the quickest 
to drop out o f therapy. Based on these findings, it is hypothesised that there will be 
gender differences in young people’s representations of therapy with m ales’ 
representations o f therapy reflecting male gender roles and male stereotypes which state 
that males do not express their emotions and that seeking help is not ‘m asculine’ (e.g. 
Basow, 1992; Goleman, 1990; Good, Dell and Mintz, 1989). It is expected that m ales’ 
representations will reflect a more mechanistic and less interpersonal view o f
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psychotherapy with females’ representations consisting o f a more communicative and 
emotional-based view.
In summary, this study aims to examine the content o f young people’s representations of 
psychotherapy by looking at male and female Psychology and non-Psychology ‘A ’ level 
students. In particular, the following hypotheses will be explored:
(a) Young people familiar with psychology will have different representations than those 
who are naïve about psychology.
(b) M ales’ representations will differ from females’ representations based on gender role 
differences.
METHOD
Participants consisted o f second year Psychology and non-Psychology ‘A ’ level students. 
In order to apprehend participants’ understandings and perspectives on psychotherapy, 
informal focus groups with young people were conducted. The data generated from these 
focus groups were then used to develop questionnaire items.
Development of the questionnaire
Four separate focus groups with second year ‘A ’ level students (4 male Psychology ‘A ’ 
level students, 4 male non-psychology ‘A ’ level students, 4 female Psychology ‘A ’ level 
students and 4 female non-Psychology ‘A ’ level students with mean age o f 17.56 years, 
range 17 to 18 years; SD = .5123) were conducted. Two o f the focus groups were 
conducted in school settings while the remaining two were conducted in participants’ 
homes. The interviews lasted between one and two hours. On meeting the participants, 
care was taken to reiterate the purpose o f the study, the confidentiality measures and that 
they could withdraw at any time. All participants signed a consent form and completed a
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demographic questionnaire (see Appendix I and II). Questions for the focus group 
interview schedule came from general areas from previous literature (e.g. Furnham and 
Wardley, 1990) (See Appendix III). Focus group participants were asked about their 
representations o f psychotherapy and psychotherapists, the differences between 
psychiatrists, psychologists and counsellors, their representations o f clients, the therapy 
process, the origin o f their ideas and their reactions to therapy. Interviews were audio­
taped. All audio-tapes were listened to and the data were subjected to a thematic form o f 
content analysis (Krueger, 1994; Weber, 1990) where overall emerging themes and 
patterns were noted. Themes emerged pertaining to when people seek psychotherapy, the 
severity o f problems, the process o f therapy, images o f psychotherapists, psychiatrists and 
counsellors in relation to their appearance and what they do, the type o f clients, the 
stigma o f seeking psychotherapeutic help and stereotypes o f therapists. A summary of 
these themes and quotes illustrating these themes are found in Appendix IV. These 
themes together with relevant items taken from Furham and W ardley’s (1990) 
questionnaire were used to develop the items for the questionnaire (See Appendix V).
The first part o f the questionnaire (items 1-46) concerned participants’ attitudes and 
beliefs about psychotherapy and asked them to rate their level o f agreement with 
statements on a 5 point scale (1 = strongly disagree; 5 = strongly agree). Items included 
statements about the reasons people seek psychotherapy, what psychotherapists do, what 
happens in therapy and a variety o f other stereotypes about psychotherapy. Item 47 
measured their attitude toward seeking professional psychotherapeutic help in the future.
Part two (questions 48 to 50 with each question consisting o f 13 items) concerned 
participants’ representations o f psychotherapists compared to psychiatrists and 
counsellors. Participants had to rate their level o f agreement with statements on a 5 point 
scale (1 = strongly disagree, 5 = strongly agree).
Part three (question 51 comprising of 6 items) concerned participants’ images o f clients 
seeking psychotherapy and asked them to indicate the percentage o f people who go to
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psychotherapy that they thought fitted various adjectives (6 adjectives) on a 5 point scale 
( 1 = 0%; 5 - 100%).
Part four (questions 52 to 54 with each question consisting o f 8 items) concerned 
participants’ images o f psychotherapists compared to psychiatrists and counsellors and 
asked them to indicate the percentage o f professionals whom they thought fitted various 
adjectives ( 8 adjectives per question ) on a 5 point scale (1 = 0%, 5 = 100%).
Question 55 was concerned with the origin o f participants’ ideas about psychotherapy 
and psychotherapists. It consisted o f a list o f 16 items and participants could tick as many 
items that applied to them.
The last section included demographic and other data such as their age, sex and the ‘A ’ 
levels they were studying.
Procedure1
To recruit participants, Headteachers, Psychology tutors and Heads o f Sixth Form from 
eight secondary schools and eight Sixth form colleges in Surrey were initially contacted 
by telephone and informed o f the present study. Letters were then sent to them informing 
them of the nature o f the study, inclusion criteria for participants and assurances o f 
confidentiality and requesting their permission to administer the questionnaires to their 
students (See Appendix VI). Five secondary schools and six sixth form colleges agreed to 
participate. The questionnaires were administered by the researcher in those institutions 
that agreed to participate. Before administering the questionnaires, the participants were 
informed o f the purpose of the study, that their participation was voluntary and that they 
were free to withdraw at any time. Each participant completed the questionnaire. The 
questionnaire took on average about twenty minutes to complete. After handing in their 
questionnaires, the participants had an opportunity to provide feedback and ask questions.
1 After obtaining University of Surrey ethical approval
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Participants
144 second year Psychology ‘A ’ level students (38 males, 106 females) and 91 second 
year non-Psychology ‘A ’ level students (44 males, 47 females) from secondary schools 
and sixth form colleges in Surrey, England, participated in the study. The students had a 
mean age o f 17.76 years (SD = .54, range 17 to 19 years). The sample was predominantly 
White (94%) with the remainder o f the sample (6%) from other ethnic groups ( 5 ‘Other’, 
3 Pakistani, 2 Indian, 1 Black-African, 1 Black-Caribbean and 1 Bangladeshi ).
Data Analysis
The data were coded and analysed using SPSS (Version 9.0). See below for results.
RESULTS2
In interpreting the findings of the present study, it is important to bear in mind that there 
was a predominance of female Psychology participants in the sample. With this caveat in 
mind, the results are as follows.
Beliefs about Psychotherapy and Psychotherapists (items 1 - 46)
The means and standard deviations for individual items o f the questionnaire are contained 
in Appendix VII. Overall, the means reveal that in terms o f what psychotherapists do, 
participants agreed the most about the emotional and communicative aspects o f 
psychotherapy (e.g. “Psychotherapy involves the communication and exploration o f 
feelings” (M = 4.00). They disagreed that the psychotherapist does the most o f the talking 
which is consistent with the facilitative role o f the psychotherapist. The participants 
disagreed with all the items concerning stigma and stereotypes o f psychotherapy, 
disagreeing the most that “ Going to psychotherapy is a sign of weakness ” (M = 1.66)
2 Only significant results are presented in the text.
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and with “ It is a sign o f weakness to admit problems to a stranger” ( M = 1.70). They 
also tended to disagree with most o f the popular stereotypes about psychotherapy (e.g. 
“Most clients lie on a couch” ( M = 2.34); “Women make better psychotherapists than 
men” ( M = 2.35) ) and to agree with the aims of most types of modern psychotherapy 
(e.g. “Psychotherapists encourage the expression of emotions” (M = 4.00). Interestingly, 
participants disagreed that people seek psychotherapy for personal growth and 
development ( M = 2.80) while endorsing items that suggested external, reasons for going 
to a psychotherapist (e.g. “ People go to psychotherapists when a specific distressing 
event has happened in their lives (M = 3.59). They also disagreed that psychotherapists 
deal with mentally ill people (M = 2.98), that psychotherapists solve people’s problems 
by telling them what to do (M = 2.24) and that most people get better in psychotherapy 
( M = 2.94). Participants agreed that clients want to feel better by feeling supported and 
understood. It seems that overall participants are in agreement about the communicative 
aspects o f psychotherapy, do not endorse common stereotypes about psychotherapy and 
disagree about the stigmatising nature of psychotherapy.
Factor Analysis. A principal components factor analysis was performed on 
participants’ scores in order to describe broad underlying dimensions. The number o f 
extracted factors was chosen on the basis o f a Scree plot (Cattell, 1966) and factor 
interpretability (Ferguson and Cox, 1993; Hammond, 1993). An oblique (Direct Oblimin) 
rotation was chosen because it cannot be assumed that the issues relevant to 
psychotherapy are independent of each other. Item factor loadings with values o f at least 
.40 were deemed salient as recommended by Ferguson and Cox (1993) in order to 
increase factor saturation. All items that did not meet this criterion were dropped. Oblique 
factor solutions o f five, four and three factors were considered. From the output o f the 
principal components extraction, a 5 factor solution was chosen and produced the pattern 
matrix in 20 iterations. Although the five factor oblique solution accounted for about 
36.45% of the total variance, it was the most interpretable. The final form consisted o f 35 
items with salient loadings on the five factors. The eigen values o f the five factors were 
5.29, 4.26, 3.11, 2.26 and 1.82. See Table 1.
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The first factor consisting of eight items accounted for 11.50 % of the variance. The item 
loadings in Factor 1 were between .43 and .64 . This factor was labelled 
Psychotherapists ’ Roles as items concerned what psychotherapists do in their sessions, 
including directive and active tasks such as teaching clients coping skills and giving 
advice as well as the non-directive, facilitative role o f encouraging expression of 
emotions and feelings, and allowing clients to find their own solutions. Items related to 
the interpersonal and communicative aspects o f being a psychotherapist and client also 
appeared on this factor.
The second factor which accounted for 9. 28 % o f the variance consisted o f eight items 
with item loadings that ranged between .48 and .75 . Three items concerned the 
embarrassing and stigmatising nature o f seeking psychotherapy (e.g. “It is a sign of 
weakness to admit your problems to a stranger”), with the rest o f the items concerning 
various stereotypes about psychotherapy and psychotherapists (e.g. “Women make better 
psychotherapists than men”). One item (item 27 - “ In psychotherapy, most clients lie on a 
couch”) cross-loaded on Factor 4. This item was included on this factor as it had a higher 
loading than on factor four. This factor was labelled Stigma and Stereotypes.
The third factor which accounted for 6.78 % o f the variance had 10 items with loadings 
ranging between -.42 and -.66 . It was termed Clients Seek Psychotherapy as items on this 
factor referred mainly to when psychotherapy is sought, including external, situational 
factors such as when negative, distressing events occur in a person’s life as well as 
internal, innate factors such as not being happy with oneself and personal development.
The fourth factor which accounted for 4.93 % of the variance consisted o f 7 items with 
loadings that ranged between -.45 and -.57 . This factor was termed Medical M odel as it 
contained items that referred to medical notions o f mental illness, being told what to do 
and cure. Items concerned the mechanistic approach with the psychotherapist taking the 
role o f the expert or authority figure who is the active agent applying the solutions and 
cure to the passive client who gets better. Item 27 (“In psychotherapy most clients lie on a
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couch”) appeared on this factor. Item 45 (“People who go to psychotherapy want to be 
cured”) and item 46 (“People who go to p s y c h o t h e r a p y  want to have their problems 
s o l v e d ” )  c r o s s - l o a d e d  o n  factor five. However, they were included on this factor as they 
had higher loadings.
The fifth factor which accounted for 3.95 % of the variance had 3 items with factor 
loadings ranging between -.68 and -.72 . Items on this factor referred to clients’ outcome 
involving emotional understanding. Item 45 and 46 c r o s s - l o a d e d  on this factor as they too 
are related to therapeutic outcome although they are more concerned with a mechanistic 
approach o f problem solving and cure rather than an emotional-based approach. This 
factor was labelled Outcome.
Factor means were 3.69 (SD = .44) for Psychotherapists’ Roles, 2.13 (SD = .59) for 
Stigma and Stereotypes, 3.30 (SD = .51) for Clients Seek Psychotherapy, 3.13 (SD = .53) 
for Medical M odel and 3.71 (SD = .59) for Outcome. The internal consistency reliabilities 
(Cronbach’s alphas) were .74 for Psychotherapists’ Roles, .78 for Stigma and  
Stereotypes, .79 for Clients Seek Psychotherapy, .61 for Medical Model and .80 for 
Outcome .
ANOVAs. After the factor analysis, the scores o f the items loading on each 
factor were combined to form a single score so that there were 5 scores per subject. These 
dependent variables were ROLES, STIGMA, SEEK, MEDICAL and OUTCOME. 
Gender (males versus females) and Psychology (psychology versus non-psychology) 
differences were examined by conducting univariate ANOVAs on the five dependent 
variables. There was a significant effect o f gender on STIGMA ( F_ (1, 231) = 9.21 , p < 
.05 ) with female participants (M = 2.02; SD = .54) significantly disagreeing more than 
male participants (M = 2.32; SD = .63) about the stigmatising nature o f going to 
psychotherapy and the various stereotypes concerning psychotherapy. There was a 
significant effect o f Psychology on STIGMA ( F_ (1, 231) = 14.50 , p < .05 ) with 
psychology participants (M = 2.00; SD = .50) disagreeing more than non-psychology 
participants (M = 2.33; SD = .67) about the stereotypes and the stigma concerning
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psychotherapy. There was no significant interaction on STIGMA (F (1, 231) = .99 , n.s.). 
No other factors yield significant effects. Thus, differences between the groups were not 
significant except for STIGMA. That is, males and females, Psychology and non- 
Psychology participants are equally likely to hold the same representations in terms of 
psychotherapists’ roles, when psychotherapy is sought, the médicalisation of 
psychotherapy and therapeutic outcome except for STIGMA where there were gender 
differences and differences between Psychology and non-Psychology students.
Confidence about finding relief in psychotherapy in the future (  item 47)
Overall the means show that participants disagreed that they would be confident in 
seeking psychotherapy in the future ( M = 2.95; SD = .97). Univariate ANOVA 
conducted on this item (“ If I were experiencing a serious emotional crisis at this point in 
my life, I would be confident that I could find relief in psychotherapy”) yielded no 
significant effects o f gender or Psychology. That is, there were no differences between 
males and females or between psychology and non-psychology participants in their 
response to this item.
Beliefs about Psychotherapists compared to Psychiatrists and Counsellors
Beliefs about Psychotherayists (items 48a to 48m). A  principal components 
factor analysis was performed on 13 items (items 48a to 48m) describing various beliefs 
about psychotherapists. From the output o f the principal components extraction, a three 
factor solution was chosen and rotated using an oblique (Direct Oblimin) rotation. The 
means, SDs and pattern matrix can be seen in Table 2. The three factors (eigen values: 
2.53, 1.95 and 1.68) accounted for about 47% of the variance. The first factor accounted 
for 19.49 % of the variance and consisted o f 6 items with loadings that ranged between 
.40 and .74 . This factor was termed Psychotherapist Jobs as items concerned the type o f 
work that psychotherapists do involving the external world (e.g. bad experiences, child­
hoods) and the internal world o f emotions and dreams. Items concerning other tasks such
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as research and dealing with mental problems also appeared on this factor. The second 
factor accounted for 15.06 % of the variance and contained 5 items (loadings: .54 to .74 ) 
relating to medical attributes o f psychotherapists such as being able to prescribe drugs, 
the role o f diagnosis, having gone to medical school and wearing a white coat. This factor 
was termed Psychotherapy Medical Attributes. The third factor accounted for 12. 93 % 
of the variance consisting o f only 3 items (loadings from .51 to .82 ). High loading items 
referred to the ease o f disclosing problems to psychotherapists compared to other 
professionals. This factor was labelled Psychotherapy Ease o f  Disclosure.
Factor means were 3.73 (SD = .43) for Psychotherapist Jobs, 2.44 (SD = .67) for 
Psychotherapy Medical Attributes and 2.89 (SD = .59) for Psychotherapy Ease o f  
Disclosure. Reliability analysis was run for the three factors and they were .60, .62 and 
.55 respectively. Item scores for each of the factors were combined to create 3 dependent 
variables: PT JOBS, PT MED, and PT EASE. Univariate ANOVAs yielded no significant 
effects o f gender and Psychology on variables PT JOBS and PT EASE. There was a 
significant effect o f Psychology on variable PT MED, ( F (1, 231) = 3.95 , p < 0 5 ) with 
psychology participants ( M = 2.36; SD = .62) significantly disagreeing more than non­
psychology participants ( M = 2.57; SD = .73) about psychotherapists’ medical attributes. 
It seems that participants hold the same representations o f psychotherapists in terms o f 
what they do and the ease o f disclosing problems to them except in terms o f their medical 
attributes where there were differences between Psychology and non-Psychology 
participants.
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Table 2.
gaffer# /Marrzxyôr w^g^ fzoM ^  - Wzg/y a6owr j j^yc/zor/zgrapz^^
ITEM MEAN SD FACT0R1 FACTOR2 FACTORS
48j. are interested in people’s 4.07 .57 .74
feelings and emotions
481 .are interested in people’s 3.82 .67 .71
childhoods
48d. deal with people who 
have had bad experiences
3.97 .60 .62
48a. deal with mental 
problems
3.60 .86 .56 - -
48k. apply psychological 
research to people’s 
problems
3.65 .79 .41 -
48h. are interested in people’s 
dreams
3.29 .87 .40 - -
48b. prescribe drugs 2.36 .97 - .74 -
48g. are concerned with 
diagnosis
2.84 .97 - .68 -
48c. have been to medical 
school 
48f. wear white coats
2.80
1.77
1.09
.88
- .67
.54
-
481. are easier to admit one’s 
problems to than to 
psychiatrists
3.05 .71 - - .82
48m. are easier to admit one’s 
problems to than to 
counsellors
2.97 .75 .77
48e. speak with a soft voice 2.66 .96 - - .51
Eigenvalue 2.53 1.95 1.68
% Variance 19.49 15.06 12.93
Reliabilities (Alpha) .60 .62 .55
Note: Statements rated on a 5 point scale: 1 = Strongly disagree, 5 = strongly agree. Dashes indicate 
loadings less than .4
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Beliefs about Psychiatrists (items 49a to 49m). A similar factor analysis was 
performed on the 13 items pertaining to various beliefs about psychiatrists. The means, 
SDs and pattern matrix can be seen in Table 3. The results o f this factor analysis were 
similar to the results o f Beliefs about Psychotherapists with the factors containing the 
same items. The three factors (eigen values: 2.75, 2.16, 1.88) accounted for about 57% of 
the variance. The first factor accounted for 21. 20% of the variance (item loadings: .49 
and .81 ) and was labelled Psychiatrist Jobs. Items on this factor were the same as in 
Psychotherapy Jobs although items relating to the internal world loaded higher on this 
factor that on Psychotherapy Jobs. The second factor accounted for 16.63% of the 
variance (item loadings o f .53 to .81 ) had items again relating to medical attributes of 
psychiatrists and was termed Psychiatrist Medical Attributes. The third factor accounted 
for 14.47% of the variance (item loadings: .60 to .81 ) and labelled Psychiatrist Ease o f  
Disclosure as items concerned the ease o f revealing problems to psychiatrists compared 
to other professionals.
Factor means were 3.70 (SD = .52) for Psychiatrist Jobs, 3.29 (SD = .70) for Psychiatrist 
Medical Attributes and 2.72 (SD = .63) for Psychiatrist Ease o f  Disclosure. Reliability 
analysis was run for the three factors and they were .72, .65 and .62 respectively. Item 
scores for each o f the factors were combined to create 3 dependent variables: PSY JOBS, 
PSY MED and PSY EASE. Univariate ANOVAs yielded no significant effects o f gender 
and Psychology on variables PSY JOBS and PSY EASE. There was a significant effect o f 
gender on PSY MED, ( F (1, 231) = 5.32 , p < 05 ) with female participants (M = 3.36; 
SD = .64) significantly agreeing more than male participants ( M = 3.14; SD = .77) about 
psychiatrists’ medical attributes. While there were no differences among the groups 
(males and females; Psychology and non-Psychology students) concerning their 
representations o f psychiatrists in terms o f what they do and the ease o f disclosing 
problems to them there were gender differences in participants’ representations in terms 
of their medical attributes.
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Table 3.
M g a w ,  6 D  aM ü f y b r  ^ 9  -  W z g / s -  a 6 o w r  p j y c / z z a ^ z j ' ^
ITEM MEAN SD FACTOR 1 FACTOR2 FACTO
49i. are interested in people’s 
childhoods
3.60 .85 .81 - -
49j. are interested in people’s 
feelings and emotions
3.82 .75 .80 - -
49h. are interested in peoples’ 
dreams
3.22 .92 .65 - -
49k. apply psychological 
research to people’s 
problems
3.62 .85 .53 - -
49d. deal with people who 
have had bad experiences
3.91 .70 .52 - -
49a. deal with mental 
problems
4.04 .70 .49 - -
49b. prescribe drugs 3.48 1.06 - .81 -
49c. have been to medical 
school
3.63 1.02 - .78 -
49g. are concerned with 
diagnosis
3.69 .84 - .58 -
48f. wear white coats 2.34 1.04 - .53 -
491. are easier to admit one’s 
problems to than to 
psychotherapists
2.77 .75 - - .81
49m. are easier to admit one’s 
problems to than to 
counsellors
2.74 .82 - - .77
49e. speak with a soft voice 2.65 .92 - - .60
Eigenvalue 2.75 2.16 1.88
%Variance 21.20 16.63 14.47
Reliabilities (Alpha) .72 .65 .62
Note: Statements rated on a 5 point scale: 1 = Strongly disagree, 5 = strongly agree. Dashes indicate 
loadings less than .4
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Interestingly, males and females, Psychology and non-Psychology students appear to hold 
the same representations o f psychotherapists and psychiatrists in terms o f their jobs and 
the ease o f disclosing their problems to them but in terms o f their medical attributes, there 
are differences between Psychology and non-Psychology participants concerning 
psychotherapists while there are gender differences concerning psychiatrists’ medical 
attributes. Psychology and non-Psychology students do not differ in their representation 
o f psychiatry as a medicalised profession yet differ in their representation o f  
psychotherapy as a medicalised profession with Psychology participants more likely to 
disagree about the medical attributes o f psychotherapists. This suggests that Psychology 
participants’ ratings reflect their formal familiarity with the profession o f psychotherapy 
compared to non-Psychology participants who may not have any formal knowledge o f the 
differences between the two professionals. The gender difference may reflect females’ 
higher likelihood o f contact with a mental health professional.
Beliefs about Counsellors (items 50a to 50m). A similar factor analysis was 
performed on the 13 items relating to beliefs about counsellors. The means, SDs and 
pattern matrix can be seen in Table 4. The three factors (eigen values: 3.24, 2.06, 1.82) 
accounted for about 54% o f the variance. The first factor accounted for 24.93% o f  the 
variance (item loadings: .59 to .72 ) and contained items referring to medical attributes o f  
counsellors. Unlike Psychotherapy Medical Attributes and Psychiatrist Medical 
Attributes, items relating to application o f research and working with dreams also 
appeared on this factor. This factor was termed Counsellor Medical Attributes as high 
loading items concerned medical attributes. The second factor accounted for 15.87% of  
the variance (item loadings o f .66 to .75 ) and only contained 3 items relating to issues 
that counsellors deal with. Unlike Psychotherapy Jobs and Psychiatrist Jobs which 
consisted o f what these professionals do in general, this factor contained items that 
specifically concerned areas that counsellors deal with primarily in the therapeutic session 
such as the exploration o f clients’ childhoods, emotions and bad experiences whereas 
research activity which could be considered as occurring outside the therapeutic session
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did not appear on this factor. This factor was labelled Counsellor Jobs. The third factor 
accounted for 14.00% of the variance and only had 2 items (item loadings -.91 and -.93 ) 
concerning ease o f disclosure to counsellors compared to other professionals. This factor 
was labelled Counsellor Ease o f  Disclosure. Items relating to mental problems and 
speaking with a soft voice were omitted as loadings were not salient (< .4).
Factor means were 2.28 (SD = .66) for Counsellor Medical Attributes, 3.78 (SD = .61) 
for Counsellor Jobs, and 2.87 (SD = .61) for Counsellor Ease o f  Disclosure. Reliability 
analysis was .78 for Counsellor Medical Attributes, .60 for Counsellor Jobs and the 
correlation for the two items in Counsellor Ease o f  Disclosure is .80. Item scores for each 
o f the factors were combined to create 3 dependent variables: COUNS MED, COUNS 
JOBS and COUNS EASE. Univariate ANOVAs yielded a significant effect o f gender on 
COUNS MED, (F (1,231) = 5.41 , p < .05 ) with female participants (M = 2.18; SD = 
.62) significantly disagreeing more than male participants (M = 2.47; SD = .69) about the 
medical attributes of counsellors. There was also a significant effect o f Psychology on 
COUNS MED, ( F (1, 231) = 15.89 , p < 05 ) with Psychology participants ( M = 2.13; 
SD = .61) significantly disagreeing more than non-Psychology participants ( M = 2.52; 
SD = .65) about the medical attributes of counsellors. There was also a significant effect 
o f gender on COUNS JOBS with female participants (M = 3.86; SD = .59) more likely 
than male participants (M = 3.64; SD = .63) to agree that counsellors deal with people’s 
childhoods, bad experiences and emotions. There were differences among the groups 
concerning their representations o f counselling, in particular Psychology participants’ 
representations differed from non-Psychology participants’ representations in terms o f 
counsellors’ medical attributes and females’ representations differed from m ales’ 
representations in what they do.
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Table 4.
Means, SD and pattern matrix fo r  question 50 - beliefs about counsellors
ITEM MEAN SD FACTOR1 FACTOR2 FACTOR3
50c. have been to medical 
school
2.02 .91 .72 - -
50g. are concerned with 
diagnosis
2.45 1.00 .71 - -
50k. apply psychological 
research to people’s 
problems
2.65 .98 .68
50b. prescribe drugs 1.85 .80 .68 - -
50f. wear white coats 1.89 .95 .68 - -
50h. are interested in people’s 
dreams
2.84 1.04 .59 .44 -
50i. are interested in people’s 
childhoods
3.46 .98 - .75 -
50j. are interested in people’s 
feelings and emotions
3.91 .76 - .72 -
50d. deal with people who 
have had bad experiences
3.98 .70 - .66 -
50m. are easier to admit one’s 
problems to than to 
psychiatrists
3.11 .92 -.93
501. are easier to admit one’s 
problems to than to 
psychotherapists
3.00 .84 -.91
Eigenvalue 3.24 2.06 1.82
% Variance 24.93 15.87 14.00
Reliabilities (Alpha) .78 .60 ^Correlation = 
.89
Note: Statements rated on a 5 point scale: 1 = Strongly disagree., 5 = strongly agree. Dashes indicate
loadings less than .4
* correlation given as this factor consists of only 2 items.
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t-tests and repeated measures ANOVAs. T-test on the item “ Psychotherapists 
deal with mental problems” and “Psychiatrists deal with mental problems” indicated 
significantly higher agreement ratings for the psychiatrists in c o m p a r is o n  to the 
psychotherapists ( 1(234) = 7.16, p <05). That is, participants believe that psychiatrists 
(M = 4.04; SD = .70) compared to psychotherapists (M = 3.60; SD = .86) are more likely 
to deal with mental problems. T-test on the item “ Psychiatrists deal with mental 
problems” and “Counsellors deal with mental problems” reveal higher agreement ratings 
for psychiatrists in comparison to counsellors ( 1(234) = 14.65, p <  05) with participants 
indicating that psychiatrists are more likely than c o u n s e l lo r s  ( M = 2.96; SD = .96) to deal 
with mental problems. T-test on “P s y c h o th e r a p is ts  deal with mental problems” and 
“Counsellors deal with mental problems” reveal more agreement that psychotherapists 
deal with mental problems than counsellors ( 1(234) = 8.87, p< .05). Repeated measures 
ANOVA yielded no significant effects o f gender or Psychology. Thus, while participants 
believe that psychiatrists in c o m p a r is o n  to psychotherapists and counsellors are more 
likely to  deal with mental problems, there were no differences between males and 
females, and between P s y c h o lo g y  and non-Psychology students.
T-test on the item “ Psychotherapists have been to medical school” and “Psychiatrists 
have been to medical school” reveal significantly higher agreement ratings for 
psychiatrists compared to psychotherapists ( 1(234) = 9.83, p < 0 5 ) with participants 
agreeing that psychiatrists have attended medical school (M = 3.63; SD = 1.02) and 
disagreeing about psychotherapists having attended medical school (M = 2.80; SD = 
1.09) t -test on item “Psychiatrists have been to medical school” and “Counsellors have 
been to medical school” reveal higher agreement ratings for psychiatrists ( t (234) = 
18.68, p<05). That is there is agreement among participants that psychiatrists compared 
to counsellors ( M = 2.02; SD = .91) have been to medical school. Repeated measures 
ANOVA yielded a significant effect o f psychology ( F (1, 231) = 7.54, p <05). 
Psychology participants differ in their agreement ratings from non-Psychology 
participants about the three different professionals in terms o f having been to medical 
school. Psychology participants believe more than non-Psychology participants that
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psychiatrists ( M = 3.64; SD = 1.03 and M = 3.63; SD = 1.02 respectively) have been to 
medical school more than psychotherapists (M = 3.03; SD = 1.10 and M = 2.66; SD =
1.06 respectively ) and counsellors (M = 2.31; SD = .95 and M = 1.83; SD = .84 
respectively). Thus, while participants’ ratings reveal that they believe psychiatrists are 
more likely to have been to medical school with counsellors the least likely, there were 
differences between Psychology and non-Psychology participants in their representations 
o f psychotherapists, psychiatrists and counsellors in terms of having been to medical 
school.
Representations of People who seek Psychotherapy
Participants had to indicate the percentage o f clients that they thought fitted various 
adjectives. Therefore, 3 within-subjects factors with 2 levels each were created. They 
were termed WEALTH ( “rich” and “poor” ), CLIENT SEX (“female” and “male”) and 
CLIENT AGE (“young” and “old”). Repeated Measures ANOVA was conducted on 
them. There was a significant main effect on WEALTH factor ( F (1, 231) = 123.93, p 
< 05 ) with participants more likely to believe that clients are rich ( M = 3.30) than poor 
(M = 2.28) and a significant main effect on CLIENT SEX factor ( F (1, 231) = 89.24, 
p< 05) with participants more likely to believe that clients are female (M = 3.31) than 
male ( M = 2.59). This analysis yielded no significant effects o f gender or psychology on 
CLIENT SEX or CLIENT AGE except for a significant effect o f gender on WEALTH ( F 
(1, 231) = 4.24, p < .05 ). Males and females differ in their beliefs about clients’ wealth 
status with females more likely than males to perceive clients as being more rich ( M = 
3.35; SD = .77 and M = 3.31; SD = .88 respectively) than poor ((M = 2.16; SD = .69 and 
M = 2.40; SD = .81 respectively). Thus, while participants’ representation o f a client is o f 
a rich female, there were no differences among the groups except for a gender difference 
about clients’ wealth status.
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Representations of Psychotherapists, Psychiatrists and Counsellors
Participants had to indicate the percentage o f psychotherapists, psychiatrists and 
counsellors that they thought fitted various adjectives. 3 within-subjects factors were 
created for each professional. For psychotherapists, they were PT AGE (“old” and 
“young”), PT SEX (“male” and “female”) and PT ATTITUDE (“caring”, “friendly”, 
“daunting” and “detached”); for psychiatrists, they were PSY AGE (“old” and “young”), 
PSY SEX (“male” and “female”) and PSY ATTITUDE (“caring”, “friendly”, “daunting” 
and “detached”) and for counsellors they were COUNS AGE (“old” and “young”), 
COUNS SEX (“male” and “female”) and COUNS ATTITUDE (“caring”, “friendly”, 
“daunting” and “detached”). Repeated measures ANOVA revealed a significant main 
effect on PT AGE factor ( F (1, 231) = 7.19, p < .05) with participants more likely to 
believe that psychotherapists are old ( M = 3.08) than young ( M = 2.83); a significant 
main effect on PT SEX ( F (1, 231) = 4.16, p < .05) with participants more likely to 
believe that psychotherapists are female (M = 3.09) than male (M = 2.91) and a 
significant main effect on PT ATTITUDE ( F (1, 231) = 136.34, p < .05). There were no 
significant effects o f gender or Psychology on these variables. There was a significant 
main effect o f PSY AGE factor ( F (1, 231) = 75.18, p < .05) with participants more 
likely to believe that psychiatrists are old (M = 3.33) than young (M = 2.56); a significant 
main effect o f PSY SEX factor ( F (1, 231) = 18.97, p < .05) with participants more likely 
to believe that psychiatrists are male (M = 3.21) than female ( M = 2.83) and a significant 
main effect o f  PSY ATTITUDE factor ( F (1, 231) = 28.34, p < .05). There were no 
significant differences among the groups. There was a significant main effect o f  COUNS 
SEX factor ( F (1, 231) = 48.31, p < .05) with participants more likely to believe that 
counsellors are female (M = 3.29) than male (M = 2.72) and a significant main effect o f  
COUNS ATTITUDE factor ( F (1, 231) = 185.82, p < .05). There were no significant 
differences among the groups except for a significant interaction between gender X  
Psychology on COUNS SEX, ( F_ (1, 231) = 4.64, p < .05 ). (See Figure 1). This 
interaction is mainly due to differences between males and females among non-
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Psychology students with males perceiving counsellors to be male more than females. 
Among Psychology students, the opposite is true with females more than males 
perceiving counsellors to be female. Thus, participants perceive most psychotherapists 
and counsellors to be female while perceiving most psychiatrists as male. They believe 
that psychotherapists and psychiatrists are old. There were no differences between males 
and females, and between Psychology and non-Psychology students except concerning 
the representation o f the sex o f the counsellor , where gender differences depended on 
whether students were Psychology or non-Psychology students.
Figure 1. Graph illustrating gender x psychology interaction
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Source of ideas
Participants indicated the following as sources o f their ideas about psychotherapy and 
psychotherapists: 79.5% from TV documentaries, 51.91% from Psychology text books, 
45.96% from TV chat shows, 37.02% from newspapers, 35.74% from magazines, 33.62% 
from TV soaps, 33.62% from knowing people who have seen counsellors, 31.06% from 
parents’ attitudes, 25.53% from knowing people who have been to a psychiatrist, 25.11%
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from ‘popular Psychology’ books, 16.17% from personal experience with a counsellor,
11.49% from self-help books, 11.49% from knowing people who have seen a 
psychologist, 7.66% from the Internet, 6.38% from personal experience o f a psychiatrist 
and 6.38% from personal experience of a psychologist. It seems that the media is their 
main source o f information. Interestingly, about a third o f participants (33.62%) indicated 
they knew people who have received counselling.
DISCUSSION
The results o f the factor analyses suggest that participants in this study have multi-faceted 
views about psychotherapy. They appear to represent psychotherapy in terms o f what 
psychotherapists do, the type o f problems that clients seek psychotherapy for, the stigma 
o f seeking psychotherapeutic help, a medicalised view o f psychotherapy and therapeutic 
outcome. The results are similar to previous studies o f lay persons’ conceptualisations o f 
psychotherapy that conceptualise psychotherapy in terms o f the processes o f 
psychotherapy such as the roles and tasks o f psychotherapists and various stereotypes 
about psychotherapists and clients (e.g. Furnham and Wardley, 1990; Wong, 1994). Thus, 
the participants in this study appeared to have consensual conceptions about what occurs 
in psychotherapy. These findings are consistent with the focus group data in which focus 
group participants stated that psychotherapy involved some sort o f communicative 
activity such as “talking” about problems and feelings emphasising that “listening is the 
key bit”. They also cited examples of when clients seek psychotherapy such as “when 
something has happened to you”.
The study also set out to examine whether there were gender differences and whether 
there were differences between those familiar with Psychology compared to those naïve 
about Psychology. Surprisingly the hypotheses received minimal support. Differences 
between the groups were not significant except for STIGMA. That is, males and females, 
Psychology and non-Psychology participants are equally likely to hold the same
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representations in terms o f psychotherapists’ roles, when psychotherapy is sought, the 
médicalisation o f psychotherapy and therapeutic outcome. It was expected that males 
would be more likely than females to hold a ‘mechanistic’ representation of 
psychotherapy that reflects male gender roles and stereotypes such as the emphasis on 
problem-solving and ‘externalisation’ o f problems, less emphasis on the interpersonal and 
emotive aspects o f psychotherapy. It was also expected that non- Psychology students 
would resort to stereotypes as they were less familiar with psychotherapy. This was not 
the case. The results were not consistent with the focus group data. Male focus group 
participants tended to emphasise the problem-solving aspect believing the role of 
psychotherapy was to “sort out somebody’s problems”, “give practical solutions” and 
“cure” people while females emphasised the communicative and emotional aspects seeing 
psychotherapy as for “everyday problems” including “not being happy with oneself’. 
Non-psychology focus group participants were more likely than Psychology focus group 
participants to report stereotypes such as “clients lie on a couch” or “the client does all o f 
the talking”. Given that males perceive psychotherapy as ‘talk-based’ and ‘emotion- 
based’, this raises the issue o f whether they see psychotherapy and counselling as a 
‘feminised’ occupation and therefore do not choose to study it or seek a career in 
psychotherapy reflecting the difficulty in obtaining male Psychology participants and the 
reality o f predominance o f females in this occupation.
Concerning STIGMA, although overall participants disagree with the stigmatising nature 
o f seeking psychotherapy and do not endorse common stereotypes about psychotherapy, 
there were gender differences as well as differences between Psychology and non- 
Psychology participants. This gender difference may reflect gender role stereotypes with 
male participants viewing seeking help as placing them in a vulnerable position. This 
gender difference is consistent with previous studies (e.g. Good and Wood, 1995; Leong 
and Zachar, 1999; Wisch et al, 1995) that have suggested that macho stereotypes may 
prevent young males from seeking psychological help. Participants with more formal 
knowledge o f Psychology may be less likely to endorse stereotypes than non-Psychology 
participants who may not have the formal knowledge and rely more on stereotypes and
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other ideas circulating in society as suggested by social representations theory (e.g. 
Moscovici, 1984).
The results suggest that participants perceive psychiatrists as a distinct profession from 
psychotherapists and counsellors especially in terms o f dealing with mental problems and 
being a medical profession. This is consistent with focus group participants who believed 
that psychiatrists were medically trained and dealt with severe problems such as mental 
illness while counsellors dealt with “life events”. Psychology students were more likely 
than non-Psychology students to disagree about psychotherapists’ medical attributes 
which could be attributed to their greater familiarity with Psychology compared to non- 
Psychology students. Females were more likely than males to agree about psychiatrists’ 
medical attributes although there were no differences among Psychology and non- 
Psychology participants which suggests that most participants have a clear representation 
o f psychiatrists as medically trained personnel. Psychology students and females were 
more likely than non-Psychology students and males to disagree about counsellors’ 
medical attributes. Again this may reflect Psychology participants’ formal knowledge 
about Psychology, and the gender difference may be due to the greater likelihood that 
females seek psychological help and are referred for psychotherapy than males and this 
may reflect their contact with counsellors as suggested by research findings (e.g. Basow, 
1992). These findings are supported by the focus group data. Focus group findings that 
were not supported were non-Psychology participants’ beliefs that psychiatrists wore 
“white coats” and counsellors “spoke with a soft voice”. Participants in this study did not 
endorse those stereotypical images and there were no differences among the groups.
Concerning participants’ images o f clients, overall participants did endorse common 
stereotypes such as clients being “rich middle-aged women” as indicated in the focus 
group discussions. Participants appear to hold consensual representation o f clients as 
‘rich’ and ‘female’. Furthermore, their representation o f psychotherapists as ‘old’ and 
‘female’, o f psychiatrists as ‘old’ and ‘m ale’ and of counsellors as ‘fem ale’ while 
stereotypical, reflect the ‘reality’ o f over representation o f females in the counselling
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profession and psychiatry as a male-dominated profession. There were no gender and 
psychology differences except for a gender X Psychology significant interaction about 
counsellors’ sex. Female non-Psychology students were more likely than male non- 
Psychology students to disagree that counsellors were male while among Psychology 
students, females tended to agree more than males that counsellors are female. Perhaps 
this reflects the counsellor image and counsellor stereotype that counsellors are mostly 
female that is circulating in society as well as the ‘reality’ that there are more female 
counsellors than male counsellors and if  one has contact with a counsellor, there is a high 
probability that it will be a woman and given the gender differences in treatment and 
referral for psychological problems females are more likely than males to be offered 
psychotherapy (e.g. Basow, 1992).
On the whole, the findings from this study reveal that participants’ representations o f 
psychotherapy are fairly consensual. These findings suggest that the participants’ 
representations of psychotherapy is mainly one o f communicative activity, that is talk- 
based and emotion-based and often drew on categories closely related to counselling 
rather than psychiatry. It seemed that participants’ representations o f psychotherapy 
compared to psychiatry were less medicalised, less mechanistic and less stigmatising. 
This suggests that psychotherapy (a relatively unfamiliar activity) was given meaning by 
viewing it as analogous to counselling, a more familiar activity which has become part of 
everyday consciousness. Interestingly, over half o f the sample indicated that their ideas 
about psychotherapy came from the media such as television programmes. Perhaps this 
diffusion o f information to the public is the reason why the different groups (psychology 
and non-psychology; males and females) show no differences in their representations of 
psychotherapy as the information that is circulating in society is available to anyone. Also 
about a third o f the sample indicated that they knew people who have received 
counselling suggesting that perhaps counselling is the model that was being used to make 
sense of psychotherapy. While a social representations framework was used to examine 
participants’ representations of psychotherapy, it was beyond the scope o f this study to 
test the processes o f ‘anchoring’ and ‘objectification’. Instead, the results o f the study
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highlight the ‘consensual’ nature of social representations. The findings support the 
consensual nature o f social representations as participants appeared to hold the same 
representations about psychotherapy, with their representations reflecting those ideas 
circulating in their ‘therapy culture’.
This study had several limitations. Firstly, there was a predominance o f female 
Psychology participants in the sample. However, this predominance o f females studying 
Psychology is reflective o f the current status o f Psychology with there being a 
disproportionate number o f females studying Psychology compared to males. 
Furthermore, the sample consisted o f Advanced level students who although 
representative o f young people who are at the vulnerable age for suicide may not be 
representative o f all young people as there are many 17 to 19 year olds who are not in 
secondary education. Also, the sample came from Surrey which as a county has a 
predominantly White and higher socio-economic status compared to other areas in the 
U. K.
It is increasingly being recognised by mental health practitioners that attitudes and 
opinions o f the population they serve affect both utilisation and success o f that service 
(e.g. Grencavage and Norcross, 1990). The results o f the present study indicate that it 
may be helpful for psychotherapeutic practitioners to be aware o f their clients’ 
representations about psychotherapy, since these beliefs may be associated with their 
attitudes toward seeking psychological help as clients’ ambivalence about the role and 
value o f psychotherapy in their lives may be embedded in these representations. Despite 
its limitations, the findings which may be o f interest to psychotherapeutic practitioners 
are that young people have distinct representations o f psychotherapy from psychiatry. 
Their representation o f psychotherapy as a talk-based and less medicalised activity than 
psychiatry suggests that perhaps the profession may need to reframe the way 
psychotherapy is ‘marketed’ to young people as a distinct activity from psychiatry in 
order to make it less threatening and less stigmatising. If young people see it as talk-based 
and emotion based then for males the problem-solving aspects may need to be
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emphasised. Growing up in a ‘therapy culture’, these participants indicated that media 
were their main source o f ideas and this has implications for the way the media can be 
used to present psychotherapy in a more realistic and less sensationalised way in order to 
encourage young people to utilise psychological services.
Participants indicated that they would not be confident about psychotherapy providing 
relief for their emotional difficulties. Although this item is not a measure o f actual 
utilisation, it is disconcerting that young people despite their ‘knowledge’ of 
psychotherapy and their representation o f psychotherapy as something that is akin to 
counselling (and not psychiatry with its associations to mental illness) indicate their 
reluctance to seek psychological help in the future. Future research might need to focus 
on further understanding the barriers that young people face. Actual utilisation rates and 
examination o f access and availability of psychological services may provide a more 
comprehensive picture o f young people’s under-utilisation of psychological services. 
Also a focus on young people who are not in secondary education, and on the culture o f 
young males and the links between maleness and psychotherapy might be fruitful areas to 
investigate in the future.
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Appendix I: Research consent form for focus group participants
Research Consent Form for Focus Group Participants
This research project is being carried out as part-fulfilment o f the Practitioner Doctorate 
in Psychotherapeutic and counselling psychology at the University o f Surrey by Jenny 
Rahemtulla. The aim of this research is to examine young people’s understandings about 
psychotherapy. This kind o f research helps psychologists to learn about the expectations 
that prospective clients bring to therapy and the factors that may prevent young people 
from obtaining psychological aid. The data gathered may prove useful in arriving at 
interventions that promote mental health among young people and assist practitioners in 
their practice.
You will be asked to take part in an discussion about this topic. The interview will be 
audio-taped. To maintain confidentiality, only m yself will hear the tapes. Once the tapes 
are transcribed, the data will be analysed and used to form the basis o f a questionnaire.
You are free to withdraw from the study at any time.
I have read the above and agree to participate in this study. I also consent to being audio­
taped.
Name (Block letters)
Signed
Date
I agree to maintain confidentiality and to protect the anonymity o f the participant. 
Name (Block letters)
Signed
Date
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Demographic Questionnaire
1. Are you male or female
2. How old are you? ] years
3. W hich o f the ethnic groups listed below would you say you belong to? 
(Please tick the appropriate category)
White  ( )
Black-Caribbean  ( )
Black-African  ( )
Black-Other  ( )
Indian  ( )
Pakistani  ( )
Bangladeshi  ( )
Chinese  ( )
Other (please specify)  ( )
4. W hat ‘A ’ levels are you studying?
5. Do you plan to go to higher education/ university?
Yes
N o' < >
If Yes, what do you hope to study?
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Appendix III: Focus group interview schedule
FOCUS GROUP TOPIC GUIDE
Preliminaries/Introduction
• Introduce researcher and nature and aims o f research project.
• Explain the confidentiality procedures and obtain consent to tape-record the 
discussion.
• Address any participants’ queries.
• Have participants complete demographic information questionnaire.
Thank you for coming today and for agreeing to take part in this discussion. Firstly, I 
would like to introduce myself. My name is Jenny Rahemtulla and I am currently doing a 
doctorate in counselling psychology at the University o f Surrey. As part o f my research, I 
am interested in young people’s views about therapy, such as yourselves. The purpose of 
this meeting is for me to get an idea o f your perspectives on this topic which will later be 
used to create questions for a questionnaire. I am interested in everyone’s views. There 
are no right or wrong answers.
The meeting will be audio-taped in order for me to get an accurate picture o f what was 
said today. Before we begin, I would like to make sure that everyone is happy about being 
audio-taped. I would also like to remind you that you are free to leave anytime. 
Everything remains confidential amongst ourselves. The only person who gets to listen to 
the tape is myself. If  everyone is in agreement about taking part and being taped, will they 
please sign the consent form giving your permission, and fill in the background 
questionnaire. Since this is being audio-taped, I suggest that only one person speaks at a 
time to make it easier for me to figure out when people were saying when I listen to the 
tape later.
Are there any questions?
[Switch audio-tape recorder]
Questions 
Representations of therapy / therapist
1. We all have different ideas o f what therapy is about and what therapists do. I ’d like to 
begin by asking you what is the first thing that comes to your mind when you hear the 
word ‘therapy’
• what meanings does it hold for you?
•  what sorts o f images does it conjure up ?
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How about when you hear the word psychiatrist / psychologist / counsellor ?
2. What does your picture o f a therapist look like?
What do you think are the aims o f therapists / what do they do in their job / how do 
you see their role?
What sort o f qualities/characteristics/skills/qualifications do you think they 
possess?
Representations of client
3. What do you think makes people go to therapy?
What sort o f people do you think go to therapy / what sort of problems?
What does your image o f a person who goes to therapy look like?
4. After therapy, some individuals feel better and others do not. Some feel it has 
been helpful while others feel it has been a waste o f time. What is your opinion - in which 
situations do you think they would feel it is helpful and which ones would they feel it is a 
waste o f time?
Representations of therapy process
5. What do you think happens in therapy?
How do you think it works?
What do you think is the procedure for obtaining therapy? / How do you go about it if 
someone wants to see a therapist?
Origin of ideas
6. Where do your ideas come from? Have you read about it? / Have you ever discussed 
this before ? is this the first time you have had this discussion on what therapy is about?
Reactions to psychotherapy
7. Could you imagine yourself ever going to see a therapist? In what circumstances 
What factors would encourage you to go?
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What factors would prevent you from going?
8. Going to therapy is a personal matter for some people. Some do not mind talking 
about it and others have difficulty admitting that they are in therapy? In general, have any 
had experience o f therapy either yourself or know someone that has. What was your/their 
experience? Remember that you can protect their confidentiality by not giving their 
names and not giving details.
Reflecting on the interview experience
Is there anything we haven’t covered that you would like to add? That’s all the questions I 
wanted to ask.
Finally I would like to reflect for a moment upon what it has been like to take part in this 
discussion? How do you feel about having taken part? What have been the positive things 
about taking part in this discussion? And what have been the negative things?
Was there anything about the discussion that you found helpful or unhelpful? Could you 
give me an example o f what you mean?
Closure
[Switch o ff  audio-tape]
• Thank participants for taking part and ask if  participants have further questions.
• Remind participants that their identity will remain anonymous and what they have
said will be treated with the utmost confidence.
• Explain how participants can obtain a copy o f research report.
• Explain how participants can ring me for further information on how to find a
therapist or how to find out more about pursuing psychology at a more advanced
level.
Thank you all again for taking part. If any o f you would like to have a copy o f the final 
research, you can leave your name and address and I can forward a copy to you. I would 
like to remind you that everything is confidential and thank you again for giving up your 
time to do this.
Probes which may be used to elicit further information:
Could you say more about that?
Why do you think that is?
Could you give me an example o f what you mean?
How does [did] that make you feel?
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THEMES IDENTIFIED FROM FOCUS 
GROUP DATA
QUOTES IILUSTRATING THEMES
Reasons for seeking psychotherapy ...I t’s a procedure or treatment for some 
sort o f problem ...”
. . . i f  you want to get over some life 
event...w hen something has happened to 
you”
“ . . . if  you are not happy within yourself.. .”
Severity o f problems " ...fo r mental problem s...” 
“ ...biological or illness o f the b rain .. .”
Process o f therapy “ ...listening is the key bit.”
...involves on one to one basis...talking 
and emotions”
“ ... i t’s a sort of question and answer 
scenario.”
Images o f psychotherapists, psychiatrists 
and counsellors in relation to their 
appearance and what they do
“Psychiatrists are more qualified, cold and 
wear white coats....dealing with mental or 
more serious problem s...are doctors while 
counsellors are middle aged women who 
are less trained and like agony aunt”
Images o f clients who seek help “ Usually rich middle-aged w om en...those 
without support netw ork...have problems 
happened to them ...those having mid-life 
crisis”
Stigma o f seeking help “ ... i t’s embarrassing ...counselling is seen 
as more accepting”
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Q UESTIO NNAIRE ON Y O U N G  P E O P L E ’S REPRESENTATIO NS
OF P SY C H O T H E R A PY
This questionnaire is concerned with your views about psychotherapy. The first 
part of the questionnaire consists of a series of statements and the second part of the 
questionnaire asks some background information about yourself such as your age 
and sex. You will not be asked for your name. Please note all information you 
provide is ANONYMOUS and CONFIDENTIAL.
There are no ‘right’ or ‘wrong’ answers, just your views.
You are free to withdraw from the study at any time.
THANK YOU FOR YOUR PARTICIPATION.
In the following statements please circle the number that best corresponds with your 
view where
1 = Strongly disagree
2 = Disagree
3 = Neither agree/disagree -A
4 = Agree
5 = Strongly Agree J?
1. People consult psychotherapists when they cannot be helped by 1 2 3
friends and family
2. People whose problems are too m uch to cope with on their own go to 1 2 3
psychotherapists
3. People who have been affected by negative experiences go to 1 2 3
psychotherapists
4. People with common problems (e.g. stress) go to psychotherapists 1 2  3 -
5. People who are not happy within them selves go to psychotherapists 1 2  3 -
6 . People go to psychotherapists when a specific distressing event has 1 2  3 -
happened in their lives
7. People go to psychotherapists when they are in general distress 1 2  3 '
8 . People with emotional troubles go to psychotherapists 1 2  3 <
k
9. People with severe mental problem s go to psychotherapists 1 2  3 /
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10. Going to psychotherapy is a sign o f weakness
11. People who are interested in their personal growth and deveL 
go to psychotherapists
12. People who lack confidence go to psychotherapists
13. People going through a “mid life crisis” go to psychotherapists
14. People who are open-minded about psychotherapy 
psychotherapists
15. Psychotherapy is like talking to a friend
16. Psychotherapists help people cope with their anxieties.
17. A major component o f all psychotherapies is teaching 
relaxation.
18. Psychotherapists encourage expression o f emotions and feelin 
have long been bottled up
19. Some psychotherapists expose people to those things 
heights/snakes) that people are afraid of
20. Psychotherapists aim to let people find their own solutions to their 1 2 3 4 5
problems
21. The work of psychotherapists consists m ainly of listening to people 1 2 3 4 5
talking about their problems
22. Psychotherapy involves the communication and exploration o f 1 2 3 4 5
feelings
23. Clients in psychotherapy are taught how to confront and cope with 1 2 3 4 5
fearful situations
24. Psychotherapists give people “homework exercises” to do
26. Psychotherapists deal with people who are mentally ill
27. In psychotherapy most clients lie on a couch
/ ' / /V /
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 .5
1 2 3 4 5
25. Psychotherapists solve people’s problems by telling them what to do 1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
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28. M ost peop le “get better” in psychotherapy
29. M ost people “get w orse” in psychotherapy because it stirs up deep  
rooted problem s
30. O nly peop le w ho want to change them selves benefit from  
psychotherapy
31. O nly people w ho seek  help o f  their ow n  free w ill ben efit from  
psychotherapy
32. Y ounger peop le are the only ones to benefit from  psychotherapy
33. Psychotherapy sessions are often extrem ely em otional for peop le
34. The client does m ost o f  the talking in psychotherapy
35. The psychotherapist does m ost o f  the talking in psychotherapy
36. Psychotherapists do not tell people what to do - they just g ive  advice.
37. It is a sign o f  w eakness to admit your problem s to a stranger
38. It is em barrassing to go to a psychotherapist 1
39. It is easier to admit problems to a fem ale psychotherapist than a m ale 1 
psychotherapist
40. W om en m ake better psychotherapists than m en 1
4 L  M en make better psychotherapists than w om en  1
42. P eople w ho go to psychotherapy want to feel understood 1
43. People w ho go  to psychotherapy want to feel they have been heard 1
44. People w ho go to psychotherapy want to feel supported 1
45. People w ho go to psychotherapy want to be cured o f  their problem s 1
46. People w ho go  to psychotherapy want to have their problem s so lved  1
47. If I were experiencing a serious em otional crisis at this point in m y 1
life, I w ould be confident that I could find re lie f in psychotherapy
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Please circle the number that best corresponds to your level o f agreement where
1 = Strongly disagree
2 =  Disagree
3 = Neither agree/disagree
4 = Agree
5 = Strongly Agree
T o what extent do you agree that psychotherapists: /^  jo /
/ / / / 2/
D eal w ith m ental problems 1 2 3 4 5
Prescribe drugs 1 2 3 4 5
H ave been to m edical school 1 2 3 4 5
D eal w ith peop le who have had bad experiences 1 2 3 4 5
Speak w ith a soft voice 1 2 3 4 5
W ear w hite coats 1 2 3 4 5
Are concerned with diagnosis 1 2 3 4 5
Are interested in peop le’s dreams 1 2 3 4 5
Are interested in peop le’s childhoods 1 2 3 4 5
Are interested in peop le’s feelings and em otions 1 2 3 4 5
A pply psychologica l research to p eo p le ’s problem s 1 2 3 4 5
Are easier to admit one’s problem s to than to psychiatrists 1 2 3 4 5
Are easier to admit on e’s problem s to than to counsellors 1 2 3 4 5
49. T o what extent do you agree that psychiatrists 
•  D eal w ith m ental problems 1 2 3 4 5
•  Prescribe drugs 1 2 3 4 5
•  H ave been to m edical school 1 2 3 4 5
•  D eal w ith people who have had bad experiences 1 2 3 4 5
•  Speak w ith a soft voice 1 2 3 4 5
•  W ear w hite coats 1 2 3 4 5
•  Are concerned with diagnosis 1 2 3 4 5
•  Are interested in people’s dreams 1 2 3 4 5
•  Are interested in peop le’s ch ildhoods 1 2 3 4 5
•  Are interested in peop le’s feelings and em otions 1 2 3 4 5
•  A pply psychologica l research to p eo p le ’s problem s 1 2 3 4 5
t  Are easier to admit on e’s problem s to than to psychotherapists 1 2 3 4 5
• Are easier to admit one’s problem s to than to counsellors 1 2 3 4 5
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/
50. To what extent do you agree that counsellors -6 /
D eal with m ental problem s
/  /  
1 2
/
3 4
j
5
Prescribe drugs 1 2 3 4 5
H ave been to m edical school 1 2 3 4 5
D eal with peop le w ho have had bad experiences 1 2 3 4 5
Speak w ith a soft vo ice 1 2 3 4 5
W ear w hite coats 1 2 3 4 5
Are concerned with diagnosis 1 2 3 4 5
Are interested in p eop le’s dreams 1 2 3 4 5
Are interested in p eo p le’s ch ildhoods 1 2 3 4 5
Are interested in p eop le’s feelings and em otions 1 2 3 4 5
A pply p sych ologica l research to p eo p le ’s problem s 1 2 3 4 5
Are easier to admit o n e’s problem s to than to psychotherapists 1 2 3 4 5
Are easier to admit o n e’s problem s to than to psychiatrists 1 2 3 4 5
51. W hat percentage o f  p eo p le  w h o  go  to  p sy c h o th e r a p y  do you think are
0% 25% 50% 75% 100%
Rich 1 2 3 4 5
Poor 1 2 3 4 5
Fem ale 1 2 3 4 5
M ale 1 2 3 4 5
Under 40  years old 1 2 3 4 5
Over 40  years old 1 2 3 4 5
52. W hat percentage o f  p sy ch o th era p ists  do you  think are
0% 25% 50% 75% 100%
Old (over 4 0  years old) 1 2 3 4 5
Y oung (under 40  years old) 1 2 3 4 5
M ale 1 2 3 4 5
Fem ale 1 2 3 4 5
Caring 1 2 3 4 5
Friendly 1 2 3 4 5
Daunting 1 2 3 4 5
Detached 1 2 3 4 5
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53. What percentage of psychiatrists do you think are
0%  25%  50% 75% 100%
O ld (over 4 0  years old) 1 2 3 4 5
Y oung (under 4 0  years o ld) 1 2 3 4 5
M ale 1 2 3 4 5
F em ale 1 2 3 4 5
Caring 1 2 3 4 5
Friendly 1 2 3 4 5
D aunting 1 2 3 4 5
D etached 1 2 3 4 5
54. W hat percentage o f  counsellors do you  think are
0% 25% 50% 75% 100%
•  O ld (over 4 0  years old) 1 2 3 4 5
•  Y oung (under 4 0  years old) 1 2 3 4 5
•  M ale 1 2 3 4 5
•  Fem ale 1 2 3 4 5
•  Caring 1 2 3 4 5
•  Friendly 1 2 3 4 5
•  Daunting 1 2 3 4 5
•  D etached 1 2 3 4 5
55. W here do your ideas about psychotherapy and psychotherapists com e from? ( Please 
tick the ones that apply to you ; you can tick more than one)
T .V . docum entaries------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ ( )
T .V . soaps------------------------------------------  ( )
T .V . chat sh ow s------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ ( )
N ew spapers------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ ( )
M agazines-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ( )
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Internet----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------( )
Parents’ attitudes ( )
S elf-h elp  books--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ( )
‘Popular P sy ch o lo g y ’ b ook s ( )
P sych ology  T ext b ooks ( )
Personal experience o f  psychotherapy w ith a psychiatrist------------------------------( )
Personal experience o f  psychotherapy w ith a counsellor------------------------------- ( )
Personal experience o f  psychotherapy w ith a p sy ch o lo g ist---------------------------- ( )
K now ing people w ho have had psychotherapy w ith a psychiatrist----------------- ( )
K now ing people w ho have had psychotherapy w ith  a cou n sellor-------------------( )
K now ing people w ho have had psychotherapy w ith a p sy ch o lo g ist---------------- ( )
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION
For statistical reasons we need some information about you such as your age, sex 
and ethnicity. Please note that the information you provide in this questionnaire
is completely c o n fid e n tia l  a n d  a n o n y m o u s  and will only be used by researchers
for statistical analysis. You cannot be identified from your answers.
1. A re you (Please tick the appropriate answer)
Fem ale ------------- ( )
M ale ------------ ( )
2. H ow  old are you?
[ ] years
3. W hich  o f  the ethnic groups listed  b elow  w ould  you  say you  belong to?
(Please tick the appropriate category)
W hite ---------------( )
Black-Caribbean ---------------( )
B lack-African ---------------( )
Black-O ther ---------------( )
Indian------------------------------------------------------------------------------( )
Pakistani ---------------( )
B angladeshi ---------------( )
C hinese  ( )
Other (please s p e c ify ) ------------------------------------------------------------
4. W hat ‘A ’ L evels  are you studying?
5. Do you plan to go to University/higher education?
Yes  ( )
No  ( )
If Yes, what do you hope to study?----------------------------------------------
If after completing this questionnaire you want to know more about psychotherapy 
or are interested in it for yourself you can contact various organisations such as 
your student counselling service, your GP and anonymous telephone help lines (e.g. 
Samaritans) for more information.
ALL INFO RM ATION YOU H AVE PR O V ID ED  IS ANONYM OUS
AND CO NFIDENTIAL.
TH ANK  YOU FOR YO UR PAR TIC IPA TIO N .
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Appendix VI : Letter to the head teacher and accompanying information sheet
Jenny Rahem tulla
Psych. D  Psychotherapeutic and
C ounselling Psychology
Department o f  P sychology
University o f  Surrey
Guildford, Surrey
GU2 5XH
Tel: (01483) 259176
Dear Sir/M adam
Re: Doctoral dissertation on young people’s social representations of psychotherapy
I am a counselling psychologist in training at the U niversity o f  Surrey and as part o f  m y  
doctoral dissertation, I am interested in young p eop le’s social representations o f  
psychological therapy. To that end, I w ould  be grateful for your assistance in m aking  
contact w ith a sm all group (6-8 people) o f  ‘A ’ level students w ho w ould be w illin g  to 
participate in an informal discussion  on this topic.
A lthough there has been m uch research conducted on p eop le’s representations o f  mental 
illness, there has been less em phasis on their representations o f  psychotherapy. I w ish  to 
investigate the content and processes o f  representations that young people have  
concerning psychotherapy. This kind o f  research helps psychologists to learn about the 
expectations that prospective clients bring to therapy and the factors that m ay prevent 
young people from obtaining psychological aid. The data gathered may prove usefu l in  
arriving at interventions that promote mental health am ong young people and assist 
practitioners in their practice.
Participants in the focus groups w ill be asked to take part in an informal d iscussion  on  
this topic w h ile participants at a later stage w ill need to com plete a questionnaire. The 
focus groups w ill be audio-taped so that the data can be analysed and used in the design  
o f  the questionnaire. The focus group w ill last approxim ately an hour. Participants are 
free to withdraw from the study at any time. A ll participants w ill be required to sign  a 
consent form and all information w ill be anonym ous and confidential.
I appreciate that your prime concern is to your students rather than to researchers but 
wondered whether you could help m e in recruiting participants as w ell as a llow  m e to use  
one o f  your class room s in which to conduct the focus groups and adm inister the 
questionnaires. I w ould  be grateful i f  you w ould allow  this study to occur in your school 
and perhaps could inform prospective participants o f  this project.
Please find enclosed  a copy o f  my research proposal. Please do not hesitate to contact m e  
at the above address or on (01483) 825 545 should you have any questions regarding the
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project. Alternatively you can contact my supervisor Dr Adrian Coyle at the Department 
o f Psychology, University o f Surrey, Guildford, GU2 5XH or on (01483) 876 896. Thank 
you for your time and help and I look forward to hearing from you.
Yours Sincerely
Jenny Rahemtulla
Counselling Psychologist in training 
Enc.
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Information Sheet
I am a counselling psychologist in training and I am conducting this research as part part- 
fulfilment o f the Practitioner Doctorate in Psychotherapeutic and Counselling psychology 
at the University o f Surrey.
The research is aimed at finding out what young people think about psychotherapy and 
the source o f their ideas. This kind o f research helps psychologists to learn about the 
expectations that prospective clients bring to therapy and the factors that may prevent 
young people from obtaining psychological aid. The data gathered may prove useful in 
arriving at interventions that promote mental health among young people and assist 
practitioners in their practice.
Taking part in this project will involve completing a questionnaire that consists of 
background information, and participating in a discussion on your views about therapy 
and therapists and the origins o f such beliefs. The discussion will be audio-taped. To 
protect confidentiality, only myself will listen to the tape.
If you decide to take part, here are some other things you need to know.
1. You will need to sign a consent form. This form shows that you agree to take part in 
the study and that you understand what the study involves. This form will be kept secure 
and confidential by me.
2. You will be asked to fill in a short questionnaire about yourself. This will not include 
your name and will be kept secure and confidential by me.
3. You are free to say no and withdraw from the study at any time.
Please feel free to ask me any questions. If you decide to take part, please read and sign 
the attached consent form. Thank you for your help.
Jenny Rahemtulla
Counselling Psychologist in training
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(1 = Strongly disagree; 5 = strongly agree)
M&4V
1. People consult psychotherapists when they cannot be helped by 3 . 1 1 4 9 .8 8 1 7
friends and family
2. People whose problems are t o o  much to cope on their own go to 3 . 5 6 1 7 .7 6 2 0
psychotherapists
3. People who have been affected by negative experiences go to 3 . 3 4 4 7 .8 9 4 1
psychotherapists
4. People with common problems (e.g. stress) go to psychotherapists 3 .2 5 1 1 .9 0 1 5
5. People who are not happy within themselves g o  to psychotherapists 3 . 4 2 5 5 . 8 5 6 0
6. People g o  to  psychotherapists when something distressing has 3 . 5 9 5 7 .8 9 7 8
happened to them in their lives
7. People go to psychotherapists when they are in general distress 3 . 1 4 0 4 .8 9 7 2
8. People with emotional troubles go to p s y c h o t h e r a p is t s 3 . 5 7 8 7 . 7 6 6 0
9. People with severe mental problems go to psychotherapists 3 . 3 1 0 6 1 .1 5 5 3
10. Going to  psychotherapy is a sign of weakness 1 .6 6 8 1 .8 1 6 8
11. People who are interested in their personal growth go to 2 . 8 0 0 .8 8 5 8
psychotherapists
12. People w h o  lack confidence go to psychotherapists 2 . 8 3 8 3 . 9 0 0 7
13. People going through a “mid life crisis” go to psychotherapists 3 . 0 0 8 5 . 7 4 5 3
14. People who are open-minded about psychotherapy go to it 3 . 3 3 6 2 . 8 3 8 3
15. P s y c h o t h e r a p y  is like talking to a friend 2 . 8 6 8 1 .9 1 2 7
16. Psychotherapists help people cope with anxieties 3 . 8 1 7 0 .6 2 4 1
17. A major component o f all psychotherapists is teaching about 3 . 2 0 8 5 . 7 6 4 6
relaxation.
18. P s y c h o t h e r a p i s t s  encourage expression o f e m o t i o n s  and feelings that 4 . 0 0 8 5 .6 9 1 8
have long been bottled up
19. Some psychotherapists expose people to those things (e.g. 3 . 3 8 3 0 .8 6 6 1
heights/snakes) that people are afraid of
20. Psychotherapists aim to let people find their own solutions to  their 3 . 5 5 3 2 . 8 3 2 3
problems
21.The work o f p s y c h o t h e r a p is t s  consists mainly o f listening to people 3 . 5 7 8 7 .8 6 5 5
talking about their problems
22.Psychotherapy involves communication and exploration o f feelings 4 . 0 0 0 0 .5 9 9 1
23.Clients in psychotherapy are taught how to confront and cope with 3 . 7 1 4 9 .7 2 7 7
fearful situations
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Mean SD
24.Psychotherapists give people “homework exercises” to do. 3 . 0 9 3 6 .7 5 6 6
25.Psychotherapists solve people’s problems by telling them what to  do 2 . 2 4 2 6 .9 0 3 9
26.Psychotherapists deal with people who are mentally ill 2 . 9 8 8 9 1 .0 0 3 0
27.In psychotherapy most people lie on a couch 2 . 3 4 0 4 .9 7 1 3
28.Most people “get better” in psychotherapy 2 . 9 4 8 9 .7 1 4 3
29.Most people “get worse” in psychotherapy by stirring up deep rooted 2 . 5 1 0 6 .7 9 7 2
problems
30. Only people who want to change themselves benefit from 3 .0 8 5 1 .9 7 4 7
psychotherapy
31.Only people who seek help of their own free will benefit from 3 . 0 2 9 8 .9 6 2 5
psychotherapy
32. Y o u n g e r  people are the only ones to benefit from psychotherapy 1.7915 . 7 3 0 2
33. Psychotherapy sessions are often extremely emotional for people 3 . 6 1 2 8 . 7 7 8 3
34. The client does most o f the talking in the session 3 . 5 2 7 7 . 7 2 9 6
35. The psychotherapist does most o f the talking in the session 3 . 5 8 7 2 .7 1 9 0
36. Psychotherapists do not tell people what to do - they just give advice. 3 . 5 5 7 4 .7 9 5 2
37. It is a sign o f weakness to admit your problems to a stranger 1.7021 . 8 8 9 5
38. It is embarrassing to go to  a psychotherapist 2 . 3 4 0 4 1 .0 5 5 6
39. It is easier to admit problems to a female psychotherapist than a male 2 . 6 1 7 0 1 .0 9 3 0
psychotherapist
40. Women make better psychotherapists than men 2 . 3 5 3 2 .9 8 6 4
41. Men make better psychotherapists than women 2 . 2 4 6 8 . 9 3 3 0
42. People who go to p s y c h o t h e r a p y  want to  feel understood 3 . 6 4 6 8 .7 0 9 2
43. People who go to psychotherapy want to feel they have been heard 3 .6 5 1 1 .7 4 9 3
44. People who go to psychotherapy want to feel supported 3 . 8 3 8 3 .6 5 9 8
45. People who go to psychotherapy want to be cured o f their problems 3 . 7 4 0 4 .8 1 9 5
46. People who go to psychotherapy want to  have their problems solved 3.6468 .8 4 6 5
47. If I were experiencing a serious emotional crisis at this point in my 2 . 9 8 3 0 .9 7 8 3
life , I would be confident that I could find relief in psychotherapy
4 8 .  p s y c h o t h e r a p i s t s
( a ) .  Deal with mental problems 3 . 6 0 0 0 .8 6 3 3
( b ). Prescribe drugs 2 . 3 6 6 0 . 9 7 9 6
( c ). Have been to medical school 2 . 8 0 8 5 1 .0 9 0 7
( d ). Deal with people who have had bad experiences 3 . 9 7 0 2 . 6 0 9 0
( e ). Speak with a soft voice 2 . 6 6 3 8 .9 6 1 8
( f  ). Wear white coats 1 . 7 7 0 2 . 8 8 0 9
( g ). Are concerned with diagnosis 2 . 8 4 6 8 . 9 7 0 7
( h ). Are interested in people’s dreams 3 . 2 9 7 9 . 8 7 9 9
( I ) .  Are interested in people’s childhoods 3 . 8 2 9 8 .6 7 6 8
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Mean
4 8  ( j ) . Are interested in people’s feelings and emotions 4 . 0 7 6 6
( k ) . Apply psychological research to people’s problems 1 6 5 9 6
(1) . Are easier to admit one’s problems to than to psychiatrists 3 . 0 5 5 3
( m ) . Are easier to  admit one’s problems to than to counsellors 2 . 9 7 4 5
49. p s y c h i a t r i s t s
( a ) . Deal with mental problems 4 . 0 4 2 6
( b ) . Prescribe drugs 3 . 4 8 9 4
( c ) . Have been to medical school 3 . 6 3 4 0
( d ) . Deal with people who have had bad experiences 3 . 9 1 4 9
( e ) . Speak with a soft voice 2 . 6 5 9 6
( f ) . Wear white coats 2 . 3 4 0 4
( g ) - Are concerned with diagnosis 3 . 6 9 7 9
( h ) . Are interested in p e o p l e ’s dreams 3 . 2 2 1 3
( I ) . Are interested in people’s childhoods 3 . 6 0 0 0
( j ) . Are interested in people’s feelings and emotions 3 . 8 2 1 3
( k ) . Apply p s y c h o l o g i c a l  research to people’s problems 3 . 6 2 1 3
( 1 ). Are easier to admit one’s problems to than to psychotherapists 2 . 7 7 4 5
( m ). Are easier to admit one’s problems to than to counsellors 2 . 7 4 4 7
50. counsellors
( a ) .  Deal with mental problems 2.9660
( b ). Prescribe drugs 1.8553
( c ). Have been to medical school 2.0213
( d ). Deal with people who have had bad experiences 3.9872
( e ). Speak with a soft voice 2.9745
( f  ). Wear white coats 1.8936
( g ). Are concerned with diagnosis 2.4511
( h ). Are interested in people’s dreams 2.8426
( I ) .  Are interested in people’s childhoods 3.4638
( j ) .  Are interested in people’s feelings and emotions 3.9149
( k ). Apply psychological research to people’s problems 2.6553
( 1 ). Are easier to admit one’s problems to than to psychotherapists 3.0085
( m ). Are easier to admit one’s problems to than to psychiatrists 3.1191
SD
. 5 7 2 2
.7 9 7 3
.7110
. 7 5 0 6
.7 0 8
1 .062
1.02f
.705 '
.9 2 1
1.042
.8 41
.921 '
.8 5 8
.7 52 .
.8 50 ,
. 7 5 9
.823:
.9 6 0 2
.8 0 3 5
.9 1 7 3
. 7 0 0 9
. 9 9 5 4
. 9 5 2 6
1.0047
1.0443
. 9 8 3 7
. 7 6 3 2
. 9 8 0 8
.8 4 7 3
. 9 2 1 4
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( For items 51-54: 1 = 0%; 5 = 100% )
51. people who go to psychotherapy
( a ). Rich 3.3447 .8141
( b ). Poor 2.2511 .7459
( c ). Female 3.3660 .6684
( d ). Male 3.0426 .6192
( e ). Under 40 years old 2.8809 .7208
( f  ). Over 40 years old 3.1106 .7357
52. psychotherapists
Old (over 40 years old) 2.8298 .7543
Young ( under 40 years old) 2.9489 .7373
Male 3.0851 .6582
Female 3.7404 .6612
Caring 3.7745 .8652
Friendly 2.4723 .8747
Daunting 2.4511 1.0223
Detached 3.3447 1.0706
53. psychiatrists
( a ). Old (over 40 years old) 3.3447 .6890
( b ). Young (under 40 years old) 2.5660 .6528
( c ). Male 3.2255 .6636
( d ). Female 2.8340 .6684
( e ). Caring 3.3745 .8844
( f  ). Friendly 3.4170 .8651
( g ). Daunting 2.8383 1.0292
( h ). Detached 2.7021 1.0109
54. counsellors
( a ). Old (over 40 years old) 3.0000 .7396
( b ).Young (under 40 years old) 2.9191 .6963
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Mean SD
54. ( c ). Male 2.71106 .6548
( d ). Female 3.3277 .6262
( e ). Caring 3.8511 .8568
( f  ). Friendly 3.8511 .8814
( g ). Daunting 2.2723 .9396
( h ). Detached 2.2936 1.0227
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